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WEB ANALYTICS, SOCIAL MEDIA, AND THE JOURNALISTIC DOXA:
THE IMPACT OF AUDIENCE FEEDBACK
ON THE EVOLVING GATEKEEPING PROCESS
Edson C. Tandoc Jr.
Dr. Tim P. Vos, Dissertation Supervisor

Abstract
New communication technologies have allowed not only new ways in which the
audience interacts with the news but also new ways in which journalists can monitor
online audience behavior. Through new audience information systems—web analytics
and social media—the influence of the audience on the news construction process is
increasing. This occurs as the journalistic field tries to survive a shrinking audience for
news. In this mixed methods research, I argue that how journalists conceive of the
audience as a form of capital influences the extent to which journalists integrate audience
feedback from analytics and social media in their news work. I developed this theoretical
framework through case studies of three online newsrooms that included a total of 150
hours of observations and 30 respondent interviews. I subsequently tested the theoretical
framework refined through my qualitative analysis using structural equation modeling
(SEM) based on survey data collected from 276 online editors. The findings showed a
process of negotiation—between providing what audiences need and what they want,
between editorial autonomy and audience influence, and between individual agency and
organizational constraints—that should clarify how we understand gatekeeping in this
age of a knowable and quantifiable audience.
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I. Introduction

Grinding and twerking in her skimpy flesh-toned latex underwear, wagging her
tongue most of the time, 20-year-old singer Miley Cyrus shocked a lot of people with her
performance at the 2013 MTV Video Music Awards (VMA). The next morning, news
giant CNN shocked media critics. Not only did it upload a story about the stunt, but
CNN.com also used the article as the main story on its homepage (Hare, 2013). In an
online article explaining that decision, the website’s managing editor Meredith Artley
said: “It was an attempt to get you to click on CNN.com so that we could drive up our
web traffic, which in turn would allow us to increase our advertising revenue” (Onion,
2013). Except that it wasn’t really Artley who wrote the piece. It was published by the
satirical news outlet The Onion, which was trying to make fun of CNN’s editorial
decision while also trying to make a point (D'Addario, 2013; Phillips, 2013). The point
was, simply, that serious journalism appears to be losing out to financial pressures,
making drawing traffic to the site through celebrity news, such as the Miley Cyrus story,
the norm. The satirical editorial, passing itself off as written by Artley, further said:
There was nothing, and I mean nothing, about that story that related to the
important news of the day, the chronicling of significant human events, or the
idea that journalism itself can be a force for positive change in the world… But
boy oh boy did it get us some web traffic (Onion, 2013).
The real Artley later responded on Twitter, denying she had penned The Onion’s
satirical editorial that had been published with her byline and headshot. “But I accept all
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compliments and deny all accusations,” she said on her tweet (Phillips, 2013). Not
everyone laughed at CNN, however, for within the field of journalism, a field that is
seeing a continually declining newspaper readership and is turning to digital for survival,
many journalists understand how drawing traffic to news sites is becoming more and
more crucial. An editorial from Variety pointed out that the decision to display the Miley
Cyrus story as the main story was not as easy as The Onion made it sound (Wallenstein,
2013). “It’s difficult to subsist on substantive journalism,” the Variety editorial said,
“without some help from more crowd-pleasing content.”
In short, journalism needs the audience.
News is meant to be read. Newsrooms institute layers of copy-editing and factchecking because of the expectation that their outputs will reach an audience. “The
audience is the ultimate consumer of the media product—the end of the news process”
(Shoemaker & Reese, 2013, p. 177). News organizations, to sustain operations, usually
need to maintain an audience to either sell to advertisers or to justify state subsidy.
Therefore, in understanding the construction of news, one cannot divorce journalism
from its audience.
The audience plays an important role in the news construction process and is
considered by media theorists as among those that exert influence on news content
(Baker, 2002; Gans, 1979; Shoemaker, 1991; Shoemaker & Reese, 1996; Shoemaker &
Vos, 2009), and yet for the longest time journalists had the excuse of not knowing who
exactly their audience was and what it wanted (Beam, 1995; Gans, 1979). Newspapers
relied on readership surveys while broadcast news relied on rating systems—forms of
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audience research that provided limited clues about their actual audiences (Gans, 1979;
Schlesinger, 1978).
But the onset of online news is changing not only how users interact with the
news, for it has also provided journalists with a new way of learning more about their
audiences (Napoli, 2011). Through web analytics, news organizations can collect and
analyze the footprints that news users leave behind, offering immediate access to an
unprecedented wealth of information about the audience. No longer do journalists
second-guess which issues audiences are following. That information is now usually
displayed on their websites’ homepages: The most popular stories of the day—or even of
the hour or the minute—are listed automatically based on users’ actual clicks. These
clicks guide subsequent decisions and influence editorial judgment (Lee, Lewis, &
Powers, 2012; MacGregor, 2007). Thus, CNN.com’s decision to put the Miley Cyrus
story as the site’s main story that Monday morning was a decision made with an astute
awareness, based on journalistic experience, of how the story would perform. It is an
example of giving the audience what journalists think the audience wants, but this time
with a more accurate picture of what the actual audience really wants.
Most online newsrooms already monitor web metrics (Lowrey & Woo, 2010;
McKenzie, Lowrey, Hays, Chung, & Woo, 2011; Tandoc & Jenner, 2013). If we
conceive of web metrics as forms of detailed and immediate feedback from the
audience—communicating audience preferences, among other things—then, with web
metrics being almost omnipresent in newsrooms, the influence of the audience on news
construction should also dramatically increase. This is not as straightforward as it sounds,
however, for the journalistic field is dominated by a particular set of rules, routines, and
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norms—what field theorists refer to as the journalistic doxa—that have long guided news
work. Rules, routines, and norms persist for a reason. For example, they simplify news
work, they make it more efficient, and because of these they are agreed upon by the
community of journalists (see Tuchman, 1972, 1978). This means, however, that rules,
routines, and norms can also be renegotiated and changed.
The journalistic field is an ever-evolving field and journalism has changed in
many ways in the last few decades (e.g. Peters & Tandoc, 2013; Tandoc, Hellmueller, &
Vos, 2012; Tandoc & Takahashi, 2013). What does it mean now to be a journalist? What
roles should journalists now serve in society, especially with an evolving audience?
Technology is a major factor fueling a lot of these changes (Shoemaker & Reese, 2014).
Not only did the internet allow new forms of interactions between journalists and the
“people formerly known as the audience” (Rosen, 2006) who can now produce and
disseminate their own content (Bruns, 2003), but it also allowed journalists to know more
about the audience and what the audience does with news (Napoli, 2011). Online news
has swung right into the center of the journalistic field (Domingo, 2011) and the question
now is not whether journalism has changed, but how it is changing.
This study is interested in understanding how journalism is changing. I am
particularly interested in web analytics and social media as new audience information
systems for tracking and understanding the audience. Access to these pieces of
information can influence how journalists conceive of their audiences, and these
conceptions can affect how much influence journalists allow their audiences to exert on
their daily news work. Therefore, this dissertation begins with two general questions:
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How do journalists conceive of their audience, and how does this conception influence
how they do their work?
In this study, analysis of news work will focus on the extent to which journalists
incorporate audience feedback in their editorial decisions. News judgment is increasingly
becoming a fragile balancing act between editorial autonomy on one hand and the
increasing influence of the audience on the other. I am interested in understanding this
intersection between traditional journalistic norms that have guided news work in the past
and the affordances of new audience information systems that are challenging these
journalistic traditions.
These goals require clarification of two main concepts. In Chapter 2, I attempt to
clarify the notion of influence in the news construction process. I discuss how initial
theoretical discourse on influences on news content (Shoemaker & Reese, 1996;
Shoemaker & Vos, 2009) could be repositioned into a discussion of influences on
gatekeepers. I also offer an extension of gatekeeping theory by borrowing the concept of
journalistic capital from field theory (Bourdieu, 1998, 2005) to theorize a mechanism of
influence that can explain how and why gatekeepers become vulnerable to influence.
Field theory has been proposed as an appropriate framework for newsroom ethnographies
because of its holistic approach to studying journalism (Willig, 2013). In Chapter 3, I
illustrate the utility of these theoretical clarifications by focusing on the audience as an
influence on gatekeepers. I also explicate audience as a form of journalistic capital, again
turning to field theory as a framework to account for influences on how journalists
conceive of their audience and how this conception subsequently influences particular
aspects of news work.
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In Chapter 4, I describe my ethnographic case study approach in studying three
online newsrooms (see Boczkowski, 2005 for an example). In adapting the term
ethnographic case study to describe my qualitative approach, I am defining it as a case
study approach that employs ethnographic methods. The study of online newsrooms is
particularly important, for despite the seemingly similar patterns of work that mark both
traditional and online newsrooms, marked schisms exist between them not only in terms
of routines but also in terms of the nature of interactions between journalists and the
online audience (Paterson, 2008; Singer, 2008). These interactions, allowed by particular
affordances of online technology, are also plausibly influencing how traditional
journalistic norms are being renegotiated. Studying the different facets of online news
work requires detailed and comprehensive observation, which is most effectively
accomplished by newsroom ethnographies (Domingo, 2011; Paterson, 2008; Singer,
2008). I spent a total of 150 hours in three online newsrooms over a period of three
months, employing ethnographic research methods, particularly observation and
interviews. Paterson (2008, p. 2) argued that only ethnographic methods “can come close
to providing an adequate description of the culture and practice of media production, and
the mindset of media producers.” I present my findings in Chapters 5 and 6.
In Chapter 7, I discuss how case studies can be complemented by survey
research. A goal of the ethnographic case study approach is to offer a theoretical
framework that is both grounded in specific cases that were studied and useful in
understanding other similar cases beyond the study. A useful case study is one that not
only explains a phenomenon as unraveled by one or more cases but also provides
theoretical lessons that can be used to understand the same phenomenon as experienced
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by other contemporary and future cases (Creswell, 2007). Observations in online
newsrooms allow comprehensive and deep understanding of specific newsrooms that can
inform theory. However, to move the results of my ethnographic case studies forward, I
also conducted a survey of online editors to test the theoretical relationships that I found
from my qualitative study of three online newsrooms. Singer (2008) pointed out that
qualitative studies of online newsrooms could benefit from quantitative studies that offer
a wider breadth of observations. The quantitative findings are presented in Chapter 8.
Finally, I offer connections between my qualitative and quantitative findings and argue
theoretical and practical implications in Chapter 9.
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II. Toward a Theory of Influences on Journalists

News influences people, and because of this a lot of people try to influence the
news. This puts journalists under a lot of pressure, balancing the different interests they
are supposed to serve while navigating a process where autonomy is under constant
attack. News is constructed (Reese & Ballinger, 2001). If we are to understand how news
becomes what it is, we have to understand the relationships between the individuals who
construct it as well as the larger context within which this construction occurs.
Gatekeeping Theory
The process of news construction has been described using various metaphors
(Mindich, 1998) such as: 1) providing a mirror image of society, initially construed as
referring to news as a means of self-reflection but was later used to refer to the long
discarded assumption of news passively reflecting social events; this metaphor also refers
to the news as reflecting audience preferences (for a discussion of the mirror metaphor,
see Vos, 2011); 2) functioning as a filtering process, such that raw materials for news
pass through a series of filters until only the cleansed residue remains (Herman &
Chomsky, 2002); 3) working as a net that retains some information and lets go of others
(Tuchman, 1978); and finally as something akin to 4) gatekeeping (Shoemaker, 1991;
Shoemaker & Vos, 2009; White, 1950). Psychologist Kurt Lewin is considered the first
to use the metaphor of gatekeeping, and he initially used it to analyze how food ends up
on the dining table (Brown, 1979; Shoemaker & Vos, 2009). In his original model, Lewin
argued that food items pass through either the buying channel or the gardening channel;
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each channel is divided into sections where food items enter through a gate (Shoemaker
& Vos, 2009). These gates are governed either by a gatekeeper (e.g. a housewife deciding
which dish to prepare) or a set of impartial rules (Brown, 1979; Shoemaker & Vos,
2009). In a manuscript prepared before his death that was eventually posthumously
published, Lewin applied the metaphors of gate and gatekeeper to the movement of news
items through communication channels (Shoemaker & Vos, 2009; White, 1950), a
conceptualization that White (1950) later applied to a study of how a wire editor selected
articles to publish.
Gatekeeping is a theory of news selection. It describes the process of how bits of
information about issues and events pass through a series of gates, get transformed in the
process, and end up in the news (Shoemaker & Vos, 2009). Gatekeepers can close or
open the gates, thereby constraining or facilitating the flow of information. Shoemaker
and Vos (2009) defined gates as “decision or action points” and gatekeepers as those who
“determine both which units get into the channel and which pass from section to section”
(p. 15). These gatekeepers operate under several layers of influences that might affect
their intention, capacity, or both, to either close or open the gates. For example, Gans
(1979) classified seven considerations that affect news selection: source, substantive,
product, value, political, commercial and audience considerations. The first four are those
that journalists apply; the rest are those that are imposed on journalists (Gans, 1979). A
survey of journalists across 17 countries also classified perceived influences on
journalists into six factors: political, economic, organizational, procedural, professional,
and reference groups (Hanitzsch et al., 2010).
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Influences on gatekeepers are supposed to operate in a hierarchy, from the micro
to the macro level, ranging from the individual, to the routine, organizational, extramedia, and social system levels (Reese, 2001; Shoemaker & Reese, 1996, 2013). A
hierarchical structure argues that “these forces operate simultaneously at different levels
of strength in any shaping of media content” (Reese, 2001, p. 179).
Individual level. In the first study to use the metaphors gate and gatekeeper in
describing the news construction process, White (1950) asked a wire editor at a local
paper, whom he named Mr. Gates, to collect the wire copies he decided to discard. For
seven days in February 1949, Mr. Gates scribbled on each of the wire copies he had
rejected to describe his reasons for closing the gate on these articles. White (1950)
concluded: “Through studying his overt reasons for rejecting news stories from the press
associations we see how highly subjective, how based on the ‘gatekeeper’s’ own set of
experiences, attitudes and expectations the communication of ‘news’ really is,” (p. 390).
Seventeen years later, Snider (1967) sought Mr. Gates again and replicated White’s
(1950) study. Snider (1967) did not find anything drastically different: “Mr. Gates still
picks the stories he likes and believes his readers want” (p. 427).
White was exposed to Lewin’s work on food gatekeepers when he worked as
Lewin’s research assistant at the University of Iowa (Shoemaker & Vos, 2009). Though
later on heralded as among the earliest studies to shed light on the sociology of news,
White’s (1950) study was earlier incorporated into the prevalent limited media effects
paradigm during his time (Reese & Ballinger, 2001). If news is based only on an editor’s
subjective judgment, it cannot exert powerful effects on those who read the news.
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The individual level looks at “how the characteristics, knowledge, attitudes, and
behaviors of individual people affect the gatekeeping process” (Shoemaker & Vos, 2009,
p. 33). For example, the Mr. Gates studies found that an editor’s personal preferences
influenced his editorial decisions (Snider, 1967; White, 1950). Gender also influences
editorial decisions: Female editors tend to encourage positive news reporting and do not
differentiate between male and female reporters when assigning beats, unlike in maledominated newsrooms (Craft & Wanta, 2004). Male journalists in Iraq also reported
higher levels of perceived danger than did females (Kim, 2010).
Routine level. The second level of analysis focuses on routines, defined as the
“patterned, repeated practices and forms media workers use to do their jobs” (Shoemaker
& Reese, 1996, p. 105). For journalists who are confronted with an overload of expected
and unexpected events and pieces of information, routines make their jobs more
manageable (Tuchman, 1972, 1978). For example, journalists resort to typifications to
classify events as hard news, soft news, spot news, developing news, or continuing news,
as each classification comes with particular expectations and work demands, providing
journalists some form of control in an otherwise uncontrollable and unexpected situation
(Tuchman, 1978). News values, or elements that supposedly guide journalists in deciding
what counts as newsworthy, such as timeliness and prominence (Harcup & O'Neill, 2001;
Shoemaker & Vos, 2009), are also part of journalistic routines. News principles, such as
adhering to the norm of objectivity, also form part of journalistic routines, enabling
journalists to make their jobs easier and avoid legal complications, such as facing libel
suits (Tuchman, 1972).
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Fishman (1988) described routines as the “crucial factor which determines how
newsworkers construe the world of activities they confront” (p. 14). Shoemaker and
colleagues (2001) did a content analysis of news articles about bills filed in the US
Congress and conducted surveys of the reporters who wrote those news articles and the
news editors of the organizations that published the articles about those bills. They found
that editorial level preferences—and not individual characteristics of reporters who wrote
about the bills—were correlated with the amount of coverage each bill got (Shoemaker,
et al., 2001). They concluded that routine level influence exerted a stronger effect on
news selection than did individual level influences (Shoemaker, et al., 2001). Similarly,
Bissell (2000) concluded that newsroom routines, such as control exerted by wire editors,
influenced the selection of published local photos. Cassidy (2006) also argued that
perceived routine level forces, such as the influences of peers and supervisors, exerted
more influence than individual-level forces on the professional role conceptions of online
and newspaper journalists.
Organizational level. The third level refers to the influence on news construction
exerted by the organization, referring to factors such as an organization’s size, structure,
or orientation. Breed (1955) argued that journalists get socialized into the news
organizations they belong to. This happens through organizational policy, which can
either be explicit or often covert (Breed, 1955). Berkowitz (1990) advocated a move
away from the individual-level focus of earlier gatekeeping studies to focus more on
editorial decision-making as a “group process” constrained by organizational factors,
such as an organization’s newscast format.
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Beam (2003) found that newspapers with high market orientation tend to publish
more lifestyle and sports stories, and fewer news items on government and public affairs,
than newspapers with low market orientation. Though media corporations are criticized
as being more susceptible to economic pressures, they are also more capable to withstand
political influences because of their resources. For example, Rossman (2004) found that
radio stations of larger chains were more likely to retain on their playlist songs from a
group that had been criticized for making negative remarks against President Bush during
a concert. Newsroom culture and even staffing arrangements also matter. For example,
Hansen and colleagues (1998) found that journalists in a newsroom perceived a decline in
journalistic quality when a team system, where journalists are assigned based on content
areas, was introduced to replace the traditional beat system. Medium was also found to be
related to content decisions (Maier, 2010; Singer, 2001).
Extra-media level. The fourth level refers to “influences on content from outside
of media organizations” (Shoemaker & Reese, 1996, p. 175). Shoemaker and Vos (2009)
called this the social-institutional level of analysis, referring to factors such as the degree
of market competition; pressure from sources, interest groups, public relations people,
advertisers and the government; and the influence of the audience. For example, Yoon
(2005) found that how journalists perceive the legitimacy of public relations
organizations influenced coverage of those PR firms. Where news organizations are
located can also influence news content. McCluskey and colleagues (2009) found that
newspapers in less pluralistic communities tend to be more critical of protests than
newspapers in high pluralistic communities. Newspapers in high pluralistic communities
tend to quote protesters more frequently than do newspapers in low pluralistic
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communities (McCluskey, et al., 2009). Newspapers in communities that support the
current President also tend to cover that President frequently (Eshbaugh-Soha, 2008).
While characteristics of communities can be considered as extra-media influences,
patterns that cut across communities, such as pluralism, can be considered as social
system level influences.
Social system level. The fifth level refers to social system level influences. In the
original hierarchy of influences model, Shoemaker and Reese (1996) identified the fifth
level—the outermost of the concentric circles that represent influences on news content,
thereby subsuming all the other levels—as ideology. For example, one of the filters that
raw materials of news must pass through, according to the propaganda model of Herman
and Chomsky (2002), is the anti-communism ideology prevalent in the US before the
collapse of the Soviet Union.
But Shoemaker and Vos (2009) argued that the social system level of analysis
involves more than the influence of ideology. They argued that this level refers to
“society-level influences on news media content—those influences include social
structure, ideology, and culture” (Shoemaker & Vos, 2009, p. 105). For example,
Hanitzsch and Mellado (2011) compared survey responses of journalists in 18 countries
and found that journalists in less democratic countries perceived stronger political
influences on their news work than did journalists in democratic countries. A secondary
analysis of data from journalists in China, Taiwan and the US found that political systems
exerted a strong influence on journalists’ role perceptions (Zhu, Weaver, Lo, Chen, &
Wu, 1997). A survey of Washington correspondents also found that journalists working
for US-based organizations tend to enact the disseminator role while correspondents
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reporting for news organizations outside the US tend to enact the mobilizer and
adversarial roles (Tandoc, et al., 2012). But while social systems have been traditionally
defined as countries with specific boundaries, they can be smaller or bigger than nationstates, as long as scholars can argue how a specific social system is being studied
holistically (Shoemaker & Vos, 2009).
A Hierarchy of Influences?
Though initial work on the levels of influences on news content organized these
levels in a hierarchy (Reese, 2001; Shoemaker & Reese, 1996)—as we move from micro
to macro levels, each one subsumes those that come before it—Shoemaker and Vos
(2009) questioned whether these levels of influence were indeed nested in a hierarchy.
Conceptualizing influences as operating in a hierarchy is parallel to the news
construction model of individual gatekeepers working in a hierarchical organization. The
primary gatekeepers, in most instances reporters, are usually placed at the base of a
pyramid structure, reporting under copy editors and senior editors, who report under
managing and associate editors, who are under the editor-in-chief and the publisher. The
hierarchical model is attractive for its simplicity and comprehensiveness, for it builds on
and brings together otherwise isolated theories and assumptions in media sociology
(Reese, 2001; Shoemaker & Reese, 2013). It also accounts for the interaction between
these different levels of influences, possibly influencing each other before exerting an
effect on media content. For example, it provides an explanation for the influence of
capitalist ideology on news content by specifying how a macro-level influence can trickle
down into the micro-level of the individual media worker. Capitalist ideology translates
into a particular government structure that privileges media autonomy, considering media
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organizations as private businesses supposedly governed by the market itself. Capitalism
can also heighten competition and lead to media monopolies. This market structure can
then influence a media organization fighting for survival to want a bigger slice of the
revenue pie. This gets translated into explicit and implicit policies that shape media
routines. For example, editors might privilege the news values of novelty and prominence
over impact, socializing journalists into a newsroom that rewards sensational stories. This
socialization process yields individual journalists oriented more toward these types of
stories. It is possible that ethical considerations might make journalists wary of particular
policies (e.g. Breed, 1955), but the pressure of getting stories published or aired, and the
unwritten rules they have to play with, can override these tensions. This hypothetical
example illustrates how the hierarchical model of influences can account for
sensationalism in the news.
But while the hierarchy of influences model is both parsimonious and elegant, it is
constrained by lack of empirical support. There is an issue how the different levels relate
to one another. For example, in the second edition of their book, Shoemaker and Reese
(1996) arranged their chapters from the individual level to the ideology level. But in the
third edition of their book, they reversed the order of how they presented the five levels
of influences, acknowledging that “the sequence of these levels can be approached in
different directions, and we don’t mean to single out any one level as more powerful than
another” (Shoemaker & Reese, 2013, p. 8). Only a few studies sought to test the
hierarchical relationship among influences, even with the availability of sophisticated
statistical tools. Studies have explored one or two levels at a time, limited by the
challenges of empirical observation at multiple levels, only arguing which level exerted
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stronger influences and not exploring if these levels interact or mediate each other’s
effects. There is disagreement on which level exerts the most influence. Gans (1979) had
argued that source considerations influence journalists the most. Bissell (2000) argued
that routine forces were most influential in the selection of local photos to publish.
Shoemaker and colleagues (2001) found that editors’ preferences, not individual
characteristics of reporters, were related to coverage of congressional bills. Cassidy
(2006) also found that perceived routine level influences strongly predicted the role
conceptions of American newspaper and online journalists. However, Kim (2010) also
found that individual level factors were the most salient in explaining the perceptions of
danger among Iraqi journalists.
But aside from the question of a hierarchical structure, another important point to
ponder in this original model is how influences are directed at news content. These levels
of influences are argued to influence news content, classifying the characteristics of
individual journalists as the first level of influence (Reese, 2001; Shoemaker & Reese,
1996; Shoemaker & Vos, 2009). This important role of the individual in the gatekeeping
process is bolstered even by studies that purportedly found other levels of influences to
be stronger than the individual level. For example, studies that found routine level
influences exerted stronger influences on content than other levels had operationalized
routine influences as either based on the perception of journalists—individual-level
perceptions (e.g. Cassidy, 2006; Hanitzsch & Mellado, 2011), or as decisions made by
editors—individual gatekeepers at a higher level in the organizational hierarchy (e.g.
Shoemaker, et al., 2001).
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News values are routine level influences on news content, but they exert an effect
only in so much as they are internalized and applied by individual gatekeepers.
Shoemaker and Vos (2009) differentiated the concepts “gate” and “gatekeeper” in the
gatekeeping process. Gates are the “decision or action points” while gatekeepers are the
individuals responsible for making those decisions. Thus, gatekeepers do not only refer to
journalists deployed in the field. Gatekeepers also include senior-level editors, the editorin-chief, and even the publisher, as long as they make themselves part of the gatekeeping
process. News content—as gatekeeping studies have demonstrated—is directly
constructed by gatekeepers manning gates in the gatekeeping process and gatekeepers
mediate the effects of external influences on news content.
News gets influenced only in so far as the individuals who construct it get
influenced; therefore I shall argue here that the focus should be on how gatekeepers get
influenced rather than on how news content gets influenced. This focus on the individual
gatekeeper in understanding how news gets constructed can easily fall into the trap of
“methodological individualism” (Parsons, 2007). For methodological individualists,
explanations ultimately rest on individuals, a drastic view that divorces supra-individual
contexts from individual actions (Parsons, 2007). It will be easy to mistakenly criticize
my proposed approach of focusing on individual gatekeepers in understanding influences
on news construction as falling into this trap. However, my proposed approach does not
seek to explain influences on news content based on the characteristics of individuals
alone, which is a weakness of methodological individualism (Parsons, 2007). Instead, I
am proposing that we cannot understand influences on news content per se, for news
content cannot be divorced from those who constructed it. Therefore, what we should
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seek to explain is the influence on individual gatekeepers. I do not claim to reduce
explanations to individuals, but rather I agree that “explanations must offer causal
mechanisms, and the mechanisms must pass through individuals (but may not reduce to
them) to connect to action” (Parsons, 2007, p. 25).
Whether or not the gatekeeper opens the gate depends on his or her personal
characteristics, such as his preferences, beliefs and attitudes, among others (Shoemaker &
Reese, 1996; Shoemaker & Vos, 2009). But among the important factors to consider are
the gatekeeper’s relative power compared with other gatekeepers and the nature of the
gate he or she is in-charge of. Thus, individual characteristics can be shaped by routine,
organizational, social-institutional and social system levels of influence, but they can also
interact with these external influences.
The approach of categorizing individual-level characteristics as independent
variables—among those that can influence news content—assumes that news content
should be essentially value-free. A logical implication that can be deduced from the
current hierarchy of influences model is that news is inherently value-free when it is
protected from individual-level influences, such as when journalists can shield their
outputs from the effects of their political orientation or personal history. However, I will
argue that this is inconsistent with the basic assumption of media sociology, that news
“gets constructed—by individuals—within a social occupational and occupation setting”
(Reese & Ballinger, 2001, p. 641), for this implication locates news content outside of the
individual, instead of with the individual. Thus, a more realistic model will be to clarify
“influences on news content” as “influences on gatekeepers” who facilitate or constrain
the gatekeeping process.
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A Missing Mechanism
Scholars have outlined the different influences on gatekeepers (Gans, 1979;
Hanitzsch, et al., 2010; Herman & Chomsky, 2002) and how these can be grouped into
levels of analysis (Reese, 2001; Shoemaker, 1991; Shoemaker & Reese, 1996;
Shoemaker & Vos, 2009). For example, we know that politicians can directly and
indirectly influence gatekeepers by either threatening to file a libel suit or offering bribes,
or by just being friendly and accessible. However, theorizing on the mechanism with
which this influence on gatekeepers comes about remains scarce. Because of this, a
general impression from previous theorizing is that the media are always susceptible to
influences, but journalists are also capable of resisting them. Specifying the mechanism
of how journalists get influenced will lead to a more realistic representation of the
gatekeeping process.
Sociologists have long stressed the importance of elaborating on mechanisms in
theorizing (Elster, 1989; Hedström & Swedberg, 1998a; Mahoney, 2003; Tilly, 2001).
Situated between the positivistic search for encompassing laws and the narratives that
characterize interpretivism (Elster, 1989; Tilly, 2001), mechanistic explanation “promises
to add precision and depth to theories” (Weber, 2006, p. 120). Stinchcombe (1991) also
argued that mechanisms increase “the suppleness, precision, complexity, elegance, or
believability” of a theory (p. 367). For example, mechanistic explanation is proposed as
an alternative to the so-called “black-box” explanation, where a particular variable is said
to exert an effect on an outcome variable without explaining how and why the effect
comes about (Hedström & Swedberg, 1998a). Thus, “to explain we must always posit
and seek evidence for causal mechanisms” (Parsons, 2007, p. 23). Theorizing and even
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empirical studies in gatekeeping have suffered from this omission. Studies would identify
a level of influence as exerting effects on news content, but they would not identify how
the influence comes about.
The problem with the discourse on mechanism is that different scholars have
defined it in different ways (Norkus, 2005). For example, Elster (1998), one of the
earliest proponents of mechanistic explanation, defined mechanisms as “frequently
occurring and easily recognizable patterns that are triggered under generally unknown
conditions or with indeterminate consequences” (italics in the original; Elster, 1998, p.
45). This definition argues that a mechanism refers to a pattern that can be applied across
a range of situations (Mahoney, 2003), which increases the utility of mechanisms in
general. However, this definition also restricts mechanisms only to those that are “easily
recognizable” when some underlying mechanisms can be difficult to uncover (Hedström
& Ylikoski, 2010). Mahoney (2003) identified four ways in which mechanism had been
defined: 1) as a cause of an outcome; 2) as an intervening process, event or variable; 3) as
underspecified causal propositions that can be applied to a wide range of cases; and 4) as
an unobserved entity that generates outcome (also summarized in Norkus, 2005). What
appears to be common among these groups of definitions that initially might seem
disparate is how mechanisms are ought to be uncovered if theorizing is to be meaningful.
These definitions also acknowledge that mechanisms are difficult to observe.
A plausible reason for this difficulty in observing mechanisms is that they often
operate at a lower level of analysis compared with units involved in the actual theorizing.
Stinchcombe (1991) defined the function of mechanisms in a theory as “bits of theory
about entities at a different level (e.g. individuals) than the main entities being theorized
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about (e.g. groups), which serve to make the higher-level theory more supple, more
accurate, or more general” (p. 367). This is precisely my goal in theorizing a mechanism
of influences on gatekeepers. While the gatekeeping process can be argued as a middlerange theory that encompasses a higher level of analysis (for example, the news
organization), I propose to examine the mechanism of influences at the individual level of
gatekeepers. Tilly (2001) differentiated processes from mechanisms. Mechanisms refer to
“a delimited class of events that change relations among specified sets of elements in
identical or closely similar ways over a variety of situations” (Tilly, 2001, p. 25). In
contrast, processes are “frequently occurring combinations or sequences of mechanisms”
(Tilly, 2001, p. 26). Thus, while gatekeeping is a process, the mechanism of influence is
an event within this process of news construction that also needs an out-of-the-black-box
approach.
Stinchcombe (1991) identified four units of analysis where mechanisms operate:
social actors that can be considered individuals (such as organizations); situations;
patterns of information; and individuals. Scholars who explicated the concept of
mechanism identified individuals as the essential unit of analysis (Elster, 1989, 1998;
Gambetta, 1998; Hernes, 1998; Stinchcombe, 1991). For example, Gambetta (1998) said
mechanisms are “hypothetical causal models that make sense of individual behavior.
They have the form, ‘Given certain conditions K, an agent will do x because of M with
probability p’” (p. 102; italics in the original). Hedström and Ylikoski (2010) also said
the focus on mechanisms “implies that explanations should refer to individuals, their
relationships, and their actions” (p. 59). Tilly (2001) identified three types of mechanism:
environmental (externally generated influences on social life), relational (those that alter
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people’s connections and networks), and cognitive (or those that “operate through
alterations of individual and collective perception”) (p. 24). Cognitive mechanisms,
operating at the individual level, have attracted the most attention in sociology (see this
collection: Hedström & Swedberg, 1998b). This is the same strand of research which
contributes to my proposed framework.
But theorizing with mechanisms comes with dual traps (Stinchcombe, 1991).
First, it comes with the risk of offering mechanisms as the only form of explanation,
which might come at the expense of narratives in the qualitative realm (Norkus, 2005) or
at the expense of external validity in quantitative approaches, for establishing causality
requires some form of control. Second, mechanistic explanations risk too much focus on
“input-output relationships, on linear chains of causality, and on building tightly knit
models of arrows and boxes” (Weber, 2006, p. 120). I approach my theorizing mindful of
these traps. In this study, I theorize a mechanism of influences as one of the mechanisms
within the gatekeeping process. The mechanism complements—not replaces—the focus
on understanding a holistic news construction process. I will borrow the concepts of
economic and cultural capital from Bourdieu’s (1998, 2005) field theory to argue a theory
of the mechanism of influencing gatekeepers.
Journalism as a Field
News is constructed through a complicated process that operates under layers of
forces and influences (Herman & Chomsky, 2002; Shoemaker & Reese, 1996;
Shoemaker & Vos, 2009). But a weakness in gatekeeping literature is the tendency to
study the journalistic process in segments, as scholars are constrained by limited
resources, the limitations of their chosen methodologies, and the still unresolved gaps in
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gatekeeping theory. However, the framework of field theory provides a more holistic
analysis of this multi-layered gatekeeping process (Benson, 2004; Russell, 2007). Field
theory seeks to study the journalistic field as a whole by accounting for not only the
relationships between agents within the field but also the relationship of the journalistic
field as a whole with other fields, such as the political and the economic fields. This is
why scholars describe field theory as a relational theory (Benson & Neveu, 2005; Siapera
& Spyridou, 2012).
Field theory has its origins in the physical sciences, particularly in
electromagnetism, and it crossed to sociology through the work of Kurt Lewin, referred
to as the father of social psychology, who argued that behavior is the function of both the
person and the environment (J. L. Martin, 2003). This holistic approach is retained as
field theory reached journalism studies through the work of several other sociologists,
such as Pierre Bourdieu and the researchers who adapted his conceptualization and linked
it to journalism (Benson & Neveu, 2005; Neveu, 2007). This focus on totality among the
variations of field theory appears to have prompted Martin (2003) to argue that field
theories are incompatible with mechanistic explanations. For example, Martin (2003), in
a review of three main strands of field theory in sociology, said that “field theories are
proposed, whether reluctantly or not, when no such mechanistic explanations currently
offer promise: if there were a mechanism, there would be no need for a field theory” (p.
12). I will argue, however, that Bourdieu’s discussion of forms of capital is an example
of mechanistic explanation that could be adapted in understanding influences on
gatekeepers. The holistic framework offered by field theory encompasses—not
excludes—social mechanisms.
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The framework of field theory builds on four key concepts: field, capital, doxa,
and habitus. The concept of a field has been used in numerous studies, conceptualizing as
fields concepts such as politics, the arts (Bourdieu, 2005), organizations (Emirbayer &
Johnson, 2008), sports (Stempel, 2005), and journalism (Benson, 2006; Bourdieu, 1998,
2005; Handley & Rutigliano, 2012). For Bourdieu, a field is a “field of forces” which
agents struggle to either transform or preserve (Bourdieu, 1985, 2005). The journalistic
field is an example, although journalism is often considered part of the more
encompassing field of cultural production (Benson, 2006; Siapera & Spyridou, 2012).
The journalistic field, Bourdieu (1998) said, is a “microcosm with its own laws, defined
by its own position in the world at large and by the attractions and repulsions to which it
is subject from other such microcosms” (p. 39). For Bourdieu (2005), to exist in a field
“is to differentiate oneself” (p. 39).
A field differentiates itself from other fields through an endemic system of rules
that govern its own game. This is called the doxa, which refers to a “‘universe of tacit
presuppositions’ that organize action within the field” (Benson & Neveu, 2005, p. 3). In
short, it refers to the rules of the game. A specific doxa refers to a “system of
presuppositions inherent in membership in a field” (Bourdieu, 2005, p. 37). When
journalists enter the field, they accept particular conventions as part of the job. These are
never questioned, for these have dominated the field for a long time and have been
normalized. News values are examples of journalistic doxa—an enduring set of criteria of
what makes something newsworthy (Willig, 2013). The principles that govern
journalism, such as the problematic norm of objectivity or the normative idea of
providing what the audience needs, are also examples of journalistic doxa.
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Norms dominate in part because of the individuals who perpetuate these norms—
agents within the journalistic field who play by the rules of the journalistic doxa. So
while the field is differentiated by its own set of rules, the rules coalesce through the
agents that enforce them. This link between the field and its agents, between the micro
and the macro levels, is provided by the concept of habitus. The concept refers to
dispositions, accumulated through an agent’s experience over time, that generate
“practices and perceptions” (R. Johnson, 1993, p. 5). In the journalistic field, the habitus
“implies understanding the journalistic game” which allows an individual to master the
rules (Willig, 2013, p. 8). In short, it refers to one’s historical trajectory within the field, a
collection of personal and professional experiences accumulated from various social
positions—themselves partly determined by each preceding trajectory—that produces
knowledge and understanding of the game. A case study of a media organization in the
UK found the central role occupied by projections about the journalistic field in decisionmaking and day-to-day actions (Born, 2003). These projections are shaped not only by
government and organizational structures, but also by the dispositions of journalists
toward the field (Born, 2003). Bourdieu (1980) defined habitus as the:
…systems of durable, transposable dispositions, structured structures predisposed
to function as structuring structures, that is, as principles which generate and
organize practices and representations that can be objectively adapted to their
outcomes without presupposing a conscious aiming at ends or an express mastery
of the operations necessary in order to attain them. (p. 53)
The framework of field theory is therefore focused on both the field, with its own
doxa, in relation to other fields; and the agents within the field, each with their habitus, in
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relation to one another. This makes it a meso-level concept (Sallaz & Zavisca, 2007).
Bourdieu (1998), for example, argued that the field of television had amassed enough
meta-capital (see Couldry, 2003) to be able to exert influences on other fields, such as the
political field, thereby transforming the struggles within these other fields. In the same
vein, the journalistic field also finds itself influenced by other fields around it, such as the
political and the economic fields that constantly challenge its already fragile autonomy.
These external pressures influence how agents within the journalistic field participate in
the struggle to either preserve or transform the field.
The question of autonomy is central to field theory. Fields are always confronted
with oppositions between heteronomous, or external forces, and autonomous poles, or
resources that differentiate a social space from other fields (Neveu, 2007). For instance,
the journalistic field is torn between the pressure of selling ads and increasing circulation
on the one hand, and the influence of the state on the other (Bourdieu, 2005; Neveu,
2007). Thus, Champagne (2005) observed: “The history of journalism could well be in
large part the story of an impossible autonomy—or, to put it in the least pessimistic way,
the unending story of an autonomy that must be re-won because it is always threatened”
(p. 50). This is not unique to the journalistic field, for the social world in general is
caught between two forms of power: economic and cultural capital (Benson, 2006).
The concept of capital refers to “the speciﬁc forms of agency and prestige within
a given ﬁeld” (Sterne, 2003, p. 375). It refers to various forms of resources, some more
dominant than the others, but each being convertible into the other forms, depending on
an agent’s relative position within the field. These forms of capital enable agents to
participate in the struggle (Handley & Rutigliano, 2012), differentiating one agent from
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the other in terms of relative power based on accumulated capital. Thus, capital is also
something that agents seek. Forms of capital are both “weapons” and “stakes” within a
field (Emirbayer & Johnson, 2008, p. 11). Field theory refers to two main forms of
capital: economic and cultural (Benson, 2006; Benson & Neveu, 2005), but field theory
scholars also refer to social and symbolic capital (Sallaz & Zavisca, 2007; Willig, 2013).
Economic capital refers to money or assets transformable into money (Benson,
2006) and is considered as the dominant capital in most fields. In journalism studies, it
has been operationalized in terms of advertising revenues, circulation rates, television
ratings, and audience size (Benson, 2004, 2006; Benson & Neveu, 2005; Siapera &
Spyridou, 2012). An analysis of the online journalistic field, for example, measured its
economic capital in terms of the number of online news users (Siapera & Spyridou,
2012). But while economic capital is easily distinguished from the other three forms of
capital, among the three the distinction is not as clear. Cultural capital refers to
possession of competence in a socially valued area (Sallaz & Zavisca, 2007), often
operationalized as possession of journalistic excellence or quality as conferred by
professional or academic groups, such as the Pulitzer Prize in the US (Benson, 2006;
Benson & Neveu, 2005). However, other scholars have defined it in terms of
accumulated knowledge that can come in embodied, objectified, or institutionalized
forms (Bourdieu, 1986; Siapera & Spyridou, 2012). Skills and educational credentials of
online journalists, for example, have been used to assess the cultural capital of the online
journalistic field (Siapera & Spyridou, 2012). Thus, cultural capital refers to “such things
as educational credentials, technical expertise, general knowledge, verbal abilities, and
artistic sensibilities” (Benson, 2006, p. 190). Social capital refers to “the sum of all those
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people one knows or groups to which one belongs” (Siapera & Spyridou, 2012, p. 81). A
journalist’s social media network is a form of social capital. Finally, symbolic capital
refers to prestige or status which legitimates dominance (Benson & Neveu, 2005; R.
Johnson, 1993; Siapera & Spyridou, 2012), a form of socially misrecognized economic,
cultural, or social capital that leads to recognition of legitimate competence (Bourdieu,
1986). For example, a wealthy family is high in economic capital, but the same wealth
confers the family a particular social status that is subsequently equated with dominance
and legitimacy. What further muddles the distinction between these forms of capital is the
argument that essentially all forms of capital—economic, cultural, and social—are
inherently symbolic, for while economic capital tends to be the dominant form, it is
usually expressed and manifested in terms of cultural and social capital (Grenfell &
James, 2004). For example, a discussion about the concept of a journalistic capital
referred to it as the symbolic capital of the journalistic field, only to refer to it again as
“the specific, cultural capital of the journalistic field” (Willig, 2013, p. 9).
In this study, I will argue that in the journalistic field, economic and symbolic
capital are the most important forms, consistent with the traditional normative wall of
separation between editorial and business that is rooted in the belief that journalistic
quality comes from editorial autonomy. It is true that many of the considered successful
news organizations have accumulated both economic and symbolic capital. The New
York Times, for example, is considered a reputable news organization and remains to be a
profitable company, although it has had its own share of financial troubles in the last few
years. But a more common profile is an organization that is high in one form of capital
and low in the other. News organizations that have survived erosion of revenues have
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done so with celebrity news or cat videos. News organizations that were once considered
paragons of quality investigative journalism are seeing their financial reports in the red.
The field of cultural production is generally high in cultural and symbolic capital but low
in economic capital, but compared with other forms of cultural production, the
journalistic field arguably enjoys high economic capital but low cultural and symbolic
capital, as journalism is produced for mass audiences (Siapera & Spyridou, 2012).
Since they are the basic currencies that agents use in their struggles within the
field, forms of capital are also used to amass more capital and elevate one’s position in
the field. For example, news organizations call attention to the awards they win, which is
a form of symbolic capital, to attract more readers and increase circulation and their
advertising figures, which are forms of economic capital. Symbolic capital refers to
reputation and prestige (Benson & Neveu, 2005; Bourdieu, 1986; Siapera & Spyridou,
2012) that can be amassed, for example, through journalistic quality as accomplished by
journalists with the necessary skills and knowhow—forms of cultural capital. News
organizations also use their economic capital to invest in investigative pieces with the
hopes of gaining recognition from the field—or increasing their symbolic capital. Thus,
Benson and Neveu (2005) argued: “Organizations who dominate the field are those
successful in converting one form of capital into the other” (p. 4).
Field theory, in an oversimplified summary, locates an agent in the field as
coming from a particular habitus that influences how one conceptualizes, enacts, and
enforces the field’s doxa; one’s social position in the field; as well as how one
understands and accumulates forms of capital.
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Theorizing a Mechanism of Influences
In this discussion, capital accumulation is considered a mechanism that is part of
the struggle that characterizes the field as conceptualized by Bourdieu (1977, 1980,
1984). Field theory theorizes at the level of holistic fields—for instance how the
journalistic field relates to the political field (Bourdieu, 1998, 2005), but the mechanism
of capital accumulation that allows agents to participate in the struggle to either preserve
or transform the field is explained at the level of individual players. Martin (2003) argued
that mechanisms, at least in practice, are commonly conceptualized “at a lower level of
analysis than the theoretical units in question” (p. 11). This is precisely what field theory
does. Bourdieu (1998) himself refers to “mechanisms” of the journalistic field, which he
argued was “increasingly subject to market demands” that first affect journalists whose
participation in the internal struggle then affect other fields of cultural production (p. 68).
Neither Benson (2006) nor Bourdieu (2005), in applying field theory to
journalism, referred to individual journalists as accumulating these forms of capital,
which is understandable given field theory’s sociological focus on the entire field as a
unit of analysis. And yet Benson (2006), in discussing how Bourdieu talked about both
media production and reception, referred to members of the audience, composed of
individuals, to be possessing both economic and cultural capital. For example, news
organizations might have similar audiences in terms of the audiences’ level of economic
capital, and yet these audiences might still differ in their cultural capital (Benson, 2006).
Following this line of conceptualization, individual gatekeepers, as agents within the
journalistic field, also possess forms of economic, cultural, social, and symbolic capital
(Siapera & Spyridou, 2012; Willig, 2013). In order to maintain their position in the field,
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which locates them in the struggle to either transform or preserve the journalistic field,
journalists as agents also need to amass different forms of capital, transforming one into
the other when needed. This accumulation of capital can explain the mechanism of the
influences on gatekeepers.
I will argue that as rational agents, journalists realize the required capital they
need to survive and dominate the eternal struggle for control. They become susceptible to
influences from various levels when they experience or perceive some form of instability
in their capital accumulation. Instability can refer to either a perceived increase or
decrease in capital. Thus, when journalists perceive some instability in either forms of
their capital—for example, economic or symbolic—they become susceptible to
influences. This mechanism can account for both organizational and individual responses
to influences. For example, when a group of advertisers threaten a news organization
with an ad boycott, that organization will experience a form of perceived instability in
capital accumulation: a potential decrease in its economic capital. Being accused of
biased coverage might also threaten—potentially decrease—the stability of an
organization’s symbolic capital. However, instability can also come in the form of an
increase in economic or symbolic capital. Bribes can potentially increase a journalist’s
economic capital. A journalist wanting an exclusive story—a form of increasing one’s
symbolic capital—might also be more susceptible to the influences of his source. A
journalist can also experience instability in both forms of capital either in the same or
opposite direction. For example, winning an award can increase both one’s economic and
symbolic capital. Facing a libel suit might decrease one’s economic capital because of
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litigation costs, but it can also increase one’s social and symbolic capital by portraying
the journalist as an active watchdog, garnering sympathy and support from the public.
The mechanism of capital accumulation can also explain how journalists resist
influences. A way of standing up against pressure is when organizations or journalists can
convert the decrease in one form of capital into an increase in the other, a process of
capital offsetting. For example, an ad boycott might decrease economic capital, but
refusing to bow to an advertiser can be converted into symbolic and social capital.
Bourdieu (2005) argued that the relative power of players in the journalistic field depends
on how well they can convert one form of capital into the other. Which form of instability
makes journalists more susceptible to influences is an interesting question to explore in
the future. This theory of the mechanism of influences is also particularly appropriate for
a theory of influences on gatekeepers (instead of on news content).
Theoretical Synthesis
This study is guided by the theoretical intersection between gatekeeping and field
theory in the study of news construction. Gatekeeping is a comprehensive framework that
explains how news gets constructed under layers of influences. I argued, however, that
consistent with the assumption of media sociology, the focus of gatekeeping research
should be on influences on gatekeepers, rather than on news content, for one cannot
understand news content separately from those who construct content. This focus on
gatekeepers allows theorizing a mechanism of influence, something that has been missing
in gatekeeping studies. Field theory’s concept of capital offers a possible mechanistic
explanation for influences on gatekeepers. In order to participate in the struggle to either
transform or conserve the journalistic field, journalists accumulate forms of capital that
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define their relative position and power within the field. Thus, perceived capital
instability—either a decrease or an increase—can make journalists vulnerable to
influences. The degree of influence hinges on the extent of capital instability that a
particular force can cause. A journalist, however, exists within a social and occupational
setting (Reese & Ballinger, 2001). Located within the journalistic field, a journalist
comes from a particular habitus. The field itself is guided by a set of rules, the
journalistic doxa. How a journalist responds to perceived capital instability—the
mechanism of getting influenced—also depends on one’s habitus and the field’s doxa.
It is with this proposed theoretical framework that I am focusing on the audience
as an influence on journalists. In the next chapter, I will demonstrate how much the
audience for news, as well as the ways for journalists to track and understand them, has
changed in the last few decades. I will also argue that these changes have increased the
amount of influence the audience exerts on journalists. But this influence hinges on how
journalists conceive of the audience as a form of capital, and how this conception is
informed by the habitus and how it fits into other existing journalistic doxa.
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III. The Audience as a Form of Capital

The literature on influences on news content initially concluded that the
relationship between journalists and their audiences exerted a relatively weaker influence
on news work, especially when compared with other sources of influence, such as news
sources or journalists’ personal beliefs (Flegel & Chaffee, 1971; Gans, 1979; Shoemaker
& Reese, 1996; White, 1950). This, however, no longer reflects the changing news media
ecosystem. Shoemaker and Vos (2009) proposed a revision to gatekeeping theory to add
what they called the “audience channel.”
Gatekeeping is “the process of selecting, writing, editing, positioning, scheduling,
repeating, and otherwise massaging information to become news” (Shoemaker, Vos, &
Reese, 2008, p. 73). Since journalists do not always have first-hand experiences of all
events, they rely on sources for information. Initial work on gatekeeping therefore
referred to source and media channels through which information flows from events to
audiences (Shoemaker & Vos, 2009). But as more and more members of the audience
share news items and first-hand information online about events they encounter,
audiences also become gatekeepers, providing a third channel for information flow.
“Therefore, we must conceptualize readers as having their own gate, and they send news
items to others in the audience when the interaction between newsworthiness and
personal relevance is strong enough” (Shoemaker & Vos, 2009, p. 124). This has
significant implications on how we understand gatekeeping, for it no longer culminates in
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publication of information. It also means that we have to reexamine how we understand
the relationship between journalists and audiences.
Gatekeeping theory locates the audience at the social-institutional level of
analysis of influences on news content (Shoemaker & Vos, 2009). An example of the
direct effect of the audience on news construction is what Herman and Chomsky (2002)
referred to as “flak,” a filter that shapes the news. Flak refers to negative feedback from
the audience and other groups, such as criticisms or threats of boycotts—a way of
“disciplining” the media (Herman & Chomsky, 2002). The audience can also decide
which types of content to patronize, and since audiences are not just consumers but also
products that news organizations sell to advertisers (Loosen & Schmidt, 2012; Webster &
Phalen, 1994), their preferences can influence editorial decisions. But the audience can
also have indirect influences on news content, as when journalists are oriented to
providing what they think the audience wants, even if this prediction does not match
actual audience preferences. This orientation to the audience is an example of a routinelevel influence (Shoemaker & Vos, 2009).
For the longest time, journalists ignored, if not rejected, feedback from the
audience (Beam, 1995; Gans, 1979; Schlesinger, 1978). This apparently no longer holds
true, as news editors increasingly find it no longer possible to disregard the audience
(Anderson, 2011b; Lowrey & Woo, 2010; MacGregor, 2007; McKenzie, et al., 2011). In
many different ways, the audience is successfully wrestling for power.
Rejecting Audience Feedback
Journalists used to not know a lot about their audiences (Gans, 1979; Schlesinger,
1978; Wulfemeyer, 1984). In his observations in four newsrooms, Gans (1979) found that
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journalists had little knowledge of their actual audience. In many instances, journalists
substituted their own preferences for those of their actual but “unknown” audience.
Journalists also talked about an “invented audience” to justify editorial decisions (Gans,
1979). Not knowing the actual audience also meant not knowing what the audience really
wanted. For their news judgment, journalists relied instead on their “known” audience
composed of family, superiors and fellow journalists (Gans, 1979). This is plausibly an
explanation for Baker’s (2002) assumption that “the media cannot be expected to provide
the audience what it wants” (p. 96). Baker (2002) outlined several reasons for this, such
as the public good nature of media products that results in low production as well as
media monopoly that leads to low diversity in content. But another plausible reason at the
micro-level is that media content producers do not really know what the audience wants
because, to begin with, they do not really know who their audience is (Gans, 1979).
Not only did journalists know little about who their audience was, but they also
traditionally rejected the already limited feedback they got from their audiences (Beam,
1995; Gans, 1979). Feedback used to come in the form of letters to the editors or phone
calls to the newsroom—forms of feedback that had to be volunteered by a few members
of the audience (Schlesinger, 1978). They were, however, considered unrepresentative of
the actual audience. As years passed, and even with newer audience measurement
systems such as readership surveys and television ratings, journalists still relied on their
supervisors, their peers, their relatives, and their personal preferences (Beam, 1995;
Sumpter, 2000). And even with internet technology that allowed user-generated
contributions, journalists still paid scant attention to what the audience had to say. A
study of the online community created by a news organization in Denmark found that
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journalists “thought citizen contributors did not have the standards and skills required for
professional news production” (Bechmann, 2011, p. 25).
The literature offers four plausible reasons for this institutional rejection of
audience feedback. First, journalists have been found to dislike numbers and statistics
(Curtin & Maier, 2001; Gans, 1979), the form audience research most often takes. For
example, readership surveys and broadcast ratings come in the form of statistics, offering
information about audience size, and yet some journalists did not consider them useful at
all (Beam, 1995; Schlesinger, 1978). Second, journalists and audiences have different
preferences. Comparisons of story preferences of journalists and their audiences yielded
contrasting results. In a study which asked 40 newspaper subscribers and 13 staff
members to sort a list of stories, Atwood (1970) found “substantial agreement” between
news preferences of newsmen and subscribers. The study noted, however, that “the
editors were poorer predictors of the audience’s preferences” (Atwood, 1970, p. 302). In
contrast, a comparison of survey responses from 34 newspaper editors and a
representative sample of residents in Wisconsin found that “editors to some extent
accurately perceived the positions of their audience (regarding student demonstrations),
and these positions influence them to a degree” (R. K. Martin, O'Keefe, & Nayman,
1972, p. 468). In a survey of nine newspaper staff members and 107 of their readers,
Jones (1993) found that news staff and reader story preferences were correlated, and, in
contrast to Atwood’s (1970) earlier finding, that the city editor was particularly accurate
in predicting reader preferences. However, in a survey of television journalists and 250
television viewers, Wulfemeyer (1984) found divergent preferences. The journalists
thought their viewers were more interested in sex, crime, and violence; the viewers
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reported they were more interested in economy, consumerism, and education
(Wulfemeyer, 1984). A secondary analysis of representative surveys of news editors by
the Associated Press and of audiences by the Pew Research Center combined with a
content analysis of actual media coverage found a moderate correlation between “top
news events of the year” judgments of editors and audiences (Tai & Chang, 2002). But
while judgments of editors were correlated with actual media coverage, audience
judgments were not related to media coverage at all (Tai & Chang, 2002). This difference
between audience judgments and actual news media content apparently persists across
countries. A study of news content, journalists, and audiences across 10 countries found
that while audiences from different countries tend to agree on what is newsworthy,
“people disagree with their newspapers about what should be covered most prominently”
(Shoemaker & Cohen, 2006, p. 337). Still, despite this inconsistency in earlier studies of
audience and editorial preferences in traditional news media, recent studies of online
news agree on the divergence in the preferences of journalists and audiences, with
journalists preferring public affairs stories, and audiences viewing and sharing sports and
entertainment stories the most (Boczkowski, 2010a; Boczkowski, Mitchelstein, & Walter,
2011; Thorson, 2008).
Third, a vague notion of who the audience was, as well as the divergence in the
preferences of journalists and their perceived audiences, could have led many journalists
to have a pejorative view of the audience. For example, a survey of 489 editors and
reporters across 10 newsrooms in 1981 found that journalists tend to have a “patronizing
and unflattering view” of the audience, overestimating the audience’s preference for
superficial materials and underestimating preference for important content (Atkin,
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Burgoon, & Burgoon, 1983). Though audience feedback also came not only in the form
of cold statistics but also in conversations and interactions with some members of the
audience, such as phone calls and letters to the editor, many journalists dismissed this
feedback as coming from “cranks” and “idiosyncratic” members of the audience
(Schlesinger, 1978). These forms of feedback were therefore not trusted and considered
not representative of the actual audience.
Finally, a fundamental explanation for rejection of audience feedback among
journalists lies in the journalistic norm of autonomy. Beam (1995) found that journalists
feared incorporating results of readership surveys in editorial operations might erode
journalistic quality. What journalists did not know about the audience, they filled with
their own notion of professionalism by relying on traditional news standards that guide
news content (Schlesinger, 1978). In short: “The conflict between researchers and
journalists is over the priority of commercial versus professional considerations in story
selection” (Gans, 1979, p. 233).
This dichotomy between professional and commercial considerations, between
quantity of audiences and quality of journalistic work, is parallel to the opposing poles of
economic and symbolic capital that marks the journalistic field. But new information
technologies are offering new ways of interaction between audiences and messages, and
the peculiar ways with which the audience is metamorphosing are making it harder for
journalists to reject audience feedback the way they used to.
The Changing Audience
A common way of defining the audience is by its empirical components: “a
collection of spectators; a group of individuals gathered together to attend to a
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performance and ‘receive’ a message ‘sent’ by another” (Ang, 1991, p. 33). This
definition, however, is consistent with an unflattering view of a passive receiver
(McQuail, 2010) that has given rise to conceptualizations of the audience as mere
recipients, products, or commodities (Loosen & Schmidt, 2012; Webster & Phalen,
1994). A context to this conceptualization is how the audience is an institutional
construction (Bermejo, 2007; Ettema & Whitney, 1994; Napoli, 2011; Sullivan, 2013;
Turow, 2005). For example, Butsch (2000) said: “The ‘television audience’ exists only
with the text of a program. Beyond that, the audience does not exist; rather the
individuals or households exist as entities unrelated to each other” (p. 289).
An implication of the audience being “necessarily constructions” (Turow, 2005,
p. 106) is that any attempts at understanding the concept must also account for the social
and institutional context where the audience is situated. “There is no news consumer
apart from the news” (Schudson, 2003, p. 168). Therefore, the audience “is always
closely connected to the ways in which the audience is defined and by whom” (Sullivan,
2013, p. 16). Answering why the audience has been conceived of as passive receivers of
information should lead us back to how the news media have come to this institutional
abstraction of the audience as a passive and an unthinking mass: specifically the ways the
news media have measured their audiences before.
In a period marked by a shift to a huge schism between public and private spaces
in many democracies, institutions, such as the news media, had to face the absence of
constant and close surveillance of citizens, forcing them to turn to indirect means of
gathering input from audiences (Sullivan, 2013). Thus, audience measurement
techniques, such as readership surveys commissioned by newspaper organizations and
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audience rating systems paid for by broadcast stations, sought to aggregate individual
responses (Ang, 1991; Schlesinger, 1978). However, the process of aggregation leads to
depersonalization (Ang, 1991). Reduced into numbers and detached from their personal
contexts, members of the audience have been perceived as an object of management or
manipulation by the media (McQuail, 2010). For example, television ratings are used as a
form of currency for financial transactions between the media and their advertisers,
instead of a measure of social behavior (Sullivan, 2013). Scholarly definitions of the
audience are also mostly dictated by commercial considerations (Bermejo, 2007).
Understanding how the news media quantify their audiences is important because
how the industry measures the audience can influence how much influence the audience
exerts on news construction. Ettema and Whitney (1994) argued that “the measurement
of audience behavior, not audience behavior per se, changes the media” (p. 78). The
imagined audience, not the actual audience, influences news outputs (de Sola Pool &
Shulman, 1959). For example, Hardin (2005) found that sports editors selected content
based on their own perceptions of what would interest the audience rather than the actual
audience itself. A survey of health journalists also found that how health journalists
conceive of their audiences influenced even the writing and argumentation techniques
they employed in their stories (Hinnant, Len-Ríos, & Oh, 2011).
But while the conceptualization of a passive, mass audience might have served
traditional media institutions well, it no longer accurately reflects how much the audience
has evolved. The audience is no longer composed of passive media consumers.
Individuals, or whom Bruns (2003) called produsers, now consume and produce
messages at the same time. Napoli (2011) outlined two important changes that challenge
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the traditional conceptualizations of the audience: audience fragmentation and audience
autonomy. First, audience fragmentation that resulted from the exponential growth of
media organizations and other sources of mediated messages challenges the traditional
exposure-based approach of understanding the audience. Old audience measurement
systems, such as readership surveys, just counted how many individuals were exposed to
a particular content, when exposure is not a good predictor of audience behavior (Potter,
2009). Furthermore, exposure-based audience measurement techniques are no longer
adequate in an information-saturated context. For example, readership surveys are
skewed in favor of legacy media that have better name-recall among newspaper readers,
when these viewers attend to other sources of similar content they cannot easily
remember but they can easily search on Google (Napoli, 2011).
Second, audience autonomy, which refers to the increasing control that the
audience now enjoys with respect to media content, allows new ways of interaction with
content. This comes in the form of interactivity afforded by the internet, or even the
ability to skip advertisements in television programs recorded in one’s DVR (Napoli,
2011). The evolution of the audience should therefore be taken into account in audience
measurement, for the internet is not only changing the nature of interaction between
audiences and messages, but it is also a “powerful research tool, one that allows
researchers to observe news reading behavior more reliably and less obtrusively than had
been possible before” (Tewksbury, 2003, p. 695). Keeping up with the changing audience
is a task that new forms of audience measurement, such as web analytics technology,
have immediately caught up with (Kaushik, 2010).
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Focusing on Feedback
In dramatically changing the news media ecosystem, new information
technologies have empowered the audience in two ways. First, these innovations now
allow practically anyone with internet access to create and disseminate messages without
having to go through the media gates, giving rise to what Castells (2007) called mass selfcommunication. Second, while traditional journalists remain protective of their once
clearly dominant position in the flow of information, these innovations have increased the
influence of the audience on journalistic decisions. In this study, I am particularly
focused on the second approach to understanding how innovations in information
technology are empowering the audience.
Twitter has allowed users to share details and photos of international events ahead
of journalists just because these users happened to be on the scene (Hermida, 2010;
Jewitt, 2009). The video-sharing site YouTube has this for its tagline: “Broadcast
yourself.” Bloggers wrote about issues that interested them, even if traditional journalists
did not report about these issues, and some bloggers even used their blogs to criticize the
mainstream news media (Domingo & Heinonen, 2008; Ekdale, Namkoong, Fung, &
Perlmutter, 2010; Siapera, 2008; Vos, Craft, & Ashley, 2011). These are forms of mass
communication because of their potentially “global audience” and yet they are “selfgenerated in content, self-directed in emission, and self-selected in reception by many
that communicate with many” (Castells, 2007, p. 248). Some of these mass selfcommunicators have been called citizen journalists (Gillmor, 2004). Clearly, journalists
no longer have the monopoly of news. But journalists are not giving up either (Hermida,
2011). Many newsrooms have embraced blogging, and journalists have made their
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presence felt in social media (Lasorsa, Lewis, & Holton, 2011; Singer, 2005). Threatened
by the burgeoning of alternative sources of information, newsrooms have embraced new
forms of audience feedback, catering to audience preferences to keep them from
migrating to other sources, and finding themselves caught between audience
considerations and editorial judgment.
From letters sent and phone calls made to newspaper and television newsrooms
in the older days (Gans, 1979; Schlesinger, 1978), audience feedback now comes in the
form of comments that appear after each online story (Braun & Gillespie, 2011), posts in
social media such as Twitter and Facebook (Hermida, 2010, 2012; Hermida, Fletcher,
Korell, & Logan, 2012), and real-time metrics through web analytics (Lee, et al., 2012;
MacGregor, 2007). These new feedback mechanisms provide more clues about who the
audience is. They represent an update from old ways of understanding the audience. For
example, readership surveys and focus groups were considered problematic because
audiences are not usually adept at reporting their own media habits (Tewksbury, 2003).
In contrast, web analytics track audience behavior online based on actual behavior and
without relying on self-reports. But initial research on how journalists approach new
technologies generally found a process of normalization, where journalists adopt new
technologies only to adapt it into traditional norms and routines, repurposing technology
to suit their old practices instead of changing how they do their work (Lasorsa, et al.,
2011; Singer, 2005).
A review of the growing literature on the changing interaction between audiences
and journalists shows three major patterns of how audiences now figure in the journalistic
news construction process. First, news audiences have provided journalists with tips,
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opinions, photos, videos, or even stories, which I will refer to as contributing content.
This is different from online users functioning as the originators of content who function
outside the gates controlled by journalists. Crowdsourcing has become a buzzword in
journalism, referring to the process of obtaining ideas, pieces of information, or details
from people (Akagi & Linning, 2013; Poell & Borra, 2012). Scholars also referred to
user-generated content (J. Harrison, 2009; Singer & Ashman, 2009; Wardle & Williams,
2010; Williams, Wardle, & Wahl-Jorgensen, 2010), something that has been embraced
by news media giants such as CNN and BBC which encourage and devote web pages to
contributions from the audience, such as photos and videos. Comments are also
considered content contributions from the audience (Singer & Ashman, 2009), and while
user comments range from serious to hilarious, sometimes even resorting to personal
attacks (Braun & Gillespie, 2011), a growing number of people consider reading readers’
comments as amusing and entertaining, and therefore comments also draw in some
readers. But while collecting content from audiences can be looked at as free labor,
journalists have to balance this with their traditional norms. “Journalists may worry that
amateur-quality contributions from users will undercut the professional sheen of their
own work; news organizations may find they must work harder to protect their brand as
they incorporate user-generated content” (Braun & Gillespie, 2011, p. 384).
Second, audiences have become key players in disseminating content. Lists of
most emailed and most viewed stories have become standard elements in most news
websites (Thorson, 2008). The same is true about sharing features that allow users to
share a story through their social media accounts, such as on Twitter and Facebook
(Hermida, et al., 2012). These website features have become a form of recommendation
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that other users employ as heuristics to decide which content to access (Thorson, 2008).
Hermida and colleagues (2012) argued that “the traditional gatekeeping function of the
media is weakened as a significant proportion of news consumers turn to family, friends,
and acquaintances to alert them to items of interest” (p. 821). When users share particular
articles they like, they also facilitate the audience channel through which these media
content will reach other members of the audience (Shoemaker & Vos, 2009). For
example, a survey of 1,682 adults in Canada found that 45% received their news from
friends and family on social networks such as Facebook (Hermida, et al., 2012).
Twitter is considered particularly suited to breaking news stories (Hermida, 2010;
Jewitt, 2009) as shown in a string of international events first broken into a large
audience through tweets from ordinary citizens who happened to be on the scene at that
moment (Jewitt, 2009). Social media sharing has become “a form of cultural currency”
(Hermida, 2012, p. 317), a terminology that leads me back to the core concept of capital
from field theory, which I have borrowed to argue for a theory of mechanism of
influences on journalists. If shares can be considered as cultural currencies, they can also
contribute to the accumulation of cultural and symbolic capital. But while audiences help
disseminate news content through their social media accounts and their emails, these
audience activities actually pose threats to established media, which now find these
interactions outside their websites and in third party applications that also compete for
audience attention and subsequently advertising revenues (Hermida, 2012). In the
language of my proposed theoretical framework, social media sharing might increase the
cultural, social, and symbolic capital of a news organization, but it might also undermine
its economic capital.
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Third, audiences have become important influences in tailoring content. This is
different from the first pattern where audiences exert direct influences on what gets
uploaded by uploading pieces of information themselves. Instead, audience preferences,
communicated through new forms of feedback and quantified using new audience
measurement systems, can affect journalistic decisions. This is where web analytics
becomes central. Web analytics can inform newsrooms which stories are attracting a lot
of clicks, where these clicks come from in terms of actual physical location and in terms
of referrals online, and what readers do with the contents they access (e.g. share a story
on social media, email it to a friend, etc.). Access to these metrics equips journalists with
information on audience preferences that newsrooms might use to guide editorial
decisions.
Social Media and Web Analytics
Many journalists have embraced social media, although the extent to which they
integrate it in their news work varies (Lariscy, Avery, Sweetser, & Howes, 2009). A
study enumerated five uses of social media for the news organization News24 in South
Africa: to distribute information, to get feedback from users, to promote the news
organization, to build a community of users, and as a source of story ideas and
information (Stassen, 2010). It argued that social media “facilitates a type of journalism
in which the audience is much more involved in the news-creation process, where
feedback happens in real-time and users have the opportunity to interact with each other”
(Stassen, 2010, p. 13). However, the study was based on email interviews with only four
staff members. A survey of 200 business journalists in 2008 found that many journalists
turned to social media “for inspiration, assistance, and information in doing their jobs”
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(Avery, Lariscy, & Sweetser, 2010, p. 201). However, 32.5% of these business journalists
reported not spending time on social media in their daily professional lives (Lariscy, et
al., 2009). They also “did not feel social media improved their work” (Lariscy, et al.,
2009, p. 315).
A survey of 129 television news editors in 2010 found that 98% of respondents
used Facebook and 97% used Twitter (Lysak, Cremedas, & Wolf, 2012), although about
half of the respondents said they had separate professional and personal Facebook and
Twitter accounts. The study also concluded that journalists have not really incorporated
social media in their news gathering: “The survey results indicate there is less support for
social media when it comes to the issue of its reliability as a tool in the actual
newsgathering process, and how the information gathered through social media should be
incorporated into reporting” (Lysak, et al., 2012, p. 203). Social media have the potential
of generating traffic to news websites (Hong, 2012). A content analysis of tweets from
500 journalists found that 19.1% of these tweets were promotional in nature, merely
tweeting links to their news websites (Lasorsa, et al., 2011). Journalists from elite media
organizations also tend not to deviate from traditional journalistic norms and practices in
their use of Twitter, limiting their personal opinions in their tweets which is consistent
with the problematic norm of objectivity (Lasorsa, et al., 2011).
Newsrooms in the US have similarly embraced web analytics technology. Web
analytics refers to “the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of internet data
for the purposes of understanding and optimizing web usage” ("Web analytics
definitions," 2008, p. 3). To some extent, web analytics “examines both the quantity and
quality of visitors to a site” (Miller, 2011, p. 108). Web analytics programs enable
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website owners to monitor how users of their respective websites behave online by
providing metrics, which refer to “any quantitative measure of passive viewing or
consumption of content by internet users” (Krall, 2009, p. 387). Having access to web
metrics allows website developers to decide beyond their intuition (Duncan, 2010).
From providing hourly data, such as Google Analytics and Omniture, web
analytics tools have evolved into being able to provide real-time data, such as Chartbeat
and Newsbeat, to providing predictions of how a story will perform in terms of traffic,
such as Visual Revenue (Sonderman, 2011). A growing number of studies have
established how newsrooms have institutionalized tracking audience metrics (Anderson,
2011a; Boczkowski, 2010b; MacGregor, 2007). A survey of 178 editors in 2008 found
that 61.2% of the respondents reported to monitoring metrics on online audiences daily,
although only 7.8% said these metrics influenced editorial decisions (Lowrey & Woo,
2010). The practice of monitoring metrics appears to have increased over time. News
editors are now guided by web metrics in their decisions of where to place stories in the
website (Anderson, 2011a, 2011b; Lee, et al., 2012). A phone survey of 529 newspaper
editors in 2011 found that 90% of the respondents reported receiving web analytics
reports about their news websites, with 49% of the respondents saying their newsrooms
make decisions about what stories to cover based “at least partially” on web metrics
(Mayer, 2011). McKenzie and colleagues (2011) found that publicly owned,
sophisticated, and bigger news websites tend to track online audience feedback more
frequently than did smaller websites.
In interviews with 19 online journalists, MacGregor (2007) found that: “Some
admit now that they double-check their instinctive guesses with tracking data” (p. 294).
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An analysis of content in three online newspapers in the US and their lists of most viewed
stories found that audience clicks, measured by most viewed stories, affected subsequent
placement of stories in the homepage (Lee, et al., 2012). It is possible that these new
forms of audience feedback also affect other types of editorial decisions in online
newsrooms aside from story placement. But the extent of the effect depends on a lot of
contextual factors. For example, a study of the Al Jazeera newsroom found that while
journalists recognized the importance of web metrics, they “felt content to ignore metrics
in what was perceived as the safe-space of the Al Jazeera newsroom” (Usher, 2013, p. 9).
The news organization, anyway, was fully funded. The journalists were coming from a
different habitus unlike journalists who have seen news organizations, including their
own, suffer from declining revenues.
Challenges in Audience Measurement
The institutionalization of the audience for the purposes of the institutions that
stand to benefit from such a process, namely advertisers and the media, culminates with
the quantification of the audience (Bermejo, 2007). The measurement of the audience, no
matter how imperfect, is a requisite to the institutionalization of the audience for business
purposes (Bermejo, 2007; Ettema & Whitney, 1994; Napoli, 2011). This is why
readership surveys and broadcast rating systems have prevailed, setting standards on how
the audience is supposed to be quantified. The internet, however, came with the initial
belief that it would present itself as the most measurable medium (Bermejo, 2007).
“However, this belief was soon shattered by a fundamental issue: the inability to link the
collected information with individual users” (Bermejo, 2007, p. 225).
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While web analytics provides journalists with a wealth of information about
audience behavior, it does not provide a complete picture (Wiggins, 2007). Web analytics
data are based on “cookies” from websites that are deposited in a computer when a
website is rendered by a web browser (Benkoil, 2010). But computer users can delete
cookies before logging out. They can also choose private browsing with some web
browsers. When these users log in on the same website again, they might be counted as a
new user. On the other hand, when several people share the same computer, they might
be counted as just one visitor. Online sites have considered user registration to address
these issues with tracking visitors, but many users also get turned off by having to
register (Bermejo, 2007). Some confusion also surrounds the selection of metrics to
monitor, of what data constitute key performance indicators. The industry of web
analytics has shifted its standard from hits, to page views, and to unique monthly
visitors—each of which has inherent weaknesses in terms of accurately capturing what it
is that journalists hope to learn from web analytics (Krall, 2009). Because of these issues,
“the possibility of carrying out a census-like measurement of users’ online activities is
clearly limited by the lack of a link between activity and user” (Bermejo, 2007, p. 225).
These gaps in web analytics are filled by other audience information systems,
such as surveys and customer databases (Wiggins, 2007), but they also leave wide spaces
for editorial judgment. “Web analytics reveals what users do, but not why they do it”
(Wiggins, 2007, p. 20). Shoemaker and Reese (2014) also argued that: “Audience
research may give media workers ideas about the general interests of viewers, listeners,
and readers, but it cannot help much in their daily choices” (p. 170). The need to fill these
gaps in audience research rests on the shoulders of journalists, highlighting the tension
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between knowing what the audience wants and imposing one’s news judgment—the rules
of the game, the prescriptions of the journalistic doxa, that journalists have to consider.
Normalizing Technology
Heinonen (2011) classified two journalistic roles in relation to the audience in the
age of online news. The “conventional role” referred to protecting editorial autonomy
from audience influence. The “dialogical role” referred to “a need to open up journalism
to direction from users” (Heinonen, 2011, p. 49). The conventional role is consistent with
the prevailing journalistic doxa of maintaining editorial independence. Though these
roles were classified in the context of accommodating user-generated content, they
remain strikingly relevant to understanding how journalists allow themselves to be
influenced by audience preferences communicated in the new forms of audience
feedback I have discussed. These are also parallel to what Gans (1979) found to be the
root of the ambivalence among newsrooms regarding the use of audience research even
during an era without the internet, social media, and web analytics: the conflict between
commercial and professional considerations.
A survey of 239 journalists across 11 European countries in 2005 and 2006 found
that in general, journalists are open to and comfortable with new technology (O'Sullivan
& Heinonen, 2008). However, newspaper journalists welcome the internet only “when it
suits their existing professional ends, and are much less enthusiastic about, and unlikely
to promote, radical change in news work” (O'Sullivan & Heinonen, 2008, p. 368). This is
parallel to the notion of how journalists normalize new information technologies (Singer,
2005). Studies of how journalists adopted blogging (Singer, 2005) and Twitter (Lasorsa,
et al., 2011) have demonstrated how journalists used these technologies to fit into
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traditional routines and norms. For example, journalists who maintained political blogs
retained “their traditional journalistic gatekeeping role by incorporating limited or no
material from users, despite the inherently conversational and participatory nature of the
format” (Singer, 2005, p. 189). The same pattern appeared to be true, at least to some
extent, with how journalists initially used Twitter (Lasorsa, et al., 2011). But while “jtweeters appear to be normalizing microblogs to fit into their existing norms and
practices,” they were also “adjusting these professional norms and practices to the
evolving norms and practices of Twitter” (Lasorsa, et al., 2011, p. 31)
It appears that the same process is happening with how newsrooms are using new
audience information systems. Online journalists have slowly opened up to new forms of
audience feedback that provide clear clues to what the audience wants. In his
observations at online newsrooms, Anderson (2011a) found that journalists “now expect
reader feedback, even if they do not like it, agree with it, or see it as enhancing their
ultimate journalistic product” (p. 558). But journalists also remain loyal to journalistic
norms that have dominated the journalistic field for decades. Interviews with journalists
regarding user-generated content found that for “most journalism professionals, the
public continues to be distinctively an audience for the media product—even if the
relationship has more interactive features than before, enabling formerly passive audience
members to be more directly present in the everyday work of journalists” (Heinonen,
2011, p. 52). This is similar to the term “active recipients” to refer to how journalists
regard users of news (Hermida, 2011, p. 189), which demonstrates how the balance
between maintaining traditional journalistic autonomy and keeping up with an audience
that is constantly evolving with technology remains skewed toward the former.
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MacGregor (2007) found that while journalists started using web analytics, many
of them still did not want audience metrics to get in the way of traditional news values in
guiding story selection. Thus, as Boczkowski (2004, 2005) found based on his case
studies of three newsrooms that were starting an online presence between 1997 and 1999,
adoption of technology does not lead to the same trajectory. Instead, organizational
structures, work practices, and representation of audiences can influence how
technological adoption will impact news organizations (Boczkowski, 2004; 2005). In this
study, I am particularly interested in the impact of journalistic representation of
audiences, which I shall refer to as journalists’ conception of the audience.
The Mechanism of Audience Influence
Despite the availability of new audience information systems (Napoli, 2011) and
audience feedback through social media (Hermida, 2012), journalists have still not
devised a clear-cut formula for a news article that is guaranteed to attract the maximum
number of article views and shares. First, these new audience information systems
provide a rich, detailed, but still incomplete profile of audience preferences. Second, even
with available data, some journalists still tend to shield editorial decisions from these
detailed forms of audience feedback, arguing that it would be inconsistent with the
normative roles of journalism to rely on audience preferences for editorial decisions. But
this depends on how journalists conceive of their audiences. For example, this fear of
journalistic autonomy being compromised by reliance on web metrics for content-related
decisions assumes that audiences prefer fluff to substance (Boczkowski, 2010a;
Boczkowski, et al., 2011; Thorson, 2008).
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A way to understand how journalists conceive of their audiences is to explicate
the audience as a form of capital. But while we know that journalists seek to amass—
therefore, in the language of the mechanism I am proposing, accumulate—audiences, a
question is how journalists regard the audience as a form of capital: economic, cultural,
social or symbolic? In the previous chapter I argued that in this study I shall focus on the
tension between economic and symbolic capital in the journalistic field. In many
journalism studies, audiences have been considered as both consumers of news content
and commodities sold to advertisers (Butsch, 2011; Loosen & Schmidt, 2012; Webster &
Phalen, 1994). This is consistent with the conceptualization of economic capital, which
refers to money and other assets that can be converted into money. But audiences are also
essential in understanding the normative roles of journalism (Siebert, Peterson, &
Schramm, 1963). For example, the press is considered the fourth estate, consistent with
the ideal of serving the public (Schultz, 1998). In journalistic role conception literature,
roles are oriented toward audiences. For example, the disseminator role refers to a
passive role of providing information to the audience while the mobilizer role refers to
the active role of shaping public opinion and mobilizing people (Tandoc, et al., 2012;
Tandoc & Takahashi, 2013; Weaver, Beam, Brownlee, Voakes, & Wilhoit, 2007; Weaver
& Wilhoit, 1986, 1996). Indeed, the audience can be conceived of as a public, whose
members are considered as citizens and not merely consumers or commodities (Butsch,
2011; Herbst & Beniger, 1994). This is consistent with the conceptualization of symbolic
capital, considering the audience as an informed public whose reliance on a particular
news organization for information can be considered a stamp of public approval of
journalistic quality. This also relates to professional autonomy—journalists considering
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their readers a public to whom they provide a necessary service. Forming and engaging
with a community of loyal readers also provides news organizations and their journalists
a network of people, a form of social capital. This is especially salient in this age of
social media that is seeing more and more journalists establishing their networks of
readers by engaging with them on sites such as Facebook and Twitter (Siapera &
Spyridou, 2012). Thus, the audience, or at least what journalists know about them, can be
conceived of as either a form of economic, social, or symbolic capital (Siapera, 2008).
Field theory scholars have operationalized economic capital in various forms,
which specifically includes the audience, quantified in circulation and rating figures.
Benson (2006) specifically said: “Inside the journalistic field, economic capital is
expressed via circulation, or advertising revenues, or audience ratings” (p. 190). This is
consistent with most definitions of the audience as a passive and institutionally
constructed group of spectators (Ettema & Whitney, 1994; Napoli, 2011; Turow, 2005).
For example, Ang (1991) referred to the conceptualization of the audience as a market.
But the audience conceived as a group of citizens (Butsch, 2011) changes the argument.
If the audience is composed of members of the public who must be empowered with
accurate and complete information through responsible journalism, it can also be argued
that the audience can be considered as a form of social capital. Social capital has been
defined as the social networks or connections that people have (Putnam, 1995, 2000). An
informed audience also speaks of the kind of journalism a news organization produces, a
form of prestige that confers legitimacy, and therefore a form of symbolic capital. This
conception of the audience is consistent with the prevailing doxa of the field and with the
conventional journalistic role in relation to the audience (Heinonen, 2011). But despite
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these overlapping and possibly conflated forms of capital and their respective
operationalization in field theory literature, what matters in the field is how journalists
themselves conceive of their audiences, for this conception can determine the extent to
which they open up the gates to audience influence.
Theoretical Synthesis
Let me summarize my assumptions. First, the audience can be conceived of as a
form of capital. Second, as a form of capital, audience accumulation provides a
mechanism that allows journalists to be susceptible to influences. Third, an agent’s
conception of the audience, not the audience per se, can affect perception of threats to
capital stability. Thus, the extent to which the use of web analytics in online newsrooms
can affect the news construction process depends on how journalists conceive of their
audiences to begin with.
In the previous chapter, I proposed a theoretical framework based on gatekeeping
and field theory to understand the mechanism with which journalists get influenced. In
this chapter, I focused on the audience as an influence on gatekeepers. Scholarly attention
on the audience as an influence on journalists is further made more pressing and
important by new audience information systems that allow journalists to track more
information about the news audience and its preferences. Newsrooms have adopted social
media and web analytics, the audience feedback systems I am particularly interested in,
and yet as Boczkowski (2004, 2005) found, adoption of technology does not directly
affect journalistic routines. In this study, I am focusing on how journalists use audience
feedback in their news work. This usage patterns, I argue, depends on how they
conceptualize the audience as a form of capital. This conception however is rooted in a
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journalist’s habitus. The extent to which one’s conception of the audience as a form of
capital affects news work also depends on how one balances the changing audience with
the dominant journalistic doxa in the field (please see Appendix A).
The audience is an important layer of influence on the gatekeeping process. But
the mechanism of capital accumulation in the journalistic field can explain how this
influence comes about. This study is focused on explicating this mechanism through the
concept of the habitus and how journalists conceive of the audience, a form of
journalistic doxa. Therefore, my ethnographic case study of three online newsrooms,
which I introduce in the next chapter, is structured around the following research
questions:
RQ1. How do journalists conceive of their audience?
RQ2. How does their habitus affect their conception of the audience?
RQ3. How do journalists use audience feedback in their news work?
RQ4. How does their conception of the audience affect how they use audience
feedback in their news work?
RQ5. What other factors affect how journalists use audience feedback in their
news work?
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IV. Theory Development: Case Study

This study is generally interested in the influence of the audience in the online
gatekeeping process. Specifically, it is focused on understanding how audience feedback
communicated through new audience information systems—social media and web
analytics—affects editorial decisions. This influence of the audience, however, has to be
balanced with journalistic norms that guide news work.
This study will be divided into two phases, each largely defined by its particular
research goals and the data-gathering methods appropriate to fulfill them. The first part
focuses on theory development. In my review of the literature, I argued for a need to
clarify that influences on news content are influences on gatekeepers who construct the
news. I also proposed a mechanism of influence based on capital accumulation. These are
both aimed at contributing to a clarification of gatekeeping theory as well as to
developing a theory of how audiences influence journalists in a changing media
ecosystem. Focusing on mechanisms moves theorizing away from black-box
explanations characteristic of quantitative research that highlight relationships between
variables without explaining why and how such relationships exist (Hedström &
Swedberg, 1998a; Tilly, 2001). The first phase, therefore, requires close, careful, and
holistic observations: a case study of an online newsroom. But while case study research
illuminates complex causal mechanisms with the goal of finding relationships that might
be applicable to other cases (Creswell, 2007), it is criticized to have weak external
validity. An attempt to uncover patterns and relationships across cases—for example,
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how journalists in the US are using web analytics in their news work—requires a
quantitative approach that allows generalization, such as the survey method (Shoemaker
& McCombs, 2003). The second phase of this study, therefore, is a survey of online
editors in the US, providing a form of theory testing, particularly of the theoretical
mechanisms developed based on the first phase of the study. In short, this dissertation is a
mixed methods study (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011; Greene, 2008; R. B. Johnson,
Onwuegbuzie, & Turner, 2007).
Mixed methods research has been proposed as a methodological paradigm on its
own (Greene, 2008), situated between the extremes of quantitative and qualitative
paradigms and marked by its philosophical assumption of pragmatism (R. B. Johnson, et
al., 2007). Social phenomena are inherently complex and researchers can benefit from
using multiple ways of knowing (Greene, 2008). An increasing number of researchers are
recognizing that many investigations warrant a combination of research methods
(Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011; R. B. Johnson, et al., 2007) even if it puts a lot of
demands on the researcher in terms of the required expertise (Yin, 2011). A review of
scholarship on mixed methods research offered the following definition:
Mixed methods research is the type of research in which a researcher or team of
researchers combines elements of qualitative and quantitative research approaches
(e.g., use of qualitative and quantitative viewpoints, data collection, analysis,
inference techniques) for the broad purposes of breadth and depth of
understanding and corroboration. (R. B. Johnson, et al., 2007, p. 123)
This dissertation employs an exploratory sequential mixed methods design
(Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011) which is also referred to as a quantitative follow-up
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design (Morgan, 1998). A common purpose of this design is evaluating and interpreting
results from a “principally qualitative study” with a “smaller quantitative study”
(Morgan, 1998, p. 368). It begins with a qualitative study with a goal of developing
something as general as a theoretical framework or something as specific as an
instrument or a scale using a qualitative method (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011). The
framework or instrument is then tested using a quantitative method (Creswell & Plano
Clark, 2011). These methods must be within a single study for the study to be considered
mixed methods research (Yin, 2011). Thus, while the study uses two or more different
data-gathering methods, the results of which might be analyzed separately as well, the
results are interpreted together leading into the study’s main conclusion (Creswell &
Plano Clark, 2011; Morgan, 1998; Yin, 2011). This is exactly how I designed my
dissertation research. I started with a multiple case study involving three online
newsrooms. Based on the case studies, I developed a theoretical framework that I
subsequently tested and refined using a survey of online editors (please see Appendix A).
However, while the case studies were conducted before the survey, I did not consider the
former as the priority over the latter. Instead, I consider my research design as a
coordinated approach (see for example Stecher & Borko, 2002), for I originally and
purposely designed this dissertation as a mixed methods study, with each methodological
component considered an important piece in completing the puzzle (see Appendix B).
Case Study
The case study approach is employed across a range of fields, from sociology, to
political science, to mass communication. It is particularly appealing to scholars
interested in examining complicated causal links. Hammersley and colleagues (2000)
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recognized the theoretical value of the case study approach for “it can uncover the causal
processes linking inputs and outputs within a system” (p. 234). Scholars disagree,
however, in how to define what constitutes a case study. Some say a case study is defined
by the case selected for analysis; others argue it is a method comparable to surveys or
experiments; while others refer to it as a methodology with its own philosophical
assumptions (Creswell, 2007; Hammersley & Gomm, 2000; Yin, 2009).
I argue that case study is a methodology with an epistemology that emphasizes
the need to understand cases holistically instead of dissecting a case into decontextualized
segments. It relies on a range of methods to achieve this purpose of understanding a case
or cases in depth (Eisenhardt, 1989). As a research methodology, case study “focuses on
understanding the dynamics present within single settings” (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 534).
This approach has been used in multiple studies involving journalists (e.g. Atton &
Wickenden, 2005; Boczkowski, 2005; Maier, 2003; Sue Robinson, 2009). While a survey
involves a relatively large number of cases but gathers a small number of features per
case, a case study usually focuses on a relatively small number of cases—sometimes even
just on a single case—but gathers a large number of features about each naturally
occurring case (Hammersley & Gomm, 2000). What makes the case study approach
holistic is its recognition that a case cannot be divorced from its context. Yin (2009)
defined case study as an “empirical inquiry that 1) investigates a contemporary
phenomenon in depth and within its real-life context, especially when 2) the boundaries
between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident” (p. 18). In contrast to
quantitative studies, such as surveys or experiments, where the narrative is that a variable
“does something” while cases—or the individuals that contain or exhibit those
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variables—are written out of the analysis (Abbott, 1992), case study research examines
individual agency within a context, which serves the purpose of my study, particularly
my initial goal of theory development (Eisenhardt, 1989).
Case study research “involves the study of an issue explored through one or more
cases within a bounded system” (Creswell, 2007, p. 73). For example, an instrumental
case study starts with an issue and then locates a bounded system that illustrates the issue
(Creswell, 2007). Thus, an important question in case study research is how a case is
determined. How does one determine the boundaries of a system? Ragin (1992) referred
to “casing” or the process of making something into a case. This is done by matching
ideas and evidence (Ragin, 1992). This process “creates objects that researchers can
manipulate to refine theory” (Ragin, 1992, p. 221). Abbott (1992) used the term “case” in
the sense of “instance.” Thus, something can be an instance of a population or an instance
of a conceptual class, such that “the conceptual class has some property and the cases
exemplify that property” (Abbott, 1992, p. 53).
The Three Cases
This study involves three cases—instances of the phenomenon I sought to
study—following a replication logic (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2009). I used theoretical
sampling in selecting the cases. “Theoretical sampling simply means that cases are
selected because they are particularly suitable for illuminating and extending
relationships and logic among constructs” (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007, p. 27). Since I
am generally interested in understanding how audience feedback affects news work, I had
to select online newsrooms that used social media and web analytics.
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Sampling for multiple case studies, however, is also influenced by opportunities
for research access (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007). I initially sent requests to five
different online newsrooms. Three of these requests were approved. Compared with a
single case study, “theory building from multiple cases typically yields more robust,
generalizable and testable theory” (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007, p. 27). I consider these
three cases as theoretical units of the same phenomenon, similar to the logic of “literal
replication” (Yin, 2009, p. 54) or “pure replication” (Swanborn, 2010, p. 104).
This focus on theory building across multiple cases also requires a narrative that
spans across the three cases, as how my next two chapters are structured, for unlike in a
single case study, “presenting a relatively complete and unbroken narrative of each case
is infeasible for multiple-case research” (Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007, p. 29). My access
to these online newsrooms and the project approval from the University of Missouri’s
Institutional Review Board (IRB) came with the promise of anonymity.
The websites of the three online newsrooms included in this study are among the
50 biggest news sites in the US based on traffic. The main website of the first newsroom
claims to have about 3 million unique monthly visitors. The website of the second
newsroom claims to have about 3.9 million while the third newsroom claims to have
about 3.8 million. These newsrooms all have newspaper products, also among the 50
biggest newspapers in the US based on circulation. Thus, the online desks are located in
newsrooms converged with the editorial desks of their respective newspapers. So while I
focused on the operations of the online desks, their operations are closely intertwined
with the editorial operations for their respective newspapers. These news organizations
all have a long history, with their newspapers all founded before 1900.
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Research Methods
The methodology of case study employs a range of methods, such as document
research, observation, and interview (Yin, 2009). Some case studies also use survey and
content analysis (Creswell, 2007; Hammersley & Gomm, 2000; Yin, 2009). In this study,
I used participant observation and interview methods, considered ethnographic methods.
The use of ethnographic methods is appropriate to the goals and assumptions of my
multiple case study, an argument for referring to my approach as an ethnographic case
study (see for example Boczkowski, 2005). Paterson (2008) argued that only
ethnographic methodologies “can come close to providing an adequate description of the
culture and practice of media production, and the mindset of media producers” (p. 2).
Participant observation. Observations are consistent with the assumption of case
study as involving naturally occurring cases (Yin, 2009). This method allowed me to
observe the actors in their actual environment while also allowing me to gain some
experience of their routines. I assumed the observer-as-participant role (Lindlof &
Taylor, 2010) as observation was my priority but it did not preclude me from interacting
with the editors I observed. This stance allowed me to take notes during my observations
and to establish good rapport with many of the editors I interacted with (Tracy, 2013). I
attended daily budget meetings in each of my three cases. Outside these meetings, I sat in
the online desks observing web editors do their work—checking emails, writing and
editing stories and photo galleries, tweeting, using Facebook, taking phone calls, and
talking to reporters and other editors. I took down notes using a small brown notebook
that had the logo of the University of Missouri. It was small enough not to call attention
to itself. I wrote my formal field notes every day, right after I left the newsroom. I also
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posted my field notes on a private blog. This encouraged me to write them as soon as
possible and guaranteed that my entries were fresh and accurate.
I spent a total of about 150 hours of observation across the three newsrooms,
spread out in the months of March and May 2013. I spent the longest time in the first
newsroom, with about 110 hours of observation spread in 12 consecutive days, from
March 5-16. There, I was assigned my own work station next to a web editor and two
cubicles away from the managing editor who oversaw the daily operations of the online
desk. For my first replication, I went to a second newsroom where I spent about 10 hours
of observation spread in three days from March 18-20 as my point person was wary of
allowing me longer access. In the limited number of hours that I was in the second
newsroom, I sat next to whoever was the designated homepage editor. I also attended
budget meetings and I was able to observe an entire news cycle on my first day. Finally, I
spent 30 hours in the third newsroom for four consecutive days, from May 28-31. There,
I sat on a chair between the two web editors who took turns in updating the homepage.
They shared a long desk and their workstations where on the opposite ends of the desk.
They allowed me to sit between them, which gave me a good view of both their
workstations.
Respondent interviews. Interviews enable people to provide stories, accounts
and explanations (Lindlof & Taylor, 2010). This method is appropriate for studies that
seek to understand “the social actor’s experience, knowledge, and worldviews” (Lindlof
& Taylor, 2010, p. 173). It is also consistent with the assumption of naturalistic research
(Rubin & Rubin, 2005). An advantage of the interview method is the “wealth of detail
that it provides” (Wimmer & Dominick, 2011, p. 139).
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Interviews with journalists are important in understanding not only what they do
but also the outputs they produce (e.g. Boczkowski, 2005; Gans, 1979; Tuchman, 1978).
Their work provides them a unique access to a wide range of information (Besley &
Roberts, 2009). Thus, they can provide a lot of insights about the gatekeeping process.
For example, Yang (2004) conducted phone interviews with six environmental journalists
to explore constraints on environmental news production. Avraham and colleagues
(2002; 2000) conducted interviews to explore influences on the coverage, or lack thereof,
of minorities in Israel. Journalists, however, are a peculiar group for interviews. Their
busy routines makes coordination—and convincing them to spend a long period of time
to participate in the study—challenging (Attfield & Dowell, 2003). They are also used to
interviewing people instead of being interviewed.
I experienced these challenges during my interviews. This is why I decided to
conduct semi-structured interviews (Lindlof & Taylor, 2010; Plooy, 2004). I prepared a
three-page interview protocol but I also allowed myself to be flexible during the actual
interviews (please see Appendix C). A few editors initially just gave one-sentence
answers. I had to ask numerous probes and follow-up questions to make them elaborate
on their short answers (Rubin & Rubin, 2005; Tracy, 2013). But a few other editors also
talked a lot. For example, I asked my first question to an editor that got him to start
talking. I looked at my recorder and he was still talking about the first question after eight
minutes. This is when I deviated from recommendations that qualitative interviews
refrain as much as possible from asking closed-ended questions (Lindlof & Taylor, 2010;
Tracy, 2013). I found that asking closed-ended questions, a form of directive questions
(Tracy, 2013), could help keep an interviewee from digressing. I realized that certain
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types of interviewees would automatically elaborate on their answers even if they were
asked with a closed-ended question. Not only did this save me some time, but it also
helped me keep the interviews on the right track.
I engaged in ethnographic interviews, or informal conversations that occurred
during the course of my observations, and respondent interviews, or sitting down with an
editor at a specified time usually after their work hours (Tracy, 2013). I tried maximum
variation sampling by requesting interviews with editors at different levels of the
newsroom hierarchy (Tracy, 2013). In the end, I managed to conduct interviews with a
publisher, a general manager, an editor-in-chief, a managing editor, two assistant
managing editors, and a couple of web editors from the three newsrooms. I interviewed a
total of 30 people: 15 from the first newsroom, 8 from the second newsroom, and 8 from
the third newsroom. In total, my respondent interviews added up to about 668 minutes
(please see Appendix D).
Data Analysis
I used a constant comparative approach to my data analysis. It is a common
analytical strategy in grounded theory, a methodology that has seen different iterations
from its inception (e.g. Corbin & Strauss, 1990; Glaser, 1965). Grounded theory, as it
was originally conceived, is an inductive approach, where theory emerges from the data.
But constant comparison as an analytical strategy has also been used in studies that did
not use grounded theory as methodology (Creswell, 2007; Tracy, 2013). I am borrowing
this analytical approach. But I also employed it using an iterative strategy. “An iterative
analysis alternates between emic, or emergent, readings of the data and an etic use of
existing models, explanations, and theories” (Tracy, 2013, p. 184). Thus, while I
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approached the data with the sensitizing concepts from my initial theoretical framework
(Blumer, 1954; Christians & Carey, 1989), my iterative strategy also allowed me to
identify emerging concepts and relationships. Corbin and Strauss (1990) argued that the
goal of constant comparison in grounded theory is not generalization but theoretical
explanation, and as such what is required is representativeness of concepts, not of
persons. This is consistent with the assumptions of case study. The process of constant
comparison does not only refer to constantly comparing a code with another code within
a set of data as many studies using this analytical approach had pointed out, but also
comparing old data with a new set of data. Thus, constant comparison begins after the
first set of data is collected, not after all the data has been gathered (Tracy, 2013). I
started writing analytic memos right after my first day of observation. I continued this
process as I went along in my data gathering—jotting down emerging patterns and then
comparing them with new observations and interviews as they came along.
I used NVivo, a computer assisted qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS),
to organize and code my data. I formatted my field notes and interview transcripts as
word documents and stored them in NVivo. The software helped me organize my data
based on each case. It also helped keep my coding process organized. Since I used an
iterative coding process, I started developing codes based on my first field note. The
software allowed me to save the codes from the first document with my own memos and
descriptions attached to each code. Thus, when I coded my second field note, I was able
to easily refer to my existing codes as well as create new codes as they emerged. NVivo
uses the term “nodes” to refer to codes.
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Primary-cycle coding. Tracy (2013) recommended the process of fracturing, or
breaking down data into smaller pieces, during the primary-cycle coding stage, or the
first stage of coding, also called open coding (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Saldaña, 2009).
Fracturing, and then lumping related codes at a later stage, should save a researcher from
missing important links (Tracy, 2013). I discovered, however, that it is not always
possible to engage in fracturing, especially at this initial stage. I will argue that the
iterative process is also true regarding fracturing and lumping at this initial stage of
coding. Some codes naturally came from the theoretical framework I proposed. But a few
of these concepts still retained some abstraction in my initial coding (e.g. using analytics)
that I had to fracture them later on. This, however, did not keep me from seeing emerging
relationships. Rather, switching back and forth from fracturing and lumping allowed me
to refine each concept and each relationship based on my evolving theoretical framework.
This stage yielded me with 135 codes.
Secondary-cycle coding. The advantage of NVivo is the ease of storing and
retrieving codes. For example, to determine whether an existing code is appropriate for a
chunk of data I was looking at, I just clicked on that particular code and saw all the
passages I have coded the same way—I was comparing new data with old data,
consistent with the constant comparison approach. This process also allowed me to
recode old data in light of new codes that emerged from the current data. However, I also
experienced the limitations of the software (Tracy, 2013), particularly as I moved into
secondary-cycle coding, or the stage that is marked by “classifying, prioritizing,
integrating, synthesizing, abstracting, conceptualizing, and theory-building” (Saldaña,
2009, p. 45). This was the stage when I started categorizing the codes identified in the
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primary-cycle stage and noting the emerging relationships between them (Tracy, 2013).
NVivo allowed me to draw a conceptual model using its model building function. But I
found it difficult to visualize the relationships between the codes.
I decided to switch to manual coding. I printed out all my codes, cut them into
pieces, and started sorting them manually. This made me more connected with my data. It
allowed me to easily explore patterns and relationships by manually moving around
pieces of paper without the confines of my computer’s 15-inch screen. I grouped my
codes into conceptual bins by pasting the cut-out pieces into color-coded cardboards that
each represented a main concept. Then, I started composing a qualitative report.
Writing is a form of interpretation. As we write, we engage in a cognitive process
that helps us identify patterns and relationships. As I wrote my qualitative report,
composing a narrative surrounding each conceptual bin, relationships began to develop.
As I wrote about each conceptual bin, I found myself going back to my data, looking for
exemplars and vignettes that best represented each of the main concepts (Tracy, 2013).
This process was facilitated by the data organization allowed by NVivo.
Rakow (2011) argued that saturation—the point when a researcher can decide to
stop collecting new data—does not only refer to the point when no new information
emerges, but also to the point when the concepts are fully developed. In the next two
chapters, I present the results of my analysis, demonstrating the full development of each
of my main concepts.
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V. Journalists and their Audiences

The door swung open after long, silent minutes of people going in and out of the
room speaking in hushed tones. A tall man, probably in his late 50s, emerged out of the
room, his face flushed red, his eyes wet, his voice cracking. “Thank you all,” the veteran
journalist said, addressing a newsroom of about 30 people, most of them confused about
what was going on. The first newsroom that I observed had just been renovated as part of
a move to centralize operations to go “digital first.” A few workstations—narrow tables
juxtaposed in such a way that everyone can see everyone without having to stand up—
were still empty. The four television monitors hovering right on top of the digital desk
located in front of the newsroom were switched on but barely audible. Normal chatter
ceased and gave way to a respectful applause from those who understood what was going
on. “Thank you,” the man said again after almost two minutes of applause. “This
newsroom has been my family for 23 years.”
Then, the man, a videographer per his most current job description, made an
informal salute and left. A web editor—she had been here for about six months so far—
was left speechless, her jaw wide open. Another web editor, who also came in just a few
months ago, covered his mouth with both of his hands. Layoffs have been ordinary in this
newsroom in the last year or so. But nobody gets used to seeing people go.
Change or Die
It is painful to see these layoffs happen, but older editors in the upper echelons of
the newsroom are no longer surprised. Many of them started their careers at a time when
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newspapers flourished and they rose to the ranks of the newsroom hierarchy as the
industry continually declined. The newsroom’s deputy managing editor for digital
finished college in 1996, a period when, she said, “everybody can get a job.” Then she
and her contemporaries witnessed how everything changed. The company filed for
bankruptcy in 2009. The new editor-in-chief, who has spent most of his life as a
journalist, now finds himself having to make decisions on which among his staff
members will go jobless next. “The day is coming very quickly,” he told me in one of our
conversations during my observation. “The day is coming very quickly that the printed
paper will go away.”
The editor-in-chief spoke to his employees a few hours after the photographer he
had just fired had left. Standing in the middle of the rectangular newsroom with sad,
confused, and angry staff members surrounding him, the editor-in-chief reminded his
employees of the dismal conditions of the market. He reminded them they were no longer
a newspaper company, that there would be more changes to introduce new products and
find new avenues for advertisements. “I hope I can stand here in front of you and say
there would be no more layoffs,” he told a quiet crowd. “But that is not the case.”
In this chapter I will focus on the journalistic habitus and demonstrate the ways
that journalists’ perception of the trajectory that the journalistic field has taken provides
the context to understand how news work is changing. It can explain the adoption of new
communication technologies as well as how some norms, part of the journalistic doxa,
are being renegotiated. For the editors that I spoke with and observed, this understanding
of the journalistic field’s trajectory comes from their experience of being in the field and
their own practice of journalism. This perception is part of the journalistic habitus, which
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consists of “bodily knowledge which is based on practice and experience” (Willig, 2013,
p. 8). This focus on editors’ experiences as part of the habitus is important for the
“habitus also links past fields to present fields through the individual actors who move
from one to the next,” (Emirbayer & Johnson, 2008, p. 4). To a large extent the habitus is
an “understanding of the journalistic game” (Willig, 2013, p. 8). It includes seeing
journalism change and thinking of ways to keep pace with this evolution through niche
journalism and going digital.
Seeing journalism change. The editor-in-chief had worked for this company
many years ago, after which he started doing rounds of numerous news organizations,
ending up in a couple of online-only newsrooms, and coming back to this newsroom
whose glory days in terms of revenues have long passed. “The landscape changed very
quickly,” he said, reflecting on what he had witnessed. “Lots of journalists lost their jobs.
It meant smaller newsrooms had to do more with less. Editors had to do more with less.
And it was kind of, you know, either change or die.”
In the three newsrooms where I observed, many of the older editors shared the
same experience: of starting their jobs when newspapers flourished and having to witness
them perish in some form or another. The American Society of News Editors (ASNE)
estimated that about 2,600 full-time newspaper jobs disappeared in 2012, and the total
number of newspaper jobs had shrunk from more than 52,000 in 2007 to 38,000 in 2012
(Edmonds, 2013). The assistant managing editor for online at the third newsroom where I
observed feels lucky to have lived during the “heyday of journalism when the staff was
twice as big and it felt like the public in general held journalism in higher regard.” Things
are different now, she told me during our interview. “We’re not dying. We’re changing a
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lot. But I don’t know whether journalism will ever regain the status it once had. To me
that is sad.”
This appreciation of how much the journalistic field has changed does not only
come from the editors’ own experiences as journalists but also from what they personally
witnessed from their own children. The publisher of the second newsroom I visited has
three children: aged 26, 23, and 19. He said: “The chances of migrating them to replace
me, when I’m no longer reading a print product, I think is very, very slim to no chance.”
The general manager for the website of the third newsroom where I observed also said:
“My son has very little use for a newspaper other than once in a while when he is looking
for a movie listing, but most of his stuff is done on his phone.” A 2012 survey by the Pew
Project in Excellence in Journalism found that half of the respondents got their news
digitally compared with only less than a third who still read newspapers (Beaujon, 2012).
For the traditional newspaper, losing readers equals losing advertising revenues.
Some editors pointed to how much the audience for news had changed. The
managing editor of the first newsroom said that a lot of people had become “distrustful of
the media.” In my observations during their budget meetings, when stories are decided
upon particularly for print, the editors never talked about favoring one politician over the
other, and yet the managing editor believes that a lot of people perceive them as having a
“political agenda.” His deputy managing editor for digital also referred to how often and
quickly technology changes, citing social media sites such as Facebook, Twitter, and
more recently Instagram, which also change how news gets disseminated not only by
journalists themselves but also by members of the audience. “The user’s appetite for
news and information has changed,” she said. “They have more outlets for it. They are
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also going to different platforms.” For the second newsroom’s social media manager,
journalists should just look at what happened to the music industry to realize how much
things have changed.
The first, second, and third newsrooms where I observed and conducted
interviews are well-known newspapers listed as among the biggest newspapers in the
country in terms of newspaper circulation. This is why dwindling circulation hits the
bottom line. The field of print journalism is seeing a shrinking economic capital. Though
they have long started their own news websites, revenue from both pay wall fees and
online advertising remains insufficient to finance the scale of operations these news
organizations have been used to. They may not agree when exactly it will happen, but for
the top-level editors in these three newsrooms, the extinction of the newspaper medium is
clearly no longer a question of if, but a matter of when.
This appreciation of how journalism is morphing is communicated to the rest of
the news organization in numerous ways. It can be as general as the editor-in-chief’s
memorandum, issued as soon as he stepped in as the new editor of the first newsroom I
visited, that declared: “We are no longer a newspaper company.” It can also be as
specific and jolting as firing employees, like what happened to the videographer I met at
the first newsroom, whom a lot of people thought would be safe considering that his job
was that of a videographer, something that was thought to be important for a multi-media
news website. The editor-in-chief who fired him said:
It’s hard to change directions. It’s hard to convince people that the old way of
doing things that was successful for a long time is now out of step, and you know,
I think it takes things, unfortunately, like what we had last week—a layoff. Not a
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lot of people, but people we have to say goodbye to. And until that, sometimes,
until that happens, people don’t understand how tough the business has
become…”
Keeping it focused. Layoffs have been frequently jolting the journalistic field
that journalists have started to find ways to try to live with the reality of shrinking
newsrooms. A smaller pool of reporters means having fewer resources. Casting a wide
net is no longer practical. This reality of the field is particularly most felt at the first
newsroom. “Since 2008, we’ve been having constant layoffs and it’s never stopped,” a
reporter who also works as an editor during the weekends told me during one of our
conversations. “We think we can’t layoff anybody else, then another person gets laid off.
So you’re working a lot more.”
Her newsroom has apparently become more cognizant of the need to keep news
coverage focused. “Do we report about every fire?” her editor-in-chief asked rhetorically.
“Probably not—but do we focus more heavily on politics and city hall because people in
this town like that?” One of his web editors said they have been trying to keep their
coverage as local as they could—people could go to CNN if they wanted national stories.
But even at the second newsroom, editors are becoming conscious about eliminating
costs, a reflection of the shrinking economic capital for print journalism. “I think that
what we’ve done a good job [here] doing is cutting down on the money that we spend on
journalism that isn’t advancing our vision,” the vice president for digital said. “So, you
know, we are more investigative journalists today than we did five years ago.” He asked
me to think about articles on gardening as well as movie reviews. He pointed out that a
lot of bloggers offer these types of contents for free, and social media users have become
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movie critics as well, that a newsroom’s resources are better off devoted to investigative
stories. “Spend money on what matters,” he said. This consciousness of keeping news
coverage focused amid a shrinking pool of resources has become more salient as
newsrooms also seek solutions by focusing on digital initiatives.
Turning to digital for survival. The first newsroom was still being renovated
when I started my observation. It is located on the ninth floor of a skyscraper in the
middle of the city. They gave me my own workspace, a small cubicle that was still
missing a landline phone and a computer just like a few other still empty workspaces, as
the editors supposed to occupy them have not relocated yet. This is the digital desk,
where the managing editor and his two web editors, along with other editors tasked to
help edit and upload stories to the website, work. The digital desk sits in the middle of the
newsroom, surrounded by the metro, business, and arts desks. The workspaces devoted to
the digital desk are arranged in a horizontal row that is perpendicular to the rest of the
workspaces that are, in contrast to the digital desk, arranged in vertical rows. Only a few
weeks ago, the digital and metro desks were located on separate floors.
The third newsroom was also relatively recently renovated when I came for my
observations. It is located on the third floor of an old building. It is a huge newsroom,
whose size is betrayed by the old and narrow staircase leading to it. A wooden door
opens into the middle of the newsroom and anyone who enters will be directly staring at a
workspace at the center, composed of two desks facing each other. This is where the
assistant managing editor for digital sits from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. as she directs the daily
operations of the website. Behind her, immediately to the right after the main door, is a
workspace where two homepage editors are stationed. A third homepage editor is seated
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in the sports desk, which is in the opposite side. The homepage and the sports desks are
arranged diagonally, looking like opposite parts of a hexagon surrounding the assistant
managing editor’s workspace at the center, so that, according to one of the two homepage editors: “[She] is at the center of the universe.”
The layout of these two newsrooms speaks of the central role of digital operations
in how these previously newspaper-only news organizations do their journalism. For the
first newsroom, the managing editor said the makeover of the office layout was aimed at
facilitating easier conversations between different news desks. But in my observations, I
also found that locating the digital desk in the middle of the newsroom also allowed an
easier diffusion of news-related technology: An editor would come to ask for help on
how to tweet, a columnist would come to ask how his article is doing in terms of traffic, a
reporter would come to ask for hashtag suggestions for Twitter. These physical changes
in the newsroom layout also serve as concrete and constant reminders of how much the
journalistic field has changed.
Choosing survival means changing and trying a lot of new things. Since the new
owners brought him in just a year ago, the first newsroom’s editor-in-chief has been
trying to emphasize how the newsroom should think of itself as a digital company. This
entails pursuing new ways of interacting with the audience, delivering content, and
accessing data. He said:
The great part about this period that we are in now is that there’s a lot of
experimentation. There’s a lot of room to fail successfully—try something else.
When things were great, ironically, it was not a great period for experimentation,
because why would you rock the boat?
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Not rocking the boat meant newspapers existed as if things would never change,
and when they finally started putting out content online, they realized they never had time
to prepare. Newspapers initially provided online content for free. But while their websites
were not earning a lot of money, their papers were bleeding red. More and more
newsrooms started putting up a pay wall, but by that time online news consumers were
already used to getting their news online for free. The second newsroom’s social media
manager shares the same sentiment, for while their company remains ahead of the
competition, it has also seen its revenues dwindle, even filing for bankruptcy in 2008. “I
think that what got us in trouble in the first place is the inability to consider a new way,”
she told me in our interview. “We were unwilling to accept evolution in the industry and
that is what got us off-track in the first place.”
This realization of how much journalism has changed has left journalists, even
those who were once averse to change, with no other options but to go with the flow.
“The market is changing every day and if we don’t change at the same rate, we fall
behind,” the publisher of the second newsroom said. “You either go forward or fall
behind in this world—and standing still means you really fall behind.”
So how are journalists changing in response to the changing market, to the
realization of a shrinking economic capital for the print journalistic field? In this study, I
am focusing on the intersection of two important factors in this evolution—news
audiences and the technologies to understand them—and how they are re-shaping
journalistic norms and routines.
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Tracking the Audience
Technology is an important force behind the jolts in the journalistic field. The
decline of the newspaper medium is blamed, to some extent, on the ease of getting
information, often for free, online. A few newsrooms have also phased out their photo
departments, arguing that journalists themselves can take photos using their mobile
phones (Romenesko, 2013). “Technology in many ways hasn’t been a friend to the
industry,” the assistant managing editor for digital at the third newsroom told me during
our interview. “It has made things easier, but it has devalued some of the skills that
journalists have.” But journalists also acknowledge that technology cannot be undone.
The social media manager at the second newsroom said. “Once a new way exists, it
exists. It’s always going to disrupt.”
What journalists have been good at—although the field itself is criticized to have
been consistently snail-paced in responding to technological shifts—is normalizing
technology, adapting it to suit traditional norms and routines. The deputy managing editor
for digital at the first newsroom talked about using “technology to your advantage.” In
turning to digital for survival, journalists are also balancing their traditional journalistic
norms and routines with the rules of the online game they have started to play.
In September 2009, Adobe, one of the world’s leading software makers, spent
$1.8 billion to buy Omniture, a company that offered products allowing clients to monitor
how people use their websites (B. Johnson, 2009). In the online world, information about
the audience is precious, and news organizations have realized this. Surveys of editors
and news managers found that a big majority of newsrooms in the US have been using
web analytics software, including Omniture (Lowrey & Woo, 2010; McKenzie, et al.,
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2011; Tandoc & Jenner, 2013). Collecting information about the audience is not new. In
the old days, numbers came in the form of readership surveys for newspapers and news
magazines and rating systems for television and radio networks (Gans, 1979; Schlesinger,
1978). These numbers took some time to collect and were based on non-representative
samples of audiences. But new audience information systems—new technology—are
now able to provide numbers on audiences and audience behaviors in real time. The
managing editor at the first newsroom said:
I mean with print, we really don’t have much idea how people are using it except
for letters to the editor. That’s somewhat useful, but it only goes so far. With
digital, which is where we have three or more times more eyeball everyday than
we do in print, we know exactly what they're reading and for how long and where
they're coming from.
In the first newsroom where I observed, most of the editors I spoke with did not
have formal training in the use of web analytics. The editor-in-chief only referred to his
experience working in an online-only newsroom prior to him coming to his present
newsroom. His deputy managing editor for digital said her husband was a marketing
analyst who knew how to crunch all these numbers from web analytics. The managing
editor also said he learned the tricks in the newsroom, being personally interested in new
technologies. The first shift web editor said most of what she knew about web analytics
was self-taught.
The same pattern is true across the three newsrooms, although one afternoon
when I was staying at the third newsroom, I came across one of the two web editors on a
phone conference for more than 45 minutes. The company had scheduled the editors to
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join a webinar on the use of a new version of Omniture, which the company would be
rolling out the following week across all its newsrooms. In general, however, training on
web analytics is not formalized in most newsrooms—either a young editor is expected to
know it prior to working into the newsroom or an old editor being moved to digital is
expected to learn the technology by using it. In the three newsrooms where I observed,
these four analytics programs are used to track the audience: Chartbeat, Visual Revenue,
Omniture, and Comscore.
Chartbeat. I sat with a web editor at the second newsroom on my first hour of
observation there. The first things I noticed were his two office-issued computer monitors
next to his personal Macbook computer and an office-issued iPad. In the bigger monitor,
he had his email account, the company’s news website, and his Tweetdeck open. The
smaller monitor was solely devoted to Chartbeat, where he would glance once in a while,
checking how much traffic stories were getting. The New York City-based Chartbeat was
launched in 2009 and serves more than 150 news organizations (N. Yang, 2012),
including both the first two newsrooms. Chartbeat provides a list of the top performing
stories on the site based on page views and this information is updated in real-time. It
also displays top sources of traffic. For example, one time a story by the first newsroom
was linked by Drudge Report, sending a lot of traffic to the website. Chartbeat claims to
being used by 80% of the top publishers in the US (Haile, 2013).
One of the first few things that editors in the second newsroom did in their budget
meetings was look at Chartbeat being projected on a monitor in the middle of the meeting
room. Their web editors also use a heat map, a service included in Chartbeat.
Incorporated into a view of the homepage, the heat map shows how a story placed on a
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particular spot, say as the main story on the homepage, is performing compared to
previous stories placed on the same spot. A bubble turns green if the story is
outperforming the average for its spot and turns red if it is underperforming. In the first
and second newsrooms, web editors looked at Chartbeat multiple times a day. “I use
Chartbeat as the instant gratification kind of thing—understanding the trends and things
like that,” the first newsroom’s deputy managing editor for digital said. “The newsroom
uses that as part of their arsenal of tools every single day to help them, you know, figure
which content places well on the homepage or other sections, and things like that. That’s
what I call the daily operations.”
Visual Revenue. They do not use Chartbeat at the third newsroom, but when I
started my observations there the newsroom had just started using Visual Revenue, an
analytics program very similar to Chartbeat. One of the web editors started talking to me
about Visual Revenue when I sat next to him on my first day of observation. I
immediately sensed his excitement about the program, which the newsroom started using
only in October 2012. Visual Revenue has four main tabs. First, the front page shows
how content elements in the homepage are performing—articles, photo galleries, and
videos. It gives not only the average page views per hour, but also how a story is
performing in a particular position compared to the average performance of previous
stories in that same position, similar to Chartbeat’s heat maps. Second, the content tab
ranks the top contents on the website. It also shows where clicks are coming from, or how
users are landing into the site: the homepage, direct access, through aggregators, through
social media, or through search engines. What makes Visual Revenue slightly different
from Chartbeat is its social tab and placement recommendations—although Chartbeat has
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released a new version that includes recommendations as well. The third tab, the social
tab, works with the website’s Twitter account and tells how many times per hour a story
gets retweeted. Finally, the recommendation tab provides suggestions on which of the
uploaded stories could be moved to which position. It also provides an estimated number
of page views the site will generate for following each suggestion. Visual Revenue also
allows headline testing. A web editor can write two headlines for the same story, upload
them on the website so that half of those who view the story gets to read one headline, the
other half gets the other version. The editor can then choose which of the headlines to
retain. These suggestions are based on a formula built into the system using several
criteria, Visual Revenue’s founder Dennis Mortensen told me during a web analytics
conference in September 2013. These criteria include an analysis of how previous stories
and headlines performed in the past and a set of instructions from the subscribing
newsroom which Visual Revenue tries to incorporate in the system.
Visual Revenue was founded in 2010 and was acquired by Outbrain, a contentrecommendation startup, in 2012 (Lynley, 2013; N. Yang, 2012). “With Visual Revenue
we’re looking at real time analytics constantly, doing headline tests,” the assistant
managing editor for digital told me. “And this just gives us a fantastic opportunity to
change things on the fly versus trying to guess and maybe changing things every couple
of hours.” One of her web editors said that even the publisher looked at Visual Revenue
“all the time.” One time, the assistant managing editor for digital tried to get a sense of
how much web editors were using the program and she found that the three of them—the
assistant managing editor herself and her two web editors—were the top users. The
surprising thing was their publisher was not far behind.
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Omniture. Top-level editors who needed to monitor and report to the
management long-term trends use Adobe Site Catalyst, more popularly known as
Omniture. The deputy managing editor at the first newsroom described Omniture as a
“big beast.” Omniture was launched in 2004 and was acquired by Adobe in 2009 (N.
Yang, 2012). Newsrooms use it to examine traffic data for longer periods of time. For
example, on my first day at my third newsroom, one of the web editors showed me the
website’s total number of views for the previous week. He was surprised that they did
much better last week in terms of total views: On one particular day alone—Tuesday—
the website got 1.4 million views. He asked his fellow web editor, the one seated next to
him, what happened on Tuesday. The other editor said the tornado story and gallery must
have attracted a lot of views. So he went into Omniture to be sure, and discovered that
much traffic came from the Barbara Walters gallery they uploaded. It got 950,000 views.
“Who would have predicted that?” the web editor exclaimed.
Omniture, used in the three newsrooms where I observed, allows comparison of a
wide selection of data: page views, unique visitors, traffic sources, and even views per
type of device, such as via web, tablet or mobile phone. Omniture claims to be serving
more than 100 media publishers in the US (N. Yang, 2012). “That is what we use for
more long-term, like the next day, or several days later or that kind of thing,” one of the
two web editors at the first newsroom said. “So that's more to review over the last month
or over the last year for longer trends.” At the third newsroom, the assistant managing
editor for digital checked Omniture all the time.
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Every day I’m looking at our page views from the previous day and I’m looking
at how they are trending for the current day. So if I’m watching them looking a
little low, we start being a little more aggressive.
Comscore. The use of Comscore came up in my interviews at the first and third
newsrooms. It is not exactly a web analytics program, for it is a mixture of data from
online surveys and actual web visits (Beleaga & Geary, 2012). Comscore claims to have
a panel of two million internet uses around the world, half of whom are in the US, who
opt in to have their data collected and shared (Delo, 2011). Unlike the other three services
I have described, Comscore does not provide detailed real-time data about a particular
website. However, it provides data about a lot of other websites, allowing clients to
compare their own websites with others, something akin to Nielsen’s television rating
service. “Comscore does not have as much detail about our website,” the marketing
analyst at the third newsroom told me while I was observing him at work. “However, in
addition to [our website], it also is ranking other websites, such as the local TV websites,
and that allows me to say how did we do compared with other local media websites.”
This information is particularly important for advertisers. In her work at the first
newsroom, the deputy managing editor for digital would always switch back and forth
between Omniture, Chartbeat, and Comscore: “So we get a nice hybrid model of, you
know, sample data versus what is actually happening. That kind of paints a much more
picture to advertisers and people outside of our system understand what’s going on.”
Social Media. Numbers can only tell so much, however. In traditional
newsrooms, feedback about audience attitudes came in the form of mails and phone calls.
But journalists seldom took these seriously, dismissing them as unrepresentative of the
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total audience, paying attention to a few of them only when they point out glaring factual
errors (see Gans, 1979). Online newsrooms, however, now find it harder to ignore
audience feedback. Online journalists can still ignore emails or delete comments posted
on their websites, but comments posted on social media, such as Twitter and Facebook,
are more difficult to gatekeep. These posts can also go viral beyond the control of
journalists. Social media have been normalized in the newsroom. The social media
manager at the second newsroom said social media skills were now expected of any
journalist. “In all honesty I have no idea why a news organization would hire a journalist
right now that doesn’t know social media. That person seems like a liability to me.”
Social media provide newsrooms with a wealth of information about how people
respond toward content. There are the easily quantifiable indicators, such as the number
of “likes” and “shares” on Facebook and number of “retweets” and “favorites” on
Twitter. The number of followers on both social media sites also indicates, to some
extent, the size of following a news organization has compared with other news
organizations with social media presence. There is also the more qualitative indicator of
audience response. Some of the web editors I interviewed use social media to monitor
what readers are saying about particular stories on the website. For example, a web editor
at the first newsroom said: “You are just constantly looking at what people are saying
about you and seeing how you can improve it, how you can capture their attention,
whether information needs to be sent that people maybe are finding out on their own.”
She uses both her personal Facebook and Twitter accounts as well as the newsroom’s
official accounts to monitor people’s reactions to their stories. But not everyone uses both
their personal and organizational social media accounts for work. For example, at the
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third newsroom, I saw one of the two web editors check his personal Facebook account
only once. He told me he used it for purely personal purposes. I noticed he only had
photos of his family there. I asked him what he thought about social media, and he said:
“My personal opinion is that I don’t like Twitter, but it is important to the job and I think
we’re getting a lot more traffic that way than through Facebook.”
In my observations, I also noticed that web editors pay attention to user comments
on Facebook and Twitter more than to reader comments on their actual websites. I asked
another web editor at the first newsroom about this.
I think it’s just easier to keep track [of social media] than to read the comments on
the actual stories themselves, because, you know, I think there's just less of a
flow... Like Twitter, you're up scanning stuff on Twitter and it’s really easy to
kinda scan the last couple of replies there. And Facebook, you know, you're going
in to check how many people liked this and how many people shared it, you can
just kinda skim the comments. Sometimes, it’s a lot easier to monitor that kind of
stuff than it is the comments section.
At one point, he asked his fellow web editor and their managing editor how he
could disable the commenting function on the website. It turned out that he got annoyed
with a regular commenter, someone who the other web editor told me later would
comment on almost every story on the site. She had blocked the commenter a couple of
times, but on each occasion, the commenter just created a new account. This struck me as
particularly interesting, that web editors paid attention to comments on social media more
than on comments posted on their websites’ own comments section. The managing editor
explained to me during one of our conversations that social media sites were third-party
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platforms that operated outside the system of the news organization. So while they are
helpful in promoting the brand and helping journalists interact with their audiences, in
terms of actual revenues social media do not directly convert into page views that will
make the news site more attractive to advertisers. To me this was puzzling, that web
editors were more likely to interact with commenters outside their territory—within a
third-party platform—than within their own journalistic space. It might be that, at least as
far as commenting goes, the web editors remain protective of their own territory, their
own sacred editorial space, preferring instead to pay some, but not much, attention to
comments that are posted outside their news websites. Interacting with commenters
legitimizes them to some extent by acknowledging their contribution to the news
construction process. In engaging in this acknowledgement process in a third-party
platform, editors accommodate audience feedback while still clearly separating audiencegenerated content from the editorial content on their own websites.
In the three newsrooms where I observed, web editors used Twitter and Facebook
most of the time, although at the first newsroom I saw the web editors upload photos on
Instagram, while at the second newsroom, the social media manager spoke to me about
Google+ while her social media editor showed me how he used Pinterest to upload front
pages of the newspaper from a century ago.
Social media and web analytics provide journalists with more information about
their audiences than ever before. This has implications on how journalists do—or are redoing—their news work. But having access to a wealth of information about the audience
also shapes how journalists conceive of the audience, a conception that, as I will argue in
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the next chapter, affects how journalists balance what they know about the audience with
the journalistic norms they still hold dear.
Conceptualizing the Audience
It was a quiet afternoon. The three main people at the digital desk at the first
newsroom were all present, each of them staring at their own computer screens,
incessantly clicking on their keyboards. Then the managing editor shouted:
“Unbelievable!” He was exasperated. His two web editors stared at him, puzzled, waiting
for some explanation. It turned out that the managing editor had been reading comments
on the newsroom’s Facebook page. In one of the posts—the story about a girl who was
shot dead a few days ago—a reader commented that there should have been a concealed
carry law in the city, in effect implying that the girl’s father could have defended her
from their shooter if he had a gun and if that was allowed. “Someone on our Facebook
page said there should be a concealed carry law,” the managing editor said. One of his
web editors flatly responded: “What do you expect?”
What do journalists expect from their audiences? On one hand, the literature says
not much, as journalists who value their editorial autonomy tend to ignore, if not reject,
feedback from the audience. Thus, they also have an unflattering view of the audience.
On the other hand, the audience is an important influence on the gatekeeping process, for
why would news organizations disseminate news if no one is attending to their messages?
In my observations and interviews, editors tend to segment their audiences, usually
knowing the type of audience they want but still not sure which audiences they are
reaching.
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The imagined audience. Journalists used to rely on the imagined audience whose
preferences they reconstructed based on their own preferences and those of their peers
and superiors. But with the amount of information online journalists can now access
about their online audiences, they should have more clues about the actual, instead of the
imagined, audience. However, while most of the editors I spoke with offered descriptions
of who they thought their audience was, their descriptions varied. Let me focus on the
third newsroom. One of the web editors told me the online audience was a bit younger
than the newspaper audience, but the website’s general manager told me the online
audience was not as young as everyone thought, because “everybody has gotten access to
computers, including your grandmother and everyone else.” The assistant managing
editor told me the age range for the website audience would be between early 20s and
60s. “I would actually like to have a study of our readers,” she said. “I would like to
know who our readers are compared to our print readers. I don’t know that.” Though they
deal with information from their actual audiences all the time, through the metrics they
get from web analytics, these editors still constructed their imaginary audience.
When I was asking a web editor about the audience for the third newsroom’s
website, he said he could examine some demographic data from Omniture—information
volunteered through their pay wall registration—but he said he would have to “dig
around to find that.” The general manager, when he offered me his description of an
online audience getting older, said “that is kind of my gut feeling.” The other web editor,
who is also exposed daily to web metrics, said he thought the audience was “collegeeducated, probably professional.” I asked where this picture of the audience came from.
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He said: “Nothing scientific. Anecdotal... I just build that imaginary person from people
who I talk to who tell me that.”
The unwanted audience. Knowing more about the audience does not always
lead to liking the audience more. This is particularly true among editors who directly deal
with audiences on social media. For example: One of the two web editors at the first
newsroom is in his early 30s. He is funny, he talks a lot, and he does not mince his words.
In our interview, I asked him if he encountered audience feedback in his routine as a
digital editor. He laughed. Then he said:
Yes. Umm, 95% is bullshit. I don't know if you've ever bothered to read the
comments sections on any of our stories on the main site. It will make you sad for
humanity. Just the worst of the worst are usually who comment. And we have just
a different breed. We're just one of those papers, and there are other papers out
there like us, we just attract somehow awful, awful people. A little less awful on
Facebook—some of that is because people have their names attached to it. But
you'd be surprised by what people are still willing to say with their name and
avatar right there.
He acknowledged that sometimes they get valuable feedback, but usually more so
from social media than in the comments sections of the website, so he and his fellow web
editor would still skim the social media comments once in a while. “Maybe it’s not as
rare as I think,” he later clarified. “It just feels like it because you have to sift through so
much garbage to get to that good stuff.”
The adjectives some of the other editors used to describe the audience speak of
how they think about a segment of their audiences: The social media manager at the
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second newsroom refers to audiences as a “crowd;” a reporter-cum-editor at the first
newsroom referred to some commenters as “ignorant;” and an audience development
staff member at the first newsroom referred to a need to distinguish between preferred
people and “people we don’t want—just garbage people.”
So which audience do they want?
The preferred audience. An advantage of online sites is how they can transcend
geographic boundaries, promising a wider reach than a physical newspaper. But not
everyone that visits the website is a target audience. Traffic on the web is not treated
equally. For example, in April 2013, only about 39% of the total traffic to the website of
the third newsroom I visited was considered local traffic—or those that came from its
designated market area (DMA), a terminology that originated from Nielsen’s
classification of areas in the US as television media markets. The marketing analyst for
the company told me that advertisers were not after total traffic. Advertisers, particularly
local ones, target local audiences, something that top-level editors are apparently aware
of. The editor-in-chief at the first newsroom said that while a story about Lindsay Lohan
would attract traffic, “that’s not necessarily the kind of audience you may want.”
The erection of membership programs and pay walls, though initially doubted to
be effective in starting a subscription revenue stream for online journalism, has made it
easier for newsrooms to identify the audience that they want—the engaged audience. For
example, the first newsroom has a soft pay wall. Readers can access 20 articles in a
month for free, but they will have to sign up for membership first. This membership
comes with email news alerts, and news digests in the morning and in the evening.
Readers can also sign-up for full membership for a fee. Someone registering or paying a
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subscription fee is someone who likes the product. “That was much harder to tell if you
didn’t have a membership program, and people [are] coming in and out of your website
but not staying very long,” the editor-in-chief said. “Here they are taking the time to fill
out membership.” An engaged audience is an audience that comes back to the website for
more, an audience that will be marketable to advertisers. The deputy managing editor
said: “Agencies and advertisers are really going to be focusing on engaged people, people
who are going to engage with their ads.” Thus, she described an engaged audience as a
“powerful audience.”
The second newsroom’s website also has a pay wall, but readers who come across
a story through Google search or through social media can access that particular story for
free, because these readers are engaged readers. “The conversations people are having
about our journalism matter,” the newsroom’s social media manager said. “If some just
random person with no stake in it is going to Tweet or post our information, I think [we
should] give them access.”
The audience as capital. It is easy to understand how journalists have such
ambivalent attitudes toward their audiences, for the audience has occupied such varied
roles in the journalistic field. From the point of view of journalists, the audience can be
considered as customers to be pleased, a conceptualization that was appropriate for the
traditional newspaper model that relied, to some extent, on circulation revenue. The
audience can also be considered as products sold to advertisers, a conceptualization that
was appropriate for free television whose business model relied heavily on advertising
revenues. But with new technologies such as blogging and social media, the audience can
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also be conceptualized as producer of content, thereby increasing, and also confusing, its
role as a stakeholder in the journalistic field.
The bottom line is that the audience is important, and for many editors I spoke
with, this is because of the bottom line—the online audience translates into advertising
revenues that translate into their paychecks. “We write stories to engage people, to
inform people—the audience is critical. These are the people who pay the bill,” the metro
editor at the first newsroom said. I also asked the deputy editor for digital at the third
newsroom why the audience is important, and this is how our conversation went:
Edson: How important is the audience?
Editor: It’s everything.
Edson: Could you elaborate on that?
Editor: Well, without audience we don’t have, if nobody is looking at the site,
we’re screwed.
Edson: Why are these numbers important?
Editor: That’s revenue. That’s money.
This is not breaking news, for it is the same business model that has sustained the
now seemingly unsustainable newspaper industry, a news medium that is seeing its once
stable economic capital shrink. “It’s no different than what we did in the newspaper,” the
general manager of the third newsroom’s website said. “We tried to increase circulation
all the time. We did stories to increase circulation and that meant revenue. I don’t think
we’re doing anything differently now. We’re just doing it smarter.”
What is different now is how journalists in these online newsrooms can no longer
ignore the audience. It used to be that news editors did not have to think about how many
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people are attending to their news content, consistent with the wall of separation erected
between the editorial department that protects its journalistic autonomy on one hand, and
the business department—circulation, marketing, and advertising—taking care of
thinking about audience and revenue on the other. This was one of the prevailing norms
during the time when traditional media felt financially secure. “There was such an
aversion by some newsrooms, many newsrooms, to the web…and even at the beginning
they didn’t really want to hear from their audience,” the editor-in-chief at the first
newsroom said. “But now it’s crucial for their survival to listen to the audience.” With
some shifts in the capital within the journalistic field, things are changing.
First, how the online journalistic field has developed is now putting on journalists
some part of the task of content dissemination and promotion through social media
because of the affordances of these new technologies. There are no newspaper delivery
trucks to rely on. Online, and through social media, everyone can be a content distributor.
Online metrics have also become omnipresent in many newsrooms that it is almost
impossible to ignore the numbers. “In print you don’t have to worry about revenue—that
job is in a different department,” a web editor in the third newsroom said. “Here that is
more of the equation—revenue comes from ad dollars; ad dollars come from page
views.” Second, this conception of the audience as a form of economic capital critical for
journalism to survive is influenced by how much traditional journalism has changed and
how its future, even in digital form, remains uncertain, at least from the perspective of
editors who directly deal with content and traffic. I asked one of the web editors at the
third newsroom how he felt about what journalism critics claim to be a dichotomy
between quality journalism and the goal to draw web traffic into the site. He said: “I
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don’t think that we have the luxury of thinking that way because if the company’s not
making money then I might get laid off. I mean, that’s just the way it is.”
The reality, however, is that while online revenue is slowly increasing, it still
pales into comparison with the declining traditional media revenues. A study by the
Newspaper Association of America found that in 2012, digital advertising accounted for
only 11% of total revenue for newspaper companies with digital platforms (NAA, 2013).
In the three newsrooms where I observed, the newspaper remains to be the bigger earner,
and yet in all of them there is a great push for going digital. The mantra of going digital
first is more than just rhetoric: The first newsroom, for example, already uploads as early
as Saturday morning stories that are still scheduled to be published on its Sunday paper.
“Yes, the printed paper is still bringing a lot of revenue and will for some time,” the
newsroom’s editor-in-chief said. “But your audience growth is much bigger on the web.
So you’re managing decline through the printed paper but you’re gaining readers.”
The declining print revenue and the increasing online readership come with the
hope that digital revenue will, in the immediate future, be able to sustain journalism. This
can explain why the editors I spoke with conceive of the online audience as economic
capital even if online revenues remain marginal in terms of revenue generation for their
organizations: Their conceptualization is based on the traditional business model that has
supported traditional media for quite some time as well as on the hope that the same
business model, or at least a version of it, will bring revenues in the immediate future. To
some extent, this is defining economic capital based on how it functioned in recent
history and how it is expected to function in the years to come. In the meantime, the
editors I spoke with are also conscious about treating the audience as a form of symbolic
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capital. Organizing readers as a community—keeping them engaged and loyal, at least
until a feasible business model comes to sustain online newsrooms—is a form of
accumulating symbolic capital in the anticipation that it can be converted into economic
capital when the time comes. A web editor at the third newsroom told me: “I think we
can be the source of [the city’s] news and be credible and solid and authoritative on that,
and through that have good numbers.”
The conception of the audience as a form of capital in the journalistic field offers
a theoretical explanation to why audiences matter to journalists. How much influence the
audience exerts on the news construction process depends on a multitude of factors,
including how journalists conceive of their audience and how this conception fits into the
changing realities of the journalistic field that journalists inhabit. While web analytics
and social media have made audience preferences almost impossible to ignore, journalists
have long been governed by traditional norms that have dominated the journalistic field.
For example, how does the conception of the online audience as economic capital fit into
the journalistic doxa of editorial autonomy? How does conceiving of the audience as
economic capital fit into the conventional journalistic role of providing the audience what
it needs more than what it wants (Heinonen, 2011)? In the next chapter, as I discuss the
impact of audience information systems on the different aspects of online news work, I
will demonstrate how in using these new tools, journalists are witnessing a renegotiation
of some of the norms—the journalistic doxa—of the field as manifested in the decisions
they make in their day-to-day news work.
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VI. Analytics, Social Media, and the Journalistic Doxa

Their conception of the actual audience remains hazy, but through new audience
information systems, particularly web analytics and social media, journalists now have a
clearer picture of what the actual audience wants. The preferences of the audience are
now quantifiable in the form of number of unique visitors, number of page views, and
time spent on a page, among other metrics. These metrics, along with feedback from
social media, such as comments, retweets, and likes, have allowed journalists to typify
the audience into those they want and those they do not. But what do journalists do with
these pieces of information?
Layoffs meant smaller newsrooms. I asked a reporter at the first newsroom I
observed who was also working as a desk editor on weekends how many reporters they
have. “That’s a good question,” she said. She paused for a few seconds. Then, she started
counting with her fingers. They probably have about four general assignment reporters,
and between five and seven beat reporters, she said, much lower than before. That
surprised me, considering how big the city is in terms of land area and population. “When
you have fewer resources, you cannot be a paper for everybody,” her editor-in-chief told
me during an interview. “So what it’s going to do is help determine where we focus our
reporting efforts.” This means journalists will have to determine what the preferred
audience—the engaged audience—wants. Not only do they have to discriminate between
audience preferences and their news judgment, but they also have to discriminate
between the actual audience and the audience they want.
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In the middle of an evolving journalistic field, journalists are witnessing a
reworking of their norms, of their journalistic doxa. This concept refers to a “’universe of
tacit presuppositions’ that organize action within the field” (Benson & Neveu, 2005, p.
3). In simpler terms, it refers to the rules of the game. In this section, I will demonstrate
how the rules of the game are being renegotiated, as journalists find themselves needing
to balance their journalistic autonomy with the increasing influence of the audience, and
how this balancing act shapes the specific ways that journalists do their work.
Shifts and Routines
The first shift for the digital desk begins between 6 a.m. and 7 a.m. A web editor
arrives in the office and starts to share stories on the website through social media. The
web editor then looks for stories uploaded in other sections that can be placed in the
homepage. The web editor also rummages through wire services to find stories that can
be used for the website. Stories that have been getting good traffic in the morning are
moved to more prominent places on the homepage. The morning shift is important—
people who are commuting to work usually read the news on their phones. Those who get
to the office will then browse news sites after logging onto their office computers. In both
the second and third newsrooms that I visited, an informal meeting for the digital desk
starts at 9 a.m. In the meeting, the web editor sits with representatives from the different
sections of the newsroom to find out stories these sections are working on that could be
used online. The assistant managing editor for digital at the third newsroom makes it a
point to attend the informal meeting. An hour later, she attends the budget meeting for the
newspaper.
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The newspaper budget meetings start at 10 a.m. for both the first and third
newsrooms. It starts at 11 a.m. at the second newsroom. Section editors meet with the
managing editor and the editor-in-chief to discuss stories their respective reporters are
working on. They exchange ideas on how to develop a particular story or if it is worth
developing at all. For the second and third newsrooms, the priority during the morning
budget meeting is to plan coverage for the newspaper. For the first newsroom, the
morning meeting serves both the paper and the website. For example, at the first
newsroom, the managing editor usually refers to stories that will potentially draw traffic,
asking editors who pitch stories during the budget meeting if those stories come with
photos or videos for the site. For the second newsroom, the budget meeting usually starts
with an editor hooking up Chartbeat into a monitor that allows editors to see the numbers
from the website; it ends with the managing editor asking the social media manager about
trending topics on social media. The web editors rarely attend these meetings as they are
already busy editing and uploading stories in the morning.
The assistant managing editor for digital at the third newsroom keeps an eye on
stories from news sections that she might want to use online. Sometimes, she would ask
the metro desk for a particular local story, asking if she could have it by noon, the peak
hour in terms of online traffic. The digital desk has one online reporter who writes stories
for the website; otherwise the desk depends on wire stories and articles from the other
sections in the newsroom—metro, business, entertainment, sports, among others—which
are used to the newspaper deadline. Coordination remains challenging, the assistant
managing editor told me.
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The setup has caused some tensions in the newsroom. For example, web editors at
the third newsroom are fond of a particular reporter assigned to cover local businesses.
Her stories usually draw a lot of traffic that during the online budget meetings the web
editor would always ask the business editor what stories the local business reporter was
working on. The reporter herself knows how much traffic her stories make. One time
while I was observing I saw her pass by the digital desk to pitch a story she was putting
together. The assistant managing editor introduced me to the reporter, describing her as
someone “very good in driving traffic.” This has caused some stir in the newsroom,
something the reporter was aware of, as she said people might get jealous if she starts
talking how much traffic her stories are drawing in. In one of the budget meetings that I
attended, I heard the assistant managing editor tell the editor-in-chief: “We are very
happy with [the local business reporter]. She gets so much traffic. Retail, restaurants,
boom!”
The increasing influence of the digital desk is also being accepted begrudgingly at
the first newsroom because of the changes the “digital first” mantra is causing. One time
editors sent a young photographer to secure a copy of a photo of a girl who was critically
wounded in a drive-by shooting. The instruction to her was clear: send the photo as soon
as possible. The assistant managing editor for visuals was waiting for the photo for the
newspaper’s front page. A couple of hours later, the photo editor on duty phoned the
young photographer, asking for the photo. Based on what I was hearing, the photographer
was having a difficult time sending the photo through the system, but she had apparently
already emailed it to the managing editor leading the digital desk. The photo was actually
already being uploaded on the website. Then, the photo editor saw the email from the
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managing editor forwarding a copy of the photo the photographer had emailed to the
digital desk. I saw the photo editor roll his eyes, obviously annoyed, for he should have
received the photo first, going by the traditional workflow.
Stories that are published in the paper version are all uploaded online, and in the
case of the first newsroom, the stories on tomorrow’s paper get uploaded today. Since
they layout the Sunday paper on Friday night, I got to read the Sunday paper’s banner
story on a Saturday that I observed. I was surprised when I realized that the main story on
the Sunday paper was the main story on the homepage on that Saturday morning. I later
asked the editor-in-chief about it, and he said, at least for now, that the print reader and
the online reader are totally different readers. Readers get more content online, including
stories that were rejected for, or were mentioned only briefly on, print. For example, I
heard the managing editor several times comment how they might not have print space
for a story, but that the same story would get a lot of traction online. One particular story
stood out to me during my observations. One Friday afternoon, I saw that a web editor
had tweeted a story about a carjacking. The tweet read: “Teen allegedly tells carjack
victim: ‘I’m Denzel Washington bitch, now drive!” The tweet got several retweets and a
lot of replies, with one of them saying: “That carjack story is awesome!” The reporter of
the story also knew her story would be popular. “I knew it was going to get retweeted,”
the reporter told me when we finally met, “but it did not even get in the paper.” Not even
as news brief.
A second web editor comes in for the second work shift that has significant
overlap with the first shift. At the third newsroom, the second web editor comes in at 9
a.m. At the first newsroom, the second web editor comes in at noon, and the first shift
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editor leaves ideally at 2 p.m. Section editors—those who head the metro, business,
sports, and entertainment desks, among others—have access to their own pages on the
website so that they can upload their own stories anytime, but only the web editors have
access to the homepage. Only one editor can access the homepage at a given time. At the
first newsroom, they just yell at one another when someone is going into the homepage.
At the second newsroom, they have a pink bowling pin that stands on top of the cubicle
of whichever editor is taking charge of the homepage at that particular moment. At the
third newsroom, where the two main web editors sit side by side, they just tell each other.
Sometimes, a section editor alerts a home page editor about a possible story for
the homepage. One time, at the third newsroom, I saw an entertainment editor come to
the digital desk to show the web editors the layout for the movie review page for
tomorrow’s paper. She said the movie review was already uploaded in the section’s
webpage, and that the web editors might want to consider it for the homepage because it
might get good traffic. But sometimes, too, a homepage editor gets surprised to find a
story performing well from one of the section pages, and decides to include it on the
homepage.
The section editors meet again at 2 p.m. to finalize the lineup of stories for the
paper. In this meeting, the head of the digital desk would update the editors on which
stories are getting good traffic so far. But online traffic rarely affects decision-making for
print. Some editors said online traffic would be more influential in the decision-making
process for print in the near future. I did not see this happening yet in the budget meetings
I observed. What I noticed though was how the selection and prioritization of stories for
the homepage was almost an individual-level decision, unlike the process for selecting
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the banner story for the paper. A web editor at the first newsroom told me that choosing
the main story on the homepage was a “group decision.” I asked him to elaborate, and he
said sometimes he decides, sometimes it’s the other web editor, and sometimes it’s the
managing editor. It is basically who is working on the homepage and whether or not he or
she feels like changing the main story. I asked him what if there were disagreements on
which should be the main story. It rarely happens, he said. The selection of which stories
to tweet about or share on Facebook is also made without any discussion, turning it into
almost an individual activity—almost devoid of the multiple layers of gatekeeping that
had filtered what pieces of information got disseminated by traditional media.
Watchdogs and Entertainers
The rejection of audience feedback by many traditional journalists was consistent
with the dominant journalistic roles at that time. As a disseminator of information, the
journalist was tasked to primarily report about issues and events that were deemed
important by the journalist. As a watchdog keeping an eye on the government, the
journalist was expected to act on behalf of the interest of the public, but again this largely
depended on the judgment of the journalist. “The model for the longest time is that
journalism—newspapers, news organizations—are the gatekeeper. We take in lots of
information, we pare it down, and then we say to you: ‘This is what’s important,’” the
managing editor at the first newsroom told me. But while there is still a need for some of
that gatekeeping function, he acknowledged that the “big gated community that is news
has been broken down.” Blogging has given rise to citizen journalists who gather and
disseminate information outside traditional news media. Social media have allowed
anyone with internet access and an account to upload photos and videos from anywhere,
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even beyond the reach of traditional news media. Journalists can decide something is
important, but audiences can also now decide on their own, even create their own
messages, and communicate what is important to them through new forms of audience
feedback. Part of a journalist’s role now is to listen to what the audience says.
Many of the editors I interviewed said the roles of journalists in society remain
the same. A web editor from the first newsroom talked about keeping people informed. A
web editor from the third newsroom talked about being a watchdog on the government.
Another web editor from the third newsroom even said there was no need to speak of a
role for online journalists, for “it is just the same as it always was.” And yet everyone
acknowledged how news sites such as theirs now have to compete with a lot of other
sources of information online. This complicates the role of the journalist even more. “The
audience—these are the people we have to inform, we have to educate,” the metro editor
at the first newsroom said. “Maybe we have to tell them something important, maybe a
little complicated, maybe we have to boil it down, tell them that it’s interesting, you
know.” The role of informing people might still be the same, but the way of enacting it is
becoming more challenging and different. The ways of carrying out traditional
journalistic roles are evolving. I asked one of the web editors at the third newsroom what
he thought his role as a journalist was. He said: “Give people the news they want. Also
serve as a watchdog—there is still that—a watchdog on people in power. But also we
seek to entertain….”
Spinach and Cotton Candy
Journalists and their audiences have divergent preferences when it comes to news,
as numerous previous studies have established (e.g. Boczkowski, 2010a; Boczkowski, et
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al., 2011; Lee, et al., 2012; Shoemaker & Cohen, 2006; Tai & Chang, 2002; Wulfemeyer,
1984). This is something that journalists have been aware of, and this has not stopped
them from substituting their own preferences for those of their imagined audience, for
this is also consistent with the norm of editorial autonomy. Studies found that while
journalists prioritized public affairs pieces, audiences read stories on entertainment and
sports the most (Boczkowski, 2010a; Boczkowski, et al., 2011). On one hand, journalists
believe it is their role to provide the public with the information it needs, consistent with
the conventional journalistic role (see Heinonen, 2011), part of the journalistic doxa. On
the other hand, news organizations need to attract an audience to survive. “I think our
value to readers still is telling them what is news and what should be news, what are the
important stories,” the editor-in-chief at the first newsroom said. “But we have to listen to
the audience more than we have in the past.” Journalists used to have a hunch on what
readers would like. Now they have quantifiable metrics to compare that hunch with.
When editors talked about story lineups for the newspaper as well as for the
website during the budget meetings I attended at the first newsroom, the managing editor
would often comment on how he thought a particular story would get a lot of online
traffic. For example, when an editor spoke over the phone about a story on newborn
lambs in a farm, stressing as well that she had lots of photos of baby lambs to go with the
story, the managing editor asked the group of editors gathered in the room: “Anyone
want to bet that that will be the most popular feature in our website?” In one of our
conversations during my stay, the managing editor told me that his news judgment and
that of the audience sometimes clash, and that as an editor he had to balance these
sometimes contradictory preferences:
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We have an idea of what the important stories of the day are. Our readers have a
much different idea of them. You know, we need to give them the spinach news—
what’s going on with the welfare reform—but we also need to make sure that we
give them something they’ll actually click on.
Part of offering the audience some spinach is encouraging them consume it, too.
How do you make readers view on a story on welfare reform, for example? The metro
editor said journalists have to make an important but boring issue more interesting and
more relatable to the audience. It is part of their role as journalists. “So the spinach,” the
metro editor said, “you dress it up with a little lemon or a little garlic, you know?” A
human interest angle, a photo gallery, or an infographic might do the trick.
The editors usually have a hunch on whether a story will get a lot of clicks or not.
These are based on their own beliefs about what the audience wants as well as what they
have seen in their website numbers of what stories have done well in the past. When I
was observing at the third newsroom, the assistant managing editor came to the digital
desk and mentioned a story about a pinball artwork in France, created based on a
controversial remark by senatorial candidate Todd Akin about rape. The artwork was
“generating a lot of buzz and it might drive some traffic,” the assistant managing editor
said. One of the web editors quickly exclaimed: “Click-bait!”
“I know when I’m working on the web, there will be click-baits and that
sometimes feels like cotton candy,” the other web editor at the third newsroom said. “But
sometimes you have to hold your nose.” Holding your nose is in keeping with the reality
that news sites need to generate traffic. It is an unspoken rule at the first and second
newsrooms; it is an explicit instruction at the third newsroom, where the publisher set a
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goal of increasing traffic by 10% from that of the previous year. The goal to generate
traffic is consistent with the conceptualization of the audience as a form of capital,
specifically a form of symbolic capital that news organizations expect to be able to soon
convert into economic capital. “I think now you have to sit down on the table and have an
honest conversation about what the goals are,” the deputy managing editor for digital at
the first newsroom said, “and knowing that having the money and being a respected
journalist, organization, you know, you have to strike a balance.”
Balancing the spinach and the cotton candy is not an easy task, but bringing the
cotton candy onto the table is already a form of compromise on the part of these editors.
One of the web editors at the third newsroom said that for the homepage, “what we try to
do is mix those things that we know are going to get a lot of clicks with serious news
stories.” But the metro editor of the first newsroom argued that sometimes the audience
does not know what it wants. The vice president for digital of the second newsroom said
readers would not know whether or not they like a particular story until they know what
the story is about: “I mean you can’t really judge people’s feedback about a subject they
don’t know much about because the big bright light hasn’t been shown on it.” In effect,
he said readers get to pick and choose on a given set of choices that are pre-determined
by journalists. That pre-determination was still necessary, for how can you know that
readers will not click on a story about problems with social security benefits if readers
have no idea what it is about? But another problem is how different the composition of
the total audience is. The assistant managing editor of the third newsroom said the
audiences for their website, their e-paper edition, their tablet edition, and their mobile
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apps were very diverse: “It is a very splintered audience. I feel like we’re serving all
different types of people and different reading habits.”
So how does one balance the spinach and cotton-candy for a group of audiences
that want different things amid the reality of having to work with limited resources that is
making focused coverage more practical? This boils down to the preferred audience.
Click-baits will generate a lot of traffic, but this might not be the kind of traffic that
represents the symbolic capital a news organization seeks to accumulate. For example,
the first newsroom’ editor-in-chief said:
You can take a look at a certain set of analytics, and something sensational, like a
Lindsay Lohan story, will obviously do well. But that’s not necessarily the kind of
audience you may want… So you can’t let analytics completely take over your
news report. You are really not serving the reader, especially the local reader.
Sex, Drugs, and Online Traffic
Web analytics software, even if they now offer recommendations for story
placement and headlines, cannot do the balancing act that is required between journalistic
autonomy and listening to the audience. So the editors I spoke with and observed still
view their roles as central in the news construction process while audience information
systems are viewed as tools. The metro editor at the first newsroom described audience
feedback as “an inspiration, but it’s not something that’s determining whether you do a
story or not.” In effect, when editors consider the audience in their news judgment, they
do not necessarily see it as an influence of the audience on the news construction process
per se, but rather they see the decision-making as an exercise of their news judgment that
is being reworked to be cognizant of an omnipresent audience feedback. They think they
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still retain control, consciously incorporating audience preferences in their news
judgment only when they see it useful.
When I first sat down with the online senior editor at the second newsroom, I saw
him going through the sports page. He told me he was looking for a sports story that he
could place on the homepage. “It’s a sports town,” he told me when I asked why he was
looking for a sports story instead of a different topic. “Any time there is an injury story, a
story that is related to injury, or any updates on who plays, usually it’s worth getting it
out there.” He said he had gotten to know this by working with the website for a while.
He acquired this knowledge through his experience as a journalist. “That is important, to
have a long memory of what types of stories that people are interested in, that have done
well in the past,” he said. The exposure to web metrics and other forms of audience
feedback is adding new forms of information to the stockpile of knowledge and expertise
that journalists have accumulated over years of experience—part of an agent’s habitus in
the journalistic field. But this knowledge about the audience is also reworking some of
the journalistic doxa—the rules of the game.
News judgment now functions somehow different from when journalists rejected
audience feedback. For example, the metro editor at the first newsroom told me about
how a particular story did well online the previous day. The following day, a reporter
pitched a follow up. The metro editor said:
When the city hall reporter pitched me a follow up I was—I would be enthusiastic
anyway about it, because it is an interesting story and it is something—our core
readers are city workers and cops so I knew it’s gonna be good for that. But also it
did well online, so that has added into my enthusiasm for the story.
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Traditional news values are still invoked. In my observations of the budget
meetings across the three newsrooms, news elements such as prominence, timeliness,
proximity, and impact were always brought up when assessing which stories to pursue
and prioritize. A web editor at the third newsroom also referred to “sex, drugs, and rock
and roll.” Online traffic, however, appears to have become an important element of what
makes something newsworthy. Of course human interest has been a traditional news
element (see Shoemaker & Reese, 2013), but it was usually viewed from the perspective
of the journalists themselves, of what they thought would be interesting for the imagined
audience. The omnipresence of quantifiable and immediate audience feedback has made
the discussion of online traffic a staple in budget meetings. In one of the meetings I
attended at the second newsroom, I saw how at the end of the meeting, after each section
had presented their story lineups for the day, the managing editor turned to the social
media manager and asked: “Which story is going to be big tomorrow in social media?”
The social media manager responded, saying that based on topics currently trending, it
would be the story on the super bug and the story about the Republican Party. The
managing editor then turned to the editor-in-chief and asked: “Which do you like better?”
In effect, metrics are being used to narrow down choices for journalists, but in the
end the journalist and her news judgment becomes the final arbiter. The journalist retains
control. Metrics are adapted to fit into traditional norms and processes, an example of
journalistic normalization. The important role of a journalist’s news judgment can be
seen in how the second newsroom, just a month before I started my observations there,
changed the rule on the list of breaking news stories on the homepage. It used to be that
the latest stories appeared on the list, consistent with the idea of breaking news. But the
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website has since switched to a different model. The senior digital editor said the new
model had worked well: stories that appear on the breaking news tab are now being
determined not by how current they are but by the news judgment of the home page
editor. “Metrics, you can’t really overthink them and be obsessed with them,” the senior
digital editor told me. “We are paid for exercising our news judgment and for our
experience.”
However, reworking news judgment to fit into the balancing act that journalists
now find themselves having to engage in is a complicated task. The newspaper has a
particular deadline when pages are supposed to be ready for printing. That gives editors
some time to reflect on their editorial decisions. The budget meetings, for example, are an
avenue to discuss and agree on how the newspaper will prioritize particular stories: which
stories will go to the front page, which stories will end up in the trash bin. Online editors
do not have this luxury. There is no deadline so to speak, because every second is a
deadline. The website is an ever-changing platform and editors are mindful about keeping
it fresh. So while in my conversations with the web editors they all talked about how their
news judgment reigns supreme in their news work, I did not see or hear them refer to
particular news elements or personal criteria when they chose which stories from the wire
to upload and which stories in the website to highlight on the homepage. The only
consideration routinely invoked is the metrics displayed in the web analytics software
splashed on their computer monitors all day. “You have the dessert but you also have the
nutrient. It’s always like that; you have to have a balanced plate and hope it works,” a
web editor at the third newsroom told me during our interview, referring to an ideally
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conscious balancing act of mixing spinach and some cotton candy. But then, he said: “I
couldn’t consciously do that.”
Having to attend to multiple tasks that come with the territory of being digital,
web editors do not have the luxury of time to pause and consciously reflect on every
editorial decision they make.
Hats Too Many
When the editor-in-chief spoke in the middle of the newsroom a few hours after
the videographer he had just fired had left, a few people in the newsroom, obviously
upset, asked him a lot of questions. A female editor stood up and asked: “Why fire a
videographer?” That job was consistent with the shift to doing multi-media reporting on
the digital front. Why layoff someone who does video? The editor-in-chief appeared
calm. He said he had just created a video team. Why did he fire the videographer? It was
because every reporter would become one. “Every reporter will be and should be
equipped with a phone to take videos,” he told his employees during that impromptu
meeting.
But reporters are not the only ones seeing their job descriptions evolve. The
official job designation of the first shift web editor at the first newsroom was “digital
editor.” She was tasked to edit and upload stories to the website. But she also had to
tweet breaking stories, post on the newsroom’s Facebook account, and attend to
numerous questions on social media from editors and reporters. On my first day of
observation, I sat next to her and saw her browser with five tabs open: She was checking
her email while also on Facebook, Twitter, Bitly, and the newsroom’s website. It turned
out she had another window open, and in that window she had numerous tabs open too
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many for me to even count. That same day, I observed how a lot of people would go to
the digital desk, particularly to her, to ask for help, that she had to leave her desk multiple
times: an editor wanted to tweet about the Dow Jones closing on a record high; a
photographer wanted to use Vine on her phone to upload photos; a transportation reporter
asked help for her Twitter account just as the digital editor was preparing to call it a day.
That was already 40 minutes past 2 p.m. when her shift was supposed to end. She had
been in the newsroom since 6 a.m. It was her fellow web editor who told the managing
editor later how she had been feeling worn out because of the many other things she had
to attend to aside from her main tasks. In one of our conversations, the first shift web
editor recalled how at one time she posted the wrong information on Facebook about a
breaking story. It was about a court verdict on a high-profile case. The court had just
found the defendant guilty.
In the rush to get it out so fast, you know, I end up doing a lot—everything, pretty
much—so I'm writing the story as I'm trying to send out a tweet, and a Facebook
post, and an e-mail and some text. And in the process of sending out one of those,
I was typing so fast, and I accidentally typed ‘not guilty’ instead of ‘guilty’.
Thank God it was on Facebook, because on Facebook you can edit it.
She is not alone, as the web editors I spoke with, those tasked to directly work on
the homepage, also experience having to wear too many hats, as digital desks continue to
make sense of how the workflow should look like as news organizations embrace the
digital-first mantra. For example, I asked a web editor at the third newsroom to describe
to me what his typical day looked like. His description is particularly noteworthy for
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while he worded his first two sentences sequentially, the tasks following the second
sentence were all mixed temporally—a classic case of multi-tasking:
We have our morning meeting at 9 a.m. and plan out what is coming from all the
departments. Then, it is posting stories, editing, changing headlines, photos, and
photo galleries—all those kinds of things really all day. And also mixed in there
would be sending alerts. We send text alerts to phones, email alerts. We also have
newsletters that we send... We monitor traffic—both Omniture and Visual
Revenue that helps us make decisions where we place things. We have an
assortment of little things too like a press release area that we have to go in and
approve... There is monitoring of people’s comments, stories, blacklisting them
sometimes. I’m probably forgetting some of it.
The responsibilities that come with higher positions in the newsroom hierarchy
have changed as well. The editor-in-chief at the first newsroom said that about 80% of his
job is more strategic than journalistic. “The editor is always seen as the person who’s
running the newspaper, maybe running the website,” he said. “Now it’s about developing
new products on the digital side that will, you know, take the resources we have in the
newsroom, use them in a different way to produce products so that people who have
iPads, tablets can access our information.” The publisher of the second newsroom also
described his editor-in-chief to me as “a great journalist, a great leader, and he is also a
great marketer.” The description of an editor-in-chief as a marketer struck me as
markedly different from the old system that celebrated the wall of separation between a
news organization’s editorial side and its marketing side, a separation that was
normatively thought to protect editorial autonomy. The second newsroom’s vice
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president for digital also came from another paper as a long-time sports editor. He clearly
identified himself as a journalist with many, many years of editorial experience, and yet
he now finds himself overseeing all that is related to digital—including the “shopping
team;” the digital services team “that sells social media services to advertisers;” and even
the “advertising” team for their digital platforms. The assistant managing editor at the
third newsroom said her work spanned everything on the digital platform—the website as
well as apps for tablets and mobile phones: “So basically I am responsible for what we
put on the site and also growing traffic…”
In a newsroom where staff sizes continue to shrink, roles continue to evolve, and
tasks continue to pile up, journalists do not have the time to engage in a personal
reflection to match their belief of a need to balance editorial autonomy and audience
influence with the specific day-to-day actions they undertake. Clearly, journalists have
incorporated web analytics and social media into their routines and news judgment, but
whether they are considering metrics and feedback as tools or as goals, as means or as
ends in themselves, is another question.
Using Web Analytics
In one of my conversations with the managing editor of the first newsroom, he
compared using web analytics with getting hooked on drugs. “It’s like crack,” he told me,
grinning. “You can sit here and watch it, popping all night.” The numbers on the
dashboard would change all the time, as analytics programs such as Chartbeat and Visual
Revenue would report metrics in real-time. It will be easy to get drowned in the numbers
and be amused by the patterns they show. “It can be all consuming,” the newsroom’s
deputy managing editor for digital warned me. “I call it like the editorial crack, right?
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You sit there and you can see what people are doing, you know, instantly.” The metaphor
is funny, but it also has deeper implications. Drug addiction is bad for one’s health. The
reason illegal drugs are outlawed is because a drugged person might pose danger to
herself and to others as she loses control and becomes unable to function normally. How
much personal control does an editor retain when she is using web analytics, when she is
using the editorial crack? In this section, I shall enumerate the various ways in which the
editors I observed used information from web analytics in their news work.
Selection. The first main use of web metrics is in the selection of story elements.
In the budget meetings I attended in the first newsroom, the managing editor would take
note of story pitches that he thought would get good traffic. Stories that had gotten good
traffic would also get updates and follow-ups. To some extent, this affects decisions on
what types of stories are covered. Topics that have done well in the past tend to get
assigned more. But web metrics also affect selections of photos, videos, and graphics. For
example, at the second newsroom, one of the web editors was updating a news story
about a homicide when he suddenly came up with an idea. Having the suspect’s photo
next to a story is common, he told me, but readers would also want to see the photo of the
victim. So he thought of putting the two photos side by side. “I kind of favor that,” he
said. “We need her face [the victim’s] out there for it to perform well so I’m gonna talk to
photo.” He walked toward the photo section and when he came back to his workstation,
he looked at me and said: “So they’re producing that.”
Photo galleries have also become staples in news sites. For example, during the 9
a.m. digital desk meeting that I attended at the second newsroom, another online editor
proposed an idea for a photo gallery. “There’s a lot of interest over the weekend about the
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Pope being a ‘regular’ guy,” she said, adding that stories on the new Pope did well on
Chartbeat. “It was really resonating over the weekend.” So she proposed a photo gallery
of the new Pope for the website. These additional elements to the story, such as photos
and photo galleries, are called assets. One time while I was sitting in the digital desk at
the third newsroom, I overheard the assistant managing editor tell one of her newer web
editors: “You should always have assets on the stories that are trending.” The use of this
metaphor to describe elements added to a story is consistent with the language of capital
accumulation. In the field of economics, this is one way the concept has been defined:
An asset is an entity from which the economic owner can derive a benefit or
series of benefits in future accounting periods by holding or using the entity over
a period of time, or from which the economic owner has derived a benefit in past
periods and is still receiving a benefit in the current period. Because it represents
a stock of future benefits, an asset can be regarded as a store of value. (A.
Harrison, 2006, p. 3)
The addition of these assets to a story is rooted on the belief that they would attract more
traffic, a form of capital that is of value to the newsroom. This belief is also based on how
assets have performed in the past. Photos, videos, and infographics have no direct market
value, but in the newsroom they are regarded as entities which the website can benefit
from, a way to accumulate more capital.
Placement. It is correct that a news website has more space than the limited pages
of a newspaper, so that selection of stories to be published is less problematic for online
than for print. However, only a limited number of stories are placed on the homepage.
Limiting the number of stories on the homepage ensures it does not get cluttered and
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readers can easily navigate the site. For example, the website of the third newsroom had
layout space for only 17 main stories—those that include short blurbs, usually the story
lead—and 13 headlines under the tab “latest news.” But this limited number of homepage
stories is compounded by the need to keep the website fresh by adding new stories and
elements regularly. Keeping the same main story for an entire day is a death sentence
online—readers are not expected to come back if they will just find the same set of
stories over and over again. When numbers start to dip, web editors take that as being the
right time to update the homepage by moving around stories or adding new ones to
replace those that have stagnated in terms of traffic.
The homepage then is the prime space for a news site and it is where homepage
editors exercise a lot of judgment in terms of story placement. This judgment is often
based on web metrics. For example, I was seated next to a web editor at the second
newsroom when he decided to place a new story as the third main story on the website.
That meant he had to take one story out. Since he still needed to tweet about the new
story and edit more stories in the pipeline, he just looked at Chartbeat and made a quick
decision. He relegated the story he chose as one of the headlines listed under breaking
news. I asked him why he chose to move down that particular story. He looked at me and
said: “It wasn’t doing well.”
I saw many instances of this across the three newsrooms. One time, a web editor
at the first newsroom was routinely checking numbers from Chartbeat when he saw that
an opinion piece was getting a lot of traffic even if it was not on the homepage. So he put
the piece on the homepage, replacing the story that was getting the least traffic.
Sometimes, the recommendations are made by the algorithms in the software, as Visual
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Revenue, which the third newsroom uses, provides such placement recommendations.
The recommendations even come with estimated number of unique visitors that
following each suggestion would bring to the site. In one of my conversations with a web
editor, he told me about a story that quoted a football player saying “bad barbecue makes
me want to fight.” The article was a blog post buried in the sports page and had gone
unnoticed by the homepage editors. But then, out of the blue, Visual Revenue
recommended putting it on the homepage. The web editor followed the recommendation,
and the story ended up being the day’s most viewed story.
One time, at the second newsroom, a web editor took out a business story from
the homepage to give way to a new sports story that he was sure would get a lot of traffic,
the locality being “a sports town.” However, when he checked Chartbeat again, the
business story he took out was actually the eighth most viewed story so far, so he decided
to put it back. Instead, he took out a story on a girl who was shot dead. “If it doesn’t get
any traction in 20-30 minutes, we usually pull it out,” the web editor told me.
Headlines. The goal of attracting traffic has also made editors conscious of how
they write headlines, because creative titles that were celebrated in the traditional
newspaper-only newsroom no longer works with search engines. A way to bring traffic
into the site is making sure that your articles show up when a reader searches for related
keywords on search engines such as Google. This is why websites have also devoted
resources to search engine optimization (SEO) efforts (Dick, 2011). For the web editors I
observed, their SEO work is focused on writing headlines. The assistant managing editor
at the third newsroom said online headlines should be more straightforward and less
clever than newspaper headlines. For example, one of her web editors came across a
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sports story while reading a printed copy of the day’s paper. The story was already
online, specifically in the sports page, but it was not getting any traffic. The web editor
surmised it was because of its three-word headline that was written apparently to fit space
constraints on the newspaper layout. The web editor wrote a new headline that included
names of the baseball teams involved in the story and the city where they were playing. A
web editor at the first newsroom also told me how simply adding the word “watch” to the
headline of a video post could improve traffic. He said that instead of saying “10 best
Super Bowl ads,” he would write “Watch Super Bowl ads.” He said: “Just by adding
something like 'watch' will make the traffic double easily.”
The web editors at the third newsroom had put words such as “bra” and “vagina”
on their headlines during the time I was there. “There is no way in hell I would put that in
print ever,” one of the web editors told me, referring to the word “vagina” which they
used the day before. The story was about the New York City police denying actress
Amanda Bynes’ allegation that her arresting officers had slapped her privates. The web
editors exchanged ideas on how to write the headline. In the end, one of them decided to
use the word vagina on the headline. The story attracted a lot of traffic as expected and
was turning up in search engine searches for that specific story.
Sometimes, when a web editor would be dilly-dallying on how to write the
headline, he would just use Visual Revenue’s headline testing service. I saw one of the
web editors at the third newsroom do a headline test one time. He wrote two headlines for
the same story. Visual Revenue randomly exposed readers to one of two headlines. His
first version got a 9% rating while his second version got 42%. The ratings were based on
how readers who saw the respective headlines responded to each of them in the form of
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viewing the story, among others. He decided to go with the second headline based on
Visual Revenue’s report.
Judgment. Since the decisions that a web editor makes is almost always an
individual decision, even when it comes to story selection and placement, sometimes web
editors just need “something to bounce an idea off,” a web editor at the third newsroom
told me. In his newsroom, this comes in the form of Visual Revenue, which provides
placement suggestions and even headline testing. The machine, however, does not always
prevail. “Sometimes I will reject them because it’s just not appropriate,” he told me. For
example, Visual Revenue recommended that he make the Amanda Bynes article with the
vagina headline as the main story on the homepage. It was guaranteed to attract a lot of
traffic, the software reported. It was already generating good traffic. Seeing this
recommendation, his fellow web editor clicked “decline,” turned to me and said: “You
see why we don’t let the machines do it?”
Not letting the machines do it means retaining editorial control and exercising
news judgment. This might explain a growing trend of taking out lists of most popular
stories that were used to be automatically populated based on page views. For example, I
remember noticing a most viewed box on the website of my first newsroom when I was
still preparing for my actual case study. But when I started my observations, an editor at
the digital desk pointed out to me that the box was no longer there. It was instead
replaced by a box of “editor’s picks.” I realized, based on my observations and
interviews, that there were two main reasons for this. First, lists of most popular stories
tend to be static: an initial list functions as a guide to other readers who would view the
articles listed, hence keeping them in the most popular list. A static list, however, does
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not encourage repeat visits. Second, relying on algorithms that populate the list based on
page views takes the control out of the journalist.
In the instances when the news day was slow, I saw how web editors got the
chance to discuss editorial decisions. For example, it was a stormy week when I started
my observations at the third newsroom. There was one day when not a lot of things were
happening except for a stream of updates about the weather. In the afternoon, after the
usual peak of traffic between noon and 1 p.m. had passed, one of web editors looked at
the website, and told his colleague: “I feel bad that we have Amanda [Bynes] and
Beyonce both in the latest news.” The web editor finally decided to move the Amanda
Bynes story down. I realized how these pauses for reflection, almost impossible in a
typical fast-paced, information-overloaded news cycle, allow journalists to reassess their
actions based on what they believe is their “responsibility,” as what another web editor
from the first newsroom said:
There's a responsibility on our end, just to say: OK, this Justin Bieber post got a
thousand views in an hour, and this post on violence in [the neighborhood] got 50.
Well, that doesn't mean that we should only cover Bieber and not cover violence.
What it means is we need to check back. It could be any number of things: the
way we present the story, it could just be an anomaly…
There is also an effort to provide a good mix of stories on the homepage that
represent content from different sections, something that requires exercising editorial
judgment. Some editors also voiced out the need to provide a balance of click-baits and
serious stories, of cotton candy and spinach. For example, a web editor at the third
newsroom said during our interview:
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We try to get all the departments represented on the homepage, especially up on
the top of the page… But at the same time, traffic is the number one thing. So if
something is not getting traffic we’re probably going to move it off of there, even
if some editor thinks it’s really great.
Using Social Media
Social media sites, similar to web analytics programs, provide audience feedback
to journalists in the form of numbers such as number of likes and retweets, and also in the
form of comments that may reflect attitudes toward stories, issues, or the news
organization itself. Social media sites, unlike web analytics programs, are usually free.
They also allow direct interactions between journalists and social media users providing
feedback. When I set out to conduct my case studies, I decided to focus on how
newsrooms use the audience feedback they get from audience information technologies
such as social media, but in this section I will also present other uses of social media for
the newsrooms I observed, arguing that these other uses of social media have become
part of a web of routines set in motion by having more clues about what audiences want.
The main uses of social media in the newsrooms I observed can be grouped into these
three categories: monitoring, interacting, and promoting.
Monitoring. The editors I observed and spoke with used social media for
monitoring news from other news media, from traditional news sources such as the
government, and from typical social media users. They also monitor comments about
their stories in particular and their news organizations in general. They also monitor
social media for topics that are trending or being talked about.
First, the editors use social media to monitor news from a variety of sources. For
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example, a reporter who is also working as a desk editor on weekends told me how she
would keep her personal Twitter account open to monitor breaking stories from other
news organizations. This is rooted in her acknowledgment that their newsroom is
understaffed in terms of reporters, and during the weekends, when some of them take
days off, there is a big chance they might miss something. The web editors also subscribe
to tweets from government agencies. For example, during one of my observation periods
at the first newsroom, a web editor alerted me about a tweet he read from the city’s police
scanner. There was fire on a major street, already on second alarm. He alerted another
editor, who started making phone calls and writing a few paragraphs while the web editor
looked it up on the wires, pulled the story he found, edited it, and then uploaded the story
with an accompanying map.
Second, the editors also monitored comments on their newsroom’s social media
accounts. When the web editors at the third newsroom decided to write a headline that
referred to Amanda Bynes’ vagina, one of them started monitoring tweets about the story.
A tweet said: “Headline of the year.” That remark made the web editors laugh. I realized
that to some extent, the web editors looked at Twitter for confirmation of their hunch that
the story—and the headline—would get some traction. A few other tweets commented
how hilarious the headline was, but then one tweet from the audience said: “Don’t
confuse page views with news.” The web editor stopped reading the tweets on his
Tweetdeck.
Some web editors also look at tweets outside their accounts, searching for their
organization’s name on Twitter for example. “I am constantly looking at our mentions in
social media, just to see what people are saying about our stories, to make sure we are not
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overlooking anything.” Social media have also apparently become easier channels for
readers to complain—passwords not working, paper not delivered, among other things.
Thus, at the second newsroom, the social media manager said sometimes she would also
put on the hat of a customer service manager. In fact, she created two positions that just
monitored the news organization’s social media accounts for complaints such as these.
Finally, the editors also monitored trending topics on social media. Twitter, for
example, has a list of trending topics. In the budget meetings I attended at the second and
third newsrooms, the managing editors would always ask the social media manager or the
assistant managing editor for digital what topics were being discussed on social media.
Sometimes, these trending topics are considered in planning stories for the website and
the paper. For example, when I arrived for the morning budget meeting for the digital
desk at the third newsroom, I heard the public editor, who was also tasked to do social
engagement through social media, tell the assistant managing editor for digital about the
story of a mammoth carcass still with liquid blood that was discovered in Russia. He said
the story had been trending in social media. The assistant managing editor responded that
she also saw the story and had already uploaded it precisely because it was trending.
Interacting. The use of social media to interact with the audience comes in many
forms and degrees. It can be something as simple as responding to tweets and mentions
on social media to actively soliciting information about news events from social media
users. For example, a web editor that I observed at the first newsroom responded to a
tweet that praised the paper’s front-page layout, saying it was better than the competing
paper’s. The editor tweeted back: “Thanks for the feedback! We won’t tell the
[competing paper] you said that.” She later told me that whenever possible, she would
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respond to tweets like that because it helps foster brand loyalty among their readers. I
also observed the same editor actively solicit information from social media users. For
example, when a popular bridge was closed for renovation, she sent a tweet asking for
people to share their experiences. Her tweet went: “How was your morning commute?
Were you affected by the [bridge] closure? Share your stories, photos with #[hashtag].”
She later put together a Storify post that included tweets and photos shared by social
media users who used the hashtag she started. The managing editor at the first newsroom
also recalled how he got started using Twitter when he and a colleague was covering the
Democratic National Convention in 2008. They heard about Twitter and started playing
around with it:
We got a lot of engagement—people asking us questions and people asking for
stuff—and it just struck us both: social media is a pretty powerful tool… It’s a
way to find sources. It’s a way to find different viewpoints. It’s a way to have a
conversation with your community and your readers. It’s not just me—‘I send
links out, and then I’m done.’ It’s social media. It’s an interaction.
The assistant managing editor at the third newsroom also recalled how during one
big snowstorm even before she came to the newsroom the web editors created a tool on
the website that allowed people to report how much snow they got in their backyards.
Then, the web editors put together a map based on the crowd-sourced information. She
said: “There is no way that a newspaper staff could go out and measure all of those places
but by having people do it, you got a great sampling of the area… that you wouldn’t be
able to get on your own.” To some extent, this can be interpreted as traditional journalists
opening the gates for the audience to take part in the news construction process. This
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particular use of social media, unlike the passive monitoring of comments, is beyond just
normalizing technology. To some extent it also shows a reworking of norms to factor in
affordances by new technology that can contribute to more efficient journalistic practices
(see Lasorsa, et al., 2011). However, in the end it is still about the journalist retaining
control. The assistant managing editor told me:
Well, now there is a lot of reader-submitted journalism coming in, whether that is
pictures or blog posts or commentary. I just think that there is a lot more
interaction because it used to be sort of a one-way street and now it is open to be
more like this. It probably will increase. Again, I think the social media platform
is changing all of that. I think that is important. But you still have to have an
editor that filters all of that.
Promoting. Finally—and based on my observations, the most common use—
editors use social media for content delivery and promotion. For higher-level editors,
those who oversee operations instead of directly dealing with content and users, social
media provide an avenue for content promotion and dissemination. For example, when I
asked the first newsroom’s deputy managing editor for digital what they use social media
for, she said: “Well, we use it a lot for content syndication. We also use it for marketing
and promotion.” Indeed, when I was observing there during the Papal Conclave in March,
a web editor was monitoring the news on television and she already had a tweet ready to
be sent out using the newsroom’s account. She had drafted the initial text and she was
just waiting for the name of the new Pope. When the name of the new Pope was
announced—she and the rest of the newsroom were watching CNN—she sent the tweet
right away. She sent a second tweet a few minutes later, this time containing a link to a
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breaking news story she had uploaded on the website from the wires.
This is also where the use of web analytics and social media intersect. Though
editors use analytics to determine popular stories, the same metrics also show them the
underperforming stories. Knowing which stories are not getting a lot of traffic leaves an
editor with two choices: take it out of the homepage and replace it with a click-bait, or
keep it on the homepage, especially if it is something editorially determined as important
and help it gain more traffic by placing it more prominently on the homepage, updating
it, adding story assets to it, or by promoting it on social media. For example, when the
newsroom’s managing editor sat down with me to show me how he used Chartbeat, he
decided to do an “experiment” so I could see how Chartbeat worked. He shared a link to
a story about a girl who had been shot. He used both his personal Facebook account and
the newsroom’s account. Then, he pointed out to me how the page views to the story as
measured by Chartbeat increased in just a matter of minutes. This is another example of
normalizing technology—using web analytics and social media consistent with the
conventional journalistic role of giving the audience the spinach that it needs. This type
of promotion, however, was not very common in the three newsrooms I observed. Most
of the time, promotion on social media was done to drive traffic to the site, so that stories
that are expected to be click-baits are the ones promoted most often.
There was an unwritten rule at the first newsroom to get editors and journalists on
social media. I sat in a meeting between the managing editor and his web editor, and
three of their columnists who wanted to talk to them about improving their social media
presence. One of the columnists was complaining how columnists from the competing
paper were more visible on social media. One of them also asked about the difference
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between tweeting from an official account of the editorial section and tweeting from his
personal account. He was thinking that Twitter followers would want to read tweets that
were more personal. The managing editor agreed, saying that: “people want to identify
with a person.” But this also presents a problem. “We have a sheer scaling issue at this
point,” the deputy managing editor told me later. “It’s like: Oh my God! We have 40
newspaper.coms, 40 different Twitter accounts minimum, 40 different Facebook accounts
minimum, 40 Pinterest accounts minimum, 40 Google-plus accounts.”
There were also efforts to manage social media use across the three newsrooms.
For example, at the second newsroom, the social media editor showed me a copy of what
they called their “social media assets” which he would email to all their employees every
day. The email contains suggested tweets and shares—already composed, edited for word
limits, and complete with the corresponding links to the website—that employees can just
copy and paste on their personal social media accounts every morning if they wanted to.
It was not mandatory, but the practice was encouraged, a testament to how social media
are looked at as platforms to promote content and drive traffic to the website. The social
media manager referred to having social media presence as having a “microphone” that
she considers it a requirement for every journalist. She even holds half-an-hour trainings
on social media for their journalists and editors, emphasizing the need for social media
presence particularly for SEO purposes. Google searches social media sites, and even if
Google+ has not taken off compared with Facebook or Twitter in terms of number of
users, having a Google+ account ensures placing prominently on Google searches. The
social media manager said:
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When I teach journalists social media, I always say: This thing I’m asking you is
playing; don’t think about it as extra work. Think about it as ‘this is yours for the
taking.’ You have earned this. Take everything you have coming to you and more.
Get all the credit you are due. Why would you not? Like why would you not put
your byline on a story? Right? Take the credit that Google is going to give you for
doing this extra stuff. Don’t think about it as extra work. Think about it as ‘I am
claiming what’s mine.’
The focus on social media and the convergence of platforms within the backdrop
of shrinking newsroom staff have given rise to new routines. Since tweeting can help
position the website on Google, the social media manager at the second newsroom
advocated for a new policy: Once a big story is confirmed, the reporter is expected to
tweet about it first, even before writing the story. After the story is written and is
published online, then the reporter can tweet again about the story, this time including the
link to the story. “That way, Google gets that subject, Google gets that link fast.” The
web editor at the first newsroom also works the same way. If there is a big breaking
story, she would tweet something out without any links to the story. Then she would
quickly write a paragraph or two about it, and then tweet again with a link to the initial
story. Finally, when the full story has been uploaded on the site, she can tweet the update:
“‘Hey, remember how three seconds ago I told you this breaking news? Well here's the
story,’ and then link to it.” This is noteworthy considering, as I argued in the earlier
chapter, social media are third-party platforms that do not bring any direct revenues to the
news organization. But they are also free sites where the newsroom can promote its
brand, drive traffic to the site, and hopefully be able to turn that traffic into advertising or
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pay wall revenues. Social media function as platforms for journalists to accumulate
symbolic capital that they might be able to convert into economic capital.
The journalist now needs to promote her own content in order to survive in a
crowded online space where, according to the managing editor of the first newsroom, it is
now more difficult to be heard amid all the noise. This idea challenges the traditional
notion of what constitutes newsworthiness. It used to be that the journalist reports about
something newsworthy based on traditional news values, and that was all that was
expected of her. The newspaper delivery truck takes care of dissemination. Now, part of
the expectations of a journalist includes delivering and promoting your content. “We are
moving away from just reporting the news to actually like controlling the distribution as
well,” the deputy managing editor at the first newsroom said. “Now, the editorial folks
are actually taking some ownership in the distribution process.”
‘Doing Well’
In any type of game, an important purpose of having rules is to differentiate
between what is acceptable and what is not. The rules also function, to some extent, as a
way to evaluate a particular play, not only to assess it as being within or outside the rules
but also to gauge whether it was a good play or not. In the evolving online journalistic
field, where a few of the rules have somehow changed to accommodate the increasing
influence of the changing audience, how do journalists define what a good story is? How
do they know if they are playing the game well?
The editor-in-chief at the first newsroom has been a journalist for almost three
decades and has seen some of the rules of the field evolve. He started in a traditional
newsroom and moved up in management ranks around different news organizations,
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including an online-only platform immediately prior to moving to his current newsroom.
There, he was exposed to the uses of web analytics: “It’s a different way of looking at,
you know, what is considered successful in terms of reaching readers and how you are
measuring it.” But when I pressed him for how he would define good journalism now, he
said that the story itself still mattered. “We are still great reporters who just want to do
really good journalism. We think that’s the value we are giving to the readers. That’s
what means [to be] successful.”
The day-to-day operations I observed showed otherwise. A phrase that I often
heard in the newsroom is “doing well.” An editor who phoned in during a budget meeting
at the first newsroom was talking about a video she had posted on the site when I heard
the managing editor tell her: “Did you see my note on that? The video did very well.” A
web editor at the second newsroom told me when we chanced upon a story about drones
while looking at a news site: “The drones stuff has done well for us in the past.” When a
section editor praised an online reporter for a “cool” story he wrote, I heard the assistant
managing editor for digital jump in and said: “Yeah, it did pretty well.”
What does doing well mean? It means getting good numbers. It means getting a
lot of traffic. It means that old measures of whether or not a newspaper story did well—
picked up by other media, got the attention of government officials, talked about by a lot
of people, influenced policy, won an award—have given way to easily quantifiable
assessments: number of hits, page views, unique visitors, shares. A sold-out newspaper
issue might have had a good banner story, and yet the other stories included might have
also done well—it was impossible to assess the attention each story got. Now, web
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analytics programs have been particularly good at quantifying metrics for each element
on the website, comparing a story with another story, a headline with another headline.
But while web analytics has been particularly good at counting the numbers and
measuring what people are looking at, there are still no metrics that can measure why
people are clicking and viewing those that they click and view to begin with. “I mean the
numbers are the most detailed and probably the most objective,” the first newsroom’s
metro editor said. “But I mean you just get a look, you just get a sense of what they’re
looking at as opposed to what they’re thinking about.” Social media posts offer clues
about what people think about, but the argument of whether or not they are representative
of the public sentiment is another thing.
Pinpointing what makes a story do well remains an editorial guesswork, albeit
supported by a wealth of audience metrics. But when audience metrics become the ends,
the measure of a story doing well; when journalists believe in the norm of balancing
spinach and cotton candy but get too swamped by the requirements of their ever-evolving
job descriptions and by the wealth of data they get from the editorial crack that is web
analytics to pause and reflect on actual decisions they make, then who prevails in the
daily grind, who gets to impose the rules on the day-to-day game—the man or the
machine?
A Synthesis
I started my case studies with a simple question: How do journalists incorporate
new forms of audience feedback in their news work? The answer, however, was
complicated, for in order to understand how agents engage in particular actions in the
struggle within the journalistic field, we cannot simply focus on what they do. We need
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to understand the context within which journalistic decisions are made and how this
context intersects with individual agency. For while it is true that actions cannot be
divorced from the agents that enact them, agents do not exist in a vacuum. It is through
these theoretical assumptions that I presented what I found in the field in the last two
chapters. The agents participate in the struggle to either transform or preserve the field
having come from a particular habitus. This habitus structures how forms of capital are
valued and how rules, the journalistic doxa, are created, re-created, invoked, or changed.
The doxa provides an explanation to how agents manage their editorial decisions, but
specific actions are also shaped by the occupational setting agents are in, consistent with
the assumption of media sociology that news gets constructed—by individuals—who
exist within a social and occupational setting (Reese & Ballinger, 2001). How much of
the journalistic doxa is reflected on the particular day-to-day actions in the newsroom
depends on this occupational setting, itself structured, but mostly unnoticed by journalists
themselves, by the habitus they come with.
The narrative in the last two chapters is built around the research questions that
guided me in my case studies across the three newsrooms. The results that emerged from
my analysis of my field notes and interviews transcripts and from my personal experience
during my field work have addressed each of these research questions, reflecting many of
the concepts that comprised the theoretical framework I offered in Chapters 2 and 3. But
the results also expanded my original theoretical framework (please see Appendix A) as
they illuminated interesting linkages and patterns (please see Appendix E). In this
section, I shall revisit my research questions and summarize the results for each. But I
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will also highlight the results that emerged outside these research questions that have
further developed the theoretical framework I have initially offered.
RQ1 asked about how journalists conceive of their audience. The results showed
that journalists still imagined their audience despite the wealth of data offered by web
analytics and social media. Top-level editors also identified a preferred audience, but
day-to-day operations at the online news desks still appealed to the audience that
generated the most clicks. This is because the editors conceived of their audience as a
form of capital, particularly as economic capital. RQ2 asked about how journalists’
habitus influenced this conception of the audience. The results showed that the editors
recognized the decreasing economic capital for the print medium that made the shift to
digital more pressing and the adoption of new technologies inevitable. This awareness is
leading editors to turn to the online audience as a form of economic capital, or at least a
form of symbolic capital that can be converted to economic capital in the immediate
future, to offset what is happening to the print medium. But another important factor for
this conception of the audience is the capability of web analytics to quantify the audience.
RQ3 asked how journalists used audience feedback in their news work. To a large
extent, the editors I observed used audience feedback to inform strategies on how to
further increase web traffic. They used web analytics to monitor stories that were doing
well, so these can be placed more prominently on the homepage. Backed by web metrics,
editors predicted which topics, headlines, and story assets were more likely to generate
traffic. They also used social media to promote stories to drive traffic to the site. Thus, to
some extent, the use of social media is also driven by the use of web analytics. This is
rooted, in response to RQ4, in their conception of the online audience as a form of
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economic capital. To some extent, however, the editors I observed also normalized both
social media and web analytics, adapting them to fit existing norms and routines. Web
analytics were used to spot important but underperforming stories and social media were
used to promote these stories. This is consistent with the conventional role of a journalist.
In response to RQ5, this also highlights the journalistic balancing act that editors engage
in, for aside from their conception of the audience, traditional journalistic norms also
influence, to some extent, their use of audience feedback. However, because of their
demanding routines and evolving job descriptions, editors do not have the luxury to
reflect on their decisions, so that the balancing act usually tips away from the spinach and
toward cotton candies.
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VII. Testing Theory: Survey

The results of my case study focused on the mechanism of how the audience
potentially influences the gatekeeping process through new audience information
systems. This mechanism centers on the interplay between perceptions of the habitus,
conceptions of audience as forms of capital, and the journalistic doxa. The following
conceptual links are grounded in my qualitative data: One’s perception of the journalistic
field, rooted in experience, determines the extent of one’s adoption of new audience
information systems. These, both within the realm of one’s habitus, lead to particular
conceptions of the audience as a form of capital. This conceptualization, within the realm
of the journalistic doxa, shapes how editors use audience information from web analytics
and social media in their news work (please see Appendix F).
Complementing Case Study
The case study approach seeks to understand a phenomenon based on how it
unfolds within a bounded system or systems, with the theoretical aim of being able to
come up with explanations that could be applicable to other cases (Creswell, 2007). This
is an example of the importance of representativeness of concepts—not of persons—in
qualitative studies (Corbin & Strauss, 1990). The applicability of theoretical explanations
across cases—or in quantitative terms, generalization—may not be the immediate goal of
case study research. But it is also an equally worthwhile pursuit particularly in theory
testing that can be served by survey research. Combining case studies and surveys in
studying the same phenomenon is not new. Several studies have employed mixed
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methods research using both case study and survey across a diverse range of fields, such
as marketing (Woodside, 2010), management accounting (Modell, 2005) and educational
reforms (Stecher & Borko, 2002). Survey research “may improve our understanding of
the incidence of a particular phenomenon and/or the form and strength of conceptual
relationships observed in case studies” (Modell, 2005, p. 233). This is precisely my goal
in combining these two in a sequential approach.
Survey research “collects information by asking people questions” (Shoemaker &
McCombs, 2003, p. 231). The collected information is recorded in numerical forms that
can be analyzed statistically. In this study, I am using a cross-sectional design that is
appropriate in capturing a “snapshot of the population” during this period of evolution in
audience information systems. The use of surveys in journalism research is common not
only among studies of national samples of journalists (e.g. Cassidy, 2006; Johnstone,
Slawski, & Bowman, 1972; Weaver, et al., 2007; Weaver & Wilhoit, 1986, 1996) but
also of journalists from specific areas of specialization (e.g. Tandoc, et al., 2012; Tandoc
& Takahashi, 2013) and of journalists across several countries (e.g. Hanitzsch, 2008,
2011; Hanitzsch, et al., 2010; Hanitzsch & Mellado, 2011).
Web Survey
This study used a web-based survey, an approach that dates back to 1996 (Couper
& Miller, 2008). Web surveys themselves are another manifestation of the changing
relationship between message producers and audiences: Survey platforms, many of which
offer access for free, have allowed practically anyone with internet access to create a
survey, collect data, and report findings (Couper & Miller, 2008). Web surveys are
cheaper than traditional mail and telephone surveys (Wright, 2005). Other advantages
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include a quick turnaround from participants and the ease of preparing recorded data into
a format suitable for statistical analysis (Shoemaker & McCombs, 2003; Wright, 2005).
Web surveys are self-administered, just like most mail surveys and unlike telephone
surveys (Shoemaker & McCombs, 2003). In general, self-administered surveys have
lower response rates than interviewer-assisted surveys (Shoemaker & McCombs, 2003).
A study involving more than 19,000 university students conducted both mail and
web surveys and found that “web survey application achieved a comparable response rate
to a mail hard copy questionnaire when both were preceded by an advance mail
notification” (Kaplowitz, Hadlock, & Levine, 2004, p. 100). Another study that involved
1,000 adults who received a mail survey and another 1,000 adults who received a web
survey link found that the web survey had a lower response rate (Kwak & Radler, 2002).
But the web survey also had a lower item nonresponse rate and longer open-ended
answers than the mail survey (Kwak & Radler, 2002). Web survey respondents also rated
themselves as more proficient in advanced computer technology and spent more time
online than did mail survey respondents (Kwak & Radler, 2002). Finally, a study with a
sample of 300 university professors found that web surveys had “significant advantages”
over mail and fax surveys (Cobanoglu, Warde, & Moreo, 2001). The web survey was
also the cheapest of the three and had the highest response rate (Cobanoglu, et al., 2001).
What these studies show is how web surveys can be the most practical and most
appropriate approach based on the population being studied. The high response rate from
the study involving university professors might be explained by the fact that the sample
was composed of professors who had internet access and who routinely checked their
emails (Cobanoglu, et al., 2001). The finding that web survey respondents tend to be
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internet savvy (Kwak & Radler, 2002) is particularly salient for studies involving
populations that can be considered digital natives, such as studies of social media users or
even online journalists.
Sampling Strategy
The web survey approach is therefore particularly appropriate to this study’s
population composed of online editors across newsrooms in the US. These editors are
online most of the time considering the demands of their work. Since my goal is to test
the framework I developed from observing and interviewing editors from three
newsrooms, I decided to limit the quantitative part of this study only to editors involved
in online operations at their newsrooms. Thus, reporters, photographers, videographers,
columnists, among others, were excluded. I drew my population from the database
provided by CisionPoint, a software solution that offers a list of media contacts across
several countries, primarily the US. The list is based on voluntary participation of media
organizations, but surveys of journalists have used the database, considered the most
comprehensive list of media contacts that also now includes bloggers (Lewis & Zhong,
2013; Telecomworldwire, 2011). CisionPoint allows users to filter through the database
using different categories, such as location, medium, position, among others. I created a
population of editors working for online newsrooms in the US that deal with local,
national, or international news. These filters included editors from a range of editorial
positions—from web editors up to editors in chief. They also excluded editors working
for online newsrooms not listed under the news category, such as gardening or beauty
blogs. This process yielded a total of 3,697 online editors, excluding those who were
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listed multiple times (e.g. an editor with a particular email address listed for two different
news organizations).
From this population, I randomly selected 1,103 editors to invite to participate in
the survey using an online random digit generator. I hosted my questionnaire on the
survey program Qualtrics which allowed me to send invitations and reminders containing
individual links to the survey. This allowed the system to monitor those who had
completed the survey so that subsequent reminders were sent out only to those who had
not yet taken or finished the survey. I sent the survey on September 18, 2013 and kept the
links active for a month. In between, I sent four reminders. I also offered a $10 gift card
for either Amazon or Starbucks, with the approval of the University of Missouri’s
Institutional Review Board. Since my sample is composed of journalists who have jobs,
the amount was not expected to influence their decision to participate but was considered
as an ethical act to express appreciation for participation. I closed the survey on October
18, 2013 with 276 responses or a response rate of about 24%, which is typical of web
surveys (Cobanoglu, et al., 2001; Kwak & Radler, 2002). However, only 206 of these
were completed surveys, for a completion rate of about 19%. A total of 56 editors opted
out of the survey, for an active refusal rate of about 5%. An a priori statistical analysis
using G-Power software showed the study required a minimum of 68 respondents to have
a sufficient statistical power of .80 to detect small effect sizes of .15 using multiple
regression analyses.
Final Sample
The average age in the sample was 44.5 years (SD = 11.41 years). The youngest
was 23 and the oldest was 68. Some 67% were males. The sample also represented
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editors from every level of the newsroom hierarchy. Some 32% were web editors while
some 25% were editors-in-chief. Online newsrooms of different sizes based on traffic
were also represented in the sample. The average number of unique monthly visitors was
4.08 million with a huge standard deviation of 18.7 million. This is because popular news
sites, including one with some 197 million unique monthly visitors, were also included in
the sample. The median value was 3.5 million unique monthly visitors. Some 44.2%
reported working for news organizations that also publish a daily newspaper, 20.4% with
a weekly paper, and 9.2% with a television station.
Data Analysis
I used structural equation modeling (SEM) with maximum likelihood estimation
to simultaneously test my hypotheses in an operational framework (see Appendix F).
SEM is particularly appropriate for studying variables that are not directly observable
(Byrne, 2010; Schreiber, Nora, Stage, Barlow, & King, 2006)—the kinds of variables that
researchers deal with most of the time in media sociology. Path analysis and regression
assume no measurement error, but most variables in social science research are latent
constructs that require estimation of measurement error (Schreiber, et al., 2006). This is
addressed by SEM, which some scholars consider as a combination of multiple
regression and confirmatory factor analysis (Schreiber, et al., 2006). In summary:
The term structural equation modeling conveys two important aspects of the
procedure: (a) that the causal processes under study are represented by a series of
structural (i.e., regression) equations, and (b) that these structural relations can be
modeled pictorially to enable a clearer conceptualization of the theory under
study. The hypothesized model can then be tested statistically in a simultaneous
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analysis of the entire system of variables to determine the extent to which it is
consistent with the data. (Byrne, 2010, p. 3).
SEM has become a popular analytical technique in social science. One reason for
this is the awareness in the research community of the need to study multiple variables to
account for a phenomenon (Schumacker & Lomax, 2004). Researchers have also become
more careful about issues of validity and reliability (Schumacker & Lomax, 2004), which
SEM addresses by estimating measurement error. In general, SEM is a priori and as such
it leads researchers to approach studies based on theoretical models (Kline, 1998). “But a
priori does not mean exclusively confirmatory. Many applications of SEM are a blend of
exploratory and confirmatory analyses” (Kline, 1998, p. 8). I evaluated the models I
tested based on recommended goodness of fit measures (Hu & Bentler, 1999; Schreiber,
et al., 2006). Though many consider the chi-square statistics (χ2) as a basic measure of fit,
it is considered an unreliable measure on its own as it is affected by sample size, among
other factors (Byrne, 2010; Hu & Bentler, 1999). It is useful, however, when comparing
models (Byrne, 2010). Thus, in the next chapter, I will also report other goodness of fit
measures. Finally, I used IBM SPSS AMOS 21 software to run my SEM analyses.
Questionnaire
I developed a questionnaire based on the literature on web analytics and social
media as well as on my empirical observations at three newsrooms for my case studies. I
also conducted a pretest of the questionnaire among five journalism professors—three of
them teach web analytics courses—and five journalists, with two of them actually from
one of the newsrooms I had observed. The feedback from the pretest resulted in a few
revisions. The pretest involving the two journalists from a newsroom I observed also
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served as a form of member check to validate that the items I included in the survey
based on my empirical observations captured the concepts they were supposed to
measure. The consultation with these two editors generated positive feedback that
allowed me to proceed with conducting the actual survey.
The online questionnaire on Qualtrics took about 10-15 minutes to complete. It
asked editors to answer a variety of questions: from demographic information, to
information about their organization, to questions specific to the concepts pertinent to this
study. The questions and the items under each of these were mostly based on my
qualitative results, but I also compared them with scales developed by previous studies.
Variables, Hypotheses and Research Questions
In the next chapter, I am focusing on testing the mechanism I proposed to explain
audience influence on news work—the extent to which audience feedback in the form of
audience metrics and social media posts get embedded into the news construction
process. This survey of online editors in the US is consistent with my argument that
gatekeeping influences should be examined as influences on gatekeepers, for the
mechanism of influence operates at the individual level based on capital accumulation.
The results in the preceding chapters allowed me to test the following hypotheses, largely
based on my proposed framework but also building on previous research on web
analytics and social media. I will start with the general patterns of how journalists
conceive of the audience and how they integrate web analytics and social media in their
news work. I will discuss how these variables are measured, which will subsequently
allow me to offer the rest of my hypotheses.
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H1. Online editors conceive of the audience as economic and symbolic capital,
but more so the former rather than the latter.
RQ1. What are the general patterns with which online editors integrate web
analytics in their news work?
RQ2. What are the general patterns with which online editors integrate social
media in their news work?
Conception of the audience as capital. In my qualitative results, I found that
while editors clearly conceive of the audience as a form of economic capital, they also
speak of the online audience as a form of symbolic capital that can be converted into
economic capital in the immediate future. Thus, in the survey, I also asked the
participants to rate their level of agreement with each of six statements about the
audience. They used a 5-point Likert scale from strongly agree to strongly disagree. They
were asked: “How would you describe your level of agreement with each of the
following statements about the importance of the audience?” The items were mostly
based on my respondent interviews (see Appendix G). An exploratory factor analysis
(principal axis factoring) using oblique rotation (oblimin) found two underlying factors of
how the participants conceived of the audience, explaining 78% of the variance, KMO =
.75, Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity, X2 (15) = 734.39, p < .001. The first factor had three
items and referred to the conception of the audience as symbolic capital (eigenvalue =
3.42, accounting for 57.07% of the variance). This was measured by statements that
described the audience as important because a bigger audience meant a) more credibility
for the company (xˉ = 3.51, SD = .91), b) higher trust (xˉ = 3.26, SD = .82), and c) better
reputation (xˉ = 3.46, SD = .87). These statements formed a reliable scale, Cronbach’s
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alpha = .88. The second factor had two items and referred to economic capital
(eigenvalue = 1.28, accounting for 21.27% of the variance). This was measured by
statements that described the audience as important because a bigger audience meant a)
more advertisers (xˉ = 3.91, SD = .87), and b) higher advertising revenues (xˉ = 3.85, SD =
.85). These two statements were strongly correlated, r (206) = .85, p < .001.
These two forms of conception of the audience are moderately correlated, r (206)
= .44, p < .001. Online editors rated the audience as economic capital (xˉ = 4.06, SD
=.65) higher than they did the audience as symbolic capital (xˉ = 3.57, SD =.70), t (205)
= .98, p < .001. H1 is therefore supported (please see Appendix G).
Patterns of web analytics use. To answer RQ1, I turn to the web analytics use
items in the questionnaire. The participants rated how frequently they engaged in 16
different uses of web analytics. I also ran an exploratory factor analysis (principal axis
factoring) using oblique rotation (oblimin) to examine the underlying patterns of use,
KMO = .90, Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity, X2 (120) = 1425.89, p < .001. Three factors
emerged, accounting for 67% of the variance. The first factor includes three items
(eigenvalue = 7.54, accounting for 47.15% of the variance). I will call it site-oriented use,
Cronbach’s alpha = .81. Site-oriented use refers to using web analytics to make sure the
website is running smoothly, measured by the following items: to monitor if the site is
working properly (xˉ = 3.16, SD = 1.23); to help design the website (xˉ = 2.68, SD =
1.16); and to improve user experience (xˉ = 3.11, SD = 1.15).
The second factor includes five items (eigenvalue = 1.65, accounting for 10.34%
of the variance). I will call it content-oriented use. Content-oriented use refers to using
metrics for editorial decisions, measured by the following items: to decide which stories
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to cover (xˉ = 2.47, SD = 1.01); to determine what stories to do follow ups on (xˉ = 2.96,
SD = 1.13); to determine how to cover a story (xˉ = 2.17, SD = 1.04); to plan deployment
of reporters (xˉ = 2.20, SD = .97); and to know which topic areas to increase coverage in
(xˉ = 3.03, SD = 1.06). The items formed a reliable scale, Cronbach’s alpha = .90.
Finally, the third factor includes two items (eigenvalue = 1.10, accounting for 6.84% of
the variance). I will call it traffic-oriented use. Traffic-oriented use refers to using the
site to monitor traffic and is based on the following items: to determine which stories are
doing well (xˉ = 4.26, SD = 1.00), and to determine which stories are not doing well (xˉ =
3.82, SD = 1.21), r (206) = .74, p < .001. The participants rated using analytics for
monitoring traffic the highest (please see Appendix H). Thus, in response to RQ1, online
editors integrate web analytics in their news work in three general patterns: site-oriented,
traffic-oriented, and content-oriented (please see Appendix H).
Patterns of social media use. To answer RQ2, I will now turn to the items that
measured social media use in news work. The participants rated how frequently they
engaged in each of 12 different uses of social media using a 5-point scale, from 1 (never)
to 5 (very frequently). Since based on my observations, Facebook and Twitter were the
most commonly used social media platforms, I specifically asked for usage patterns for
each of these two sites. First, I asked how the participants used their newsroom’s official
Facebook and Twitter accounts. If they did not use their newsroom’s accounts, I then
asked for how they used their personal accounts in their news work. For the 6.9% who
did not use or did not have a newsroom Facebook account and the 10.7% who did not use
or did not have a newsroom Twitter account, I proceeded to use their responses for how
they used their personal accounts in their news work. This is appropriate considering my
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purpose of understanding how editors are using social media in news construction.
Furthermore, I also decided to analyze Facebook and Twitter uses separately after paired
samples t-tests showed that editors’ use of the two sites differed across a few particular
items.
I ran an exploratory factor analysis (principal axis factoring) using oblique
rotation (oblimin) for Facebook use and found two factors, KMO = .88, Bartlett’s Test of
Sphericity, X2 (66) = 1069.85, p < .001. These factors accounted for 55.76% of the
variance. The first factor has seven items (eigenvalue = 5.38, accounting for 44.81% of
the variance). I will call it engagement-oriented use, referring to using Facebook to
interact with other Facebook users. This was measured by the following items: to get
suggestions from followers (xˉ = 3.31, SD =.98); to read what people are saying about a
story (xˉ = 3.93, SD = 1.02); to see what issues are trending (xˉ = 3.61, SD = 1.13); to
communicate with followers (xˉ = 3.86, SD = 1.00); to find sources (xˉ = 3.06, SD = .97);
to find different viewpoints (xˉ = 2.98, SD = 1.04); and to get information from followers
about events they witnessed (xˉ = 3.09, SD = .99). The items formed a reliable scale,
Cronbach’s alpha = .87.
The second factor has two items (eigenvalue = 1.31, accounting for 10.95% of the
variance). I will call it promotion-oriented use, referring to using Facebook to promote
the organization (see Appendix I). This was measured by these two items: to promote a
story (xˉ = 4.53, SD =.82), and to direct readers to the site (xˉ = 4.44, SD = .86), r (206) =
.69, p < .001. The items measuring traffic-oriented use were rated the highest. They also
had the smallest variance, indicating agreement among the participants (see Appendix I).
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In terms of integrating Twitter in the news construction process, the same patterns
emerged from the exploratory factor analysis (principal axis factoring) using oblique
rotation (oblimin). Two factors accounted for 62.52% of the variance, KMO = .90,
Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity, X2 (66) = 1381.77, p < .001. The first factor has eight items
(eigenvalue = 6.14, accounting for 51.19% of the variance). It is consistent with the
engagement-oriented use as measured by the following items: to get suggestions from
followers (xˉ = 3.08, SD =1.00); to read what people are saying about a story (xˉ = 3.39,
SD = 1.11); to see what issues are trending (xˉ = 3.68, SD = 1.15); to communicate with
followers (xˉ = 3.64, SD = 1.07); to determine how popular a story is (xˉ = 3.19, SD =
1.09); to find sources (xˉ = 3.01, SD = .98); to find different viewpoints (xˉ = 2.96, SD =
1.05); and to get information from followers about events they witnessed (xˉ = 3.08, SD =
1.07). The items formed a reliable scale, Cronbach’s alpha = .91. The second factor has
two items (eigenvalue = 1.36, accounting for 11.34% of the variance). It is also consistent
with the promotion-oriented use, as measured by these two items: to promote a story (xˉ =
4.51, SD =.86), and to direct readers to the site (xˉ = 4.33, SD = .90), r (206) = .69, p <
.001. It is noteworthy that the item “to determine how popular a story is” loaded with the
factor of engagement-oriented use for Twitter but not for Facebook (please see Appendix
J). First, it shows that editors use Facebook and Twitter differently to some extent.
Second, this result is consistent with the nature of Twitter, where popular stories can be
gleaned from a list of trending topics, or through a hashtag search, affordances that have
just been introduced on Facebook.
Thus, in response to RQ2, online editors integrate social media in their news work
through promotion-oriented and engagement-oriented uses. These results that describe
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usage patterns for web analytics and social media now allow me to offer more specific
hypotheses using the following variables.
Perception of degree of competition. The habitus is a complicated concept and
directly observing it is difficult. It is a complex construct that involves multiple concepts
However, its manifestation—the “practices and perceptions” it generates (R. Johnson,
1993, p. 5)—is easier to measure and observe. Thus, in order to test the framework that
emerged from my case studies, where the habitus played an important role, I will instead
focus on the manifestations rooted into unobservable but equally important set of
dispositions that form the journalistic habitus. I therefore decided to measure perception
of the evolving journalistic field, particularly of the degree of competition this evolution
has brought among news organizations. This is a measure of a journalist’s disposition, of
locating himself in the field. This decision is rooted not only in my observations and
interviews but also in the literature. In the journalistic field, perceptions influence actions
(Born, 2003). Thus, at this stage of the study, I am operationalizing perception of the
field in terms of editors’ perceptions of the degree of competition their newsrooms face.
This perception of competition cuts across three areas: advertising, readership, and
quality of reporting.
The online editors were asked: “Thinking about your main market, how would
you describe the degree of competition among different news organizations for:
readership, advertising, and quality of reporting?” This scale was rated on a 5-point scale,
with 5 as “very competitive” and 1 as “very not competitive.” The scale is reliable,
Cronbach’s alpha = .77. In general, the participants perceived these areas as competitive,
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with the area of advertising as the most competitive (xˉ = 4.23, SD = .91), followed by
readership (xˉ = 3.97, SD = .99), and quality of reporting (xˉ = 3.56, SD = 1.03).
Web analytics and social media use. These were additive indices. For web
analytics, the participants reported how frequently they used each of the following
software in their day to day work using a 6-point scale from 0 (not using the program) to
6 (several times a day): Chartbeat, Visual Revenue, Omniture, ComScore, Google
Analytics, and another program if they are using one that was not listed. Since the
variable seeks to measure the degree of exposure to metrics data, a summative index is
more appropriate than averaging across different programs. The same procedure was
done for social media use. The participants reported how frequently they used for their
work each of the following: their personal Facebook account, their personal Twitter
account, their company’s official Facebook account and their company’s official Twitter
account. They also used a 6-point scale, from 0 (no account) to 6 (several times a day).
Following these operationalizations, I now offer the rest of my hypotheses, the
results of which will be presented through a series of structural models that test each
hypothesis as a structural path. Thus:
H2. Perception of a competitive field leads to the conception of the audience as
economic and symbolic capital, but more so to the former than to the latter.
H3. Perception of a competitive field leads to web analytics use.
H4. Web analytics use leads to the conception of the audience as economic and
symbolic capital, but more so to the former than to the latter.
H5. Web analytics use leads to integration of web analytics in news construction
in the form of a) site-oriented, b) traffic-oriented, and c) content-oriented uses.
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H6. Conceiving of the audience as a form of economic capital leads to a) siteoriented and b) traffic-oriented uses of web analytics.
H7. Conceiving of the audience as a form of symbolic capital leads to contentoriented use of web analytics.
H8. Perception of a competitive field leads to social media use.
H9. Web analytics use leads to social media use.
H10. Conceiving of the audience as a form of economic capital leads to
promotion-oriented use of social media.
H11. Conceiving of the audience as a form of symbolic capital leads to
engagement-oriented use of social media.
H12. Social media use leads to integration of social media in news construction
through a) promotion-oriented and b) engagement-oriented uses.
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VIII. Pathways to Using Audience Information Systems

Structural equation modeling is a two-step analytical process: The first component
involves a measurement model while the second component involves the structural model
(Beaudoin & Thorson, 2006; Byrne, 2010; Kline, 1998; Schreiber, et al., 2006). The first
stage is basically a confirmatory factor analysis which tests the multidimensionality of
theoretical constructs involved in a structural model while the second stage involves
testing of the hypothesized causal model itself (Byrne, 2010; Schreiber, et al., 2006). This
sequential approach is appropriate: measurement models need to be evaluated first before
they are tested within structural models (Schumacker & Lomax, 2004). Therefore, this
chapter begins with a discussion of the constructs involved in my hypothesized models
and a presentation of the measurement models. It will be followed by hypothesis-testing
through the presentation of the results of the structural analyses.
In assessing the goodness of fit of the measurement and structural models to be
presented below, I used the recommended measures outlined by Schreiber and colleagues
(2006). They recommended reporting the root mean square of approximation (RMSEA),
the comparative fit index (CFI), and the Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI) (Schreiber, et al.,
2006). RMSEA is recognized as “one of the most informative criteria in covariance
structure modeling” (Byrne, 2010, p. 80). It comes with a closeness of fit test, referred to
as the PCLOSE value. An RMSEA value of .06 or smaller (Hu & Bentler, 1999) and
values close to .95 for CFI (Schreiber, et al., 2006) and TLI (Schumacker & Lomax,
2004) indicate a good fit. In comparing models, the expected cross-validation index
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(ECVI) is also useful, as the model with a lower ECVI represents a better fit to the data
(Byrne, 2010). I will refer to this set of goodness of fit measures when I present the
models that I tested.
Perception of the Journalistic Field
In the preceding chapter I argued the appropriateness of my operationalization of
the concept of habitus in terms of its manifestation by measuring the participants’
perception of the degree of competition their newsrooms are facing. This is because the
concept of habitus is a complex multi-layered concept that is not directly observable, but
whose manifestations in the form of perceptions that can affect actions are easier to
measure (Born, 2003; Willig, 2013). I also presented the results that supported H1: the
participants in the survey conceived of the audience as both economic and symbolic
capital, but more as the former than the latter.
But consistent with the first stage of the two-step modeling process of SEM, I also
tested a measurement model that included these three latent constructs—perception of
competition, audience as economic capital, and audience as symbolic capital—with their
corresponding observed variables to validate their multidimensional structure. The CFA
model yielded a good fit, RMSEA = .07, PCLOSE = .09; CFI = .97; TLI = .95. This
confirms the results of the exploratory factor analysis for conception of the audience and
also validates the reliability of the scale for perception of degree of competition.
Patterns of Web Analytics Use
The next latent construct refers to how journalists integrate web analytics in their
news work. From the 16 statements that described different uses of web analytics based
on my qualitative results and from the growing literature on web analytics, an exploratory
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factor analysis found three underlying constructs: site-oriented use which refers to using
web analytics to make sure the website is running smoothly; traffic-oriented use which
refers to using the site to monitor traffic; and content-oriented use which refers to using
metrics for editorial decisions (please see Appendix H).
The measurement model to validate these constructs using the observed variables
as reported in the preceding chapter also showed a good fit to the data: RMSEA = .07,
PCLOSE = .14; CFI = .98; TLI = .97. In terms of web analytics programs, the most
popular among the editors in the survey was the free program Google Analytics, used at
least once or several times a day by 27.2% of the participants. Omniture was a close
second (25.2%) followed by Chartbeat (22.2%).
Patterns of Social Media Use
Finally, the last set of latent constructs refers to how editors integrated social
media in their news work. Facebook and Twitter use were tested separately because
initial paired samples t-test analysis revealed differences between how editors used the
two social media platforms. However, the same patterns emerged from separate
exploratory factor analyses: online editors use social media for promotion and
engagement. Since these are closely related constructs, I included them in the same
measurement model.
The CFA showed that the model also fits the data well: RMSEA = .06, PCLOSE =
.117; CFI = .96; TFI = .95. Some 77.4% of the participants used their newsroom’s
official Facebook account at least once or several times a day while 58.6% used their
personal Facebook accounts at least once or several times a day. Some 75.6% used their
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newsroom’s official Twitter account at least once or several times a day while 52.4%
used their personal Twitter accounts at least once or several times a day.
Explaining Web Analytics Use
The hypotheses proposed in this study concerning web analytics use are nested in
my hypothesized model (please see Appendix K). The hypotheses I presented in the
preceding chapter address each of the proposed paths. Having confirmed the validity of
my latent variables and their respective observed indicators, I proceeded to add the
observed variable of web analytics use. The hypothesized model, grounded in both theory
and my qualitative results, fits the data well, χ2 (160)= 246.48, p < .001; RMSEA = .05,
PCLOSE = .418; CFI = .96; TLI = .95; ECVI = 1.885. However, it still contained nonsignificant estimates that had to be cleared for parsimony (Byrne, 2010). This process
yielded a simpler model, one that is still consistent with my theoretical framework but
also with unexpected relationship patterns (please see Appendix L).
H2 predicted that one’s perception of the degree of competition would affect
conception of the audience. This is not supported. H3 predicted that this perception of
competition would also affect the extent of web analytics use. This is supported, β= .22,
p < .01. H4 predicted the extent of web analytics use would affect conception of the
audience, leading to conception of the audience as economic capital more than as
symbolic capital. This is not supported.
H5 predicted that the extent of web analytics use would lead to particular patterns
of integration of web metrics in news construction, particularly a) site-oriented, b) trafficoriented, and c) content-oriented uses. Only H5a and H5b are supported: Those who use
web analytics more often tend to engage in site-oriented (β= .46, p < .01) and traffic-
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oriented (β= .22, p < .001) uses of web analytics more than those who use analytics less
often. Web analytics use did not predict content-oriented use. This shows that the
adoption of web analytics does not directly translate into its normalization, or using
technology in editorial decisions. The use of web analytics, at best, directly leads to its
practical applications of running the site and keeping track of traffic.
So what predicts integration of web analytics into the decision-making process?
H6 predicted that the conception of the audience as a form of economic capital
would lead to a) site-oriented and b) traffic-oriented uses of web analytics. Neither is
supported. H7 predicted that conception of the audience as a form of symbolic capital
would lead to content-oriented use of web analytics. This is supported, β= .18, p < .001.
Conception of the audience as a form of symbolic capital directly predicts using web
analytics in content-related decisions, such as determining stories to write about.
The final model also showed other significant pathways that were not included in
the original set of hypotheses. First, there was a significant link from conceiving of the
audience as a form of economic capital to conceiving of the audience as a form of
economic capital, β= .43, p < .01. This is consistent with my interpretation of my
qualitative results, that editors perceived the audience primarily as economic capital, but
that with the current reality of the online platform still not making revenues as much as
the print platform, growing the audience as a form of symbolic capital comes with the
hope, if not expectation, that symbolic capital would soon be converted into economic
capital. If we focus on this particular pathway, from economic capital to symbolic capital
to content-oriented use of web analytics, we see a move from perception to action. The
general conception of the audience as a form of economic capital leads journalists to
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conceive of the audience at present as a form of symbolic capital that then leads them to
integrate audience feedback in the form of web metrics in their news work.
This is parallel to the other pathway from perception of competition to adoption
of web analytics to site-oriented and traffic-oriented uses of web analytics. An awareness
of the reality of the journalism business leads to adoption of new audience information
systems that leads to practical uses of technology (please see Appendix L).
Second, an interesting relationship exists between the three types of web analytics
use that was not included in the original set of hypotheses. Traffic-oriented use leads to
content-oriented use (β= .60, p < .001), which leads to site-oriented use (β= .47, p <
.001). It appears that while integrating web metrics in editorial decisions is directly
influenced by conception of the audience as symbolic capital, it is also indirectly affected
by an awareness of the changing field that has made adoption of web analytics inevitable.
Exposure to web traffic exposes editors to audience preferences, which then leads to a
renegotiation of editorial judgment that now incorporates this awareness of what the
audience wants, which then leads to maintaining the site for users.
Explaining Social Media Use
The final set of hypotheses focused on social media and how they were being
integrated in the news construction process. In the structural model, I adopted the same
predicted interrelationships between perception of competition, conception of the
audience, and web analytics use. Subsequently, I predicted that web analytics use will
predict use of social media (H9), consistent with my qualitative results of how
information about performances of stories based on web traffic inform use of social
media for content promotion, among other things.
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The hypothesized model tried to predict promotion and engagement uses of both
Facebook and Twitter, which were considered separate but related latent constructs as
confirmed by the earlier measurement model that I discussed (please see Appendix M). It
did not fit the data well, χ2 (393) = 932.18, p < .001; RMSEA = .08, PCLOSE < .001;
CFI = .84; TLI = .82; ECVI default model = 5.54; ECVI saturated model = 4.83. Therefore, I
turned to the modification indices to see possible sources of misspecifications (Byrne,
2010). Following this process, I proceeded to test Model 2 that displayed a good fit to the
data, χ2 (383) = 569.32, p < .001; RMSEA = .05, PCLOSE = .592; CFI = .94; TLI = .94;
ECVI = 3.87. The chi-square difference between the two models was significant, χ2 (10)
= 362.86. However, Model 2 also had non-significant parameters that had to be removed
for model parsimony (Byrne, 2010).
The final model was similar to the web analytics model, in that conception of the
audience as economic capital leads to conception of the audience as symbolic capital, and
that perception of competition leads to adoption of web analytics. However, perception of
the field did not predict social media use. H8 is not supported (please see Appendix N).
H9 predicted that the use of web analytics would predict use of social media. This
is supported, β= .21, p < .01. H10 predicted that conception of the audience as a form of
economic capital would predict promotion-oriented use of social media in news work.
This is not supported. H11 predicted that conception of the audience as a form of
symbolic capital would predict engagement-oriented use of social media in news work.
This is also not supported. Conception of the audience as a form of capital did not predict
patterns of social media use. Instead, social media use predicted using it for promotion
purposes for both Facebook (β= .37, p < .001) and Twitter (β= .31, p < .001). Thus,
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editors who used social media a lot tend to use it for promoting content, consistent with
the normalization hypothesis. However, social media use does not directly lead to using
either Facebook or Twitter for engagement. H12b is therefore not supported. Instead,
promotion-oriented use leads to engagement-oriented use for both Facebook (β= .59, p <
.001) and Twitter (β= .65, p < .001). Thus, the obvious use of social media to promote
news organizations leads to using social media for engagement. In effect, usefulness of
social media to increase traffic is a prerequisite to a realization that it can also be used to
engage audiences, itself a form of increasing brand loyalty.
It begs the question as to why conception of the audience as a form of capital
influenced patterns of web analytics use but not social media use. Though they both
provide forms of audience feedback, the kinds of feedback they supply differ as I have
demonstrated in my qualitative results. How this difference, and other factors, account for
this divergence of pathways from conception of the audience to patterns of web analytics
use on one hand and patterns of social media use on the other is further explained in the
concluding chapter.
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IX. Conclusion

This study is generally interested in understanding the influence of the audience
on the news construction process. I argued that with how much the audience has evolved,
and with the new ways that journalists keep track of their audiences, this influence on the
gatekeeping process has grown stronger. No longer is this influence mediated solely by
how journalists imagine the audience, for preferences of the online audience are now
directly communicated to the newsroom through new audience information systems: web
analytics and social media. There is still guesswork involved—journalists still imagine
audiences based on metrics and then segment audiences based on these constructions. But
even these constructions are now largely based on metrics from the actual audience.
Therefore, the crucial question is not whether the audience exerts any influence on the
news construction process, but how this influence comes about.
The Mechanism of Audience Influence
I proposed a framework looking at the mechanism of influence on gatekeepers,
arguing that mechanisms operate at the individual level, even as journalists exist within
social and occupational settings (Breed, 1955; Reese & Ballinger, 2001). I borrowed the
assumptions of field theory (Bourdieu, 1993, 1998, 2005), arguing that journalists
participate in a struggle within the journalistic field by accumulating forms of capital.
This makes capital as both the means and the ends in this constant struggle, for it is
needed for participation—if not survival—and is therefore also constantly sought
(Bourdieu, 1986; Emirbayer & Johnson, 2008). When agents in the field perceive
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instability in their capital, they become open to the influence of forces external to the
field.
The audience, however, is not only a force that can increase or decrease
journalistic capital, for it can also be conceived of as a form of capital itself. This is
particularly because of the business model that has sustained traditional journalism,
which journalists also hope, if not expect, to sustain digital journalism. This reliance on
advertising revenues, determined by the purchasing power of accumulated audiences,
turns the audience into a form of economic capital. Journalism, however, is also
considered the fourth estate (Schultz, 1998). The normative ideals of the press speak of
social responsibility rooted in editorial autonomy, which then looks at the audience as the
public to be served. The audience then becomes a form of symbolic capital for
journalists. In the end, what matters is how journalists conceive of their audience (de Sola
Pool & Shulman, 1959; Ettema & Whitney, 1994), for perceptions in the journalistic field
influence actions (Born, 2003). Thus, with respect to the audience as a force in the
gatekeeping process, this is a mechanism of influence based on capital accumulation:
how journalists conceive of the audience as a form of capital can influence the extent to
which they allow audience preferences to impact their news work.
I demonstrated this mechanism in this study: Faced with the reality of declining
economic capital for traditional journalism still unmatched by the slow increase in digital
revenues, journalists clearly perceive capital instability within the journalistic field. This
instability is leading journalists to open up to influences from the audience, in the form of
audience preferences as communicated through web analytics and social media. This
perception of instability, along with their conception of the audience as a form of capital
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crucial for survival, shapes the extent to which they incorporate audience feedback in
their news work. I engaged in theory development to refine this framework, using
observations and interviews with online editors. I subsequently tested this refined
framework using survey data from online editors in the US, specifying a model of this
mechanism, and refining it during analysis. The framework remained consistent
throughout all the stages of this mixed methods study: conception of the audience as a
form of capital leads journalists to integrate audience feedback in their news work. This,
however, is just one pathway through which the audience exerts its influence.
Web Analytics and Social Media
Online editors use web analytics mainly to keep track of audience behavior, but
what they do with this information is what affects editorial decisions. Metrics are being
used for editorial decisions such as story selection, story placement, and even headline
writing. The survey findings showed that online editors still use web analytics primarily
for monitoring traffic, but this application is leading them to use information from the
audience in their decision-making processes. Social media, particularly Facebook and
Twitter, are used mainly for promoting stories, although some editors, to a limited extent,
also use these platforms to interact with the audience. For example, they use it for
crowdsourcing, particularly by seeking comments, photos, videos, or information about
particular stories. This use, however, is still rooted in the logic of promoting the
organization, of cultivating audience loyalty—a strategy to increase symbolic capital that
is a loyal following hoped to be transformable into economic capital that is online traffic
and the revenues it can bring. In general, social media use in the newsroom remains to be
oriented to increasing traffic to the website.
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It is in content-promotion that web analytics and social media use intersect. Web
analytics allows journalists to keep track of stories that attract a lot of traffic. But through
web analytics, editors also get to see stories that are not attracting traffic. A way to
increase traffic on these unpopular stories, particularly if editors judge them as stories
that are important, is promoting them on social media. This is a classic example of
normalization of technology—combining the affordances of web analytics and social
media consistent with the conventional role of journalists to supply the audience of what
they think the audience ought to know (Heinonen, 2011). This way, web analytics and
social media are complementary tools for journalists to enact their normative roles,
consistent with the hypothesis of normalization.
Normalizing or Negotiating?
Journalists are not exactly known to be early adopters of technology, and studies
showed that when they adopt new communication technologies, such as blogs and social
media, they tend to normalize it, adapting new technologies to fit into their existing
norms and routines (Lasorsa, et al., 2011; Susan Robinson, 2006; Singer, 2005). Online
editors at the three newsrooms where I observed have embedded web analytics and social
media in their online news cycles. They routinely checked their social media accounts for
comments and web analytics software for metrics. Journalists have long been trying to
understand the audience through audience research, and now they do this through web
analytics. They also have long been disseminating content, and now they can also do it
through social media. But these new audience information systems have also required
journalists to reorganize their routines. In my observations, online editors talked about
how reporters should tweet about a story first before actually writing it. Budget meetings
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started with a quick glance of web analytics data. Journalists are not only inserting new
audience information systems into existing routines, but they are also seeing their
routines change around these technologies.
Thus, discourse on normalization should look beyond just the use of technology.
A basic question in the normalization hypothesis is to which norms are journalists
normalizing. For example, social media were used in the newsrooms I observed mostly to
promote news content. These social media posts included links that directed readers back
to the website. I found the same pattern in my online survey that showed editors ranking
promotion-oriented use of social media higher than engagement-oriented use. This use is
an example of an asynchronous, top-down logic that has dominated traditional
journalism. This is consistent with the idea of dissemination instead of conversation.
However, an implication of this normalized use of technology is a reworking of
journalistic roles at the individual level. The journalist now finds herself as a marketer, to
some extent, of her own work. This is inconsistent with the once sacred divide between
editorial and marketing, between editorial autonomy and business strategy.
The use of web analytics is another example. Journalists have normalized the use
of web analytics in the newsroom, with numerous editorial decisions now routinely being
based on web metrics. But the exposure of journalists to web analytics data that detail
preferences of the audience is feared to compromise the norm of editorial autonomy. Set
against the backdrop of decreasing economic capital for the journalistic field as a whole
that has made increasing online traffic an imperative for many online newsrooms,
knowing what the audience wants has led to headlines about Amanda Bynes’ vagina or
top stories about Miley Cyrus’ twerkings. As my survey results showed, the use of web
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analytics to monitor traffic leads to the integration of metrics in content-related decisions,
as awareness of what the audience wants makes it easier for journalists to increase traffic
by giving in to these preferences. And yet based on my observations, some editors also
used web analytics to determine articles that were important but were not attracting
traffic, so that they can promote it, place it more prominently on the site, or update it to
get the attention and traffic they think these articles deserved. This use of web analytics is
consistent with the norm of privileging editorial judgment, of using technology outside
the routine use of monitoring traffic but within a traditional journalistic norm—in a way,
normalizing it. In contrast, seeking to increase traffic by giving the audience what they
will likely click on betrays the norm of editorial autonomy. However, these contrasting
uses of technology now co-exist in many newsrooms, for while editorial autonomy still
dominates the newsroom, market logic is also a traditional norm on the other side of the
narrowing editorial divide.
Journalists are also using social media to engage the audience by providing an
avenue for some interaction. This constitutes a reworking of the norms, giving rise to
what Heinonen (2011) referred to as the dialogical role of journalism. The gates, so to
speak, are opening up to the audience. But based on my observations, online editors
interacted with the audience and paid attention to their comments on social media, which
are third party platforms, instead of within their own editorial space, such as the online
comments sections on their own websites. This is a form of territorializing—editors
interacting with the audience outside their protected journalistic space. This is a form of
compromise—a negotiation instead of normalization. Faced with the novel affordances
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of new audience information systems, journalists are renegotiating their norms. They are
balancing editorial autonomy and the increasing influence exerted by the audience.
Journalists have integrated audience feedback into their news judgment—filtering
it, sorting it, mediating it. They do not see this process as them being influenced by the
audience. In order to protect editorial autonomy, they are instead renegotiating their other
norms, such as what constitutes newsworthiness. They are also redefining what it means
for a story to do well.
Pathways to Negotiation
This balancing act, as documented in the results of my case study, is clearly seen
from the structural model explaining web analytics use based on my survey. The
integration of web metrics in editorial decisions, measured by the content-oriented use of
web analytics, flows from a journalist’s conception of the audience: considering the
audience as a form of economic capital leads to considering the audience as symbolic
capital, which then leads to content-oriented use of web analytics (please see Appendix
L). This is the mechanism of influence through capital accumulation. The pathway from
economic capital conception of the audience to symbolic capital conception is also
consistent with the results of my qualitative study, for while journalists considered the
online audience as economic capital, the online platform is still not the money-maker
they want it to be, and accumulating audience as a form of symbolic capital comes with
the expectation that symbolic capital in the present can be converted into economic
capital in the immediate digital future.
But a parallel pathway also starts from the perception of the degree of competition
faced by one’s organization that leads to adoption of web analytics that then leads to
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using web analytics for its obvious applications: monitoring traffic and keeping the
website functional. Traffic-oriented use of web analytics then leads to content-oriented
use (please see Appendix L). This shows that a consequence of being exposed to
audience preferences by monitoring traffic is using this information for editorial
decisions. Thus, while one pathway to integration of audience feedback into news work is
through an individual’s agency, consistent with the mechanism of influence through
capital accumulation that operates at the individual level, another pathway is through
constraining structures—in this case the influence of perceived competition and the
presence of technology. In other words, while a journalist retains individual agency to
mediate the impact of audience feedback on her news work through her conception of
capital, she also faces organizational and socio-institutional structures that make acts of
negotiation unavoidable, leading her to open up the gates to accommodate the audience.
These constraints also come in the form of how the changing journalistic field is
changing expectations of the online journalist. There is no longer a deadline, so to speak.
Breaking news stories have to be uploaded ahead of everyone else. They have to be
tweeted out as soon as possible, even before the actual story is written. The website also
has to be refreshed when traffic goes down. To a large extent, every minute becomes a
deadline during a busy day. There is also no longer a single responsibility that comes
with a particular job. The editor-in-chief is now a strategist as much as a journalist. The
web editor now has to manage content within and outside the website, outside referring to
social media. She also needs to edit articles, photos, photo galleries, videos, and infographics. On top of that, she needs to keep track of what the audience wants. Faced with a
seemingly unlimited amount of tasks in such a limited time, journalists try to survive by
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routinizing their work. This makes news work manageable. But this also takes them away
from the much-needed pause, reflection, and thought that have marked what are
considered the best pieces of journalism ever produced. This also provides them an
excuse, so that the institutionalized routine can be blamed, when routines are also social
constructions. They are structured in as much as they structure actions.
This is not an apology on behalf of online journalists, for as what the quantitative
findings showed, organizational constraints are parallel with individual agency. This is
not to blame the daily reality they face and the organizational setting they inhabit, but this
is rather a realistic depiction of the context within which they make or unmake decisions
that can collectively make or unmake journalism. This is understanding why they do what
they do, particularly with their use of web analytics, a game-changer in the journalistic
field, for it is through this understanding that the field itself can look at how much it has
changed and whether or not this trajectory determined by a will to survive is something
that will indeed keep journalism alive. The question is interestingly the same for
journalists and their audiences: Is this the journalism we want—or is this the journalism
we need? If we allow and facilitate more and more changes to journalism, what will
guarantee that the final product of this negotiation process will remain to be the
journalism that we believe in?
The Anomaly with Social Media
The discourse on journalists’ agency with respect to determining patterns of web
analytics use in their news work is consistent with the focus on individuals in the analysis
of the mechanisms that underlie the processes of news construction. And yet what is
intriguing is how the individual route is missing in the structural model that explains
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social media use (see Appendices M and N). Only the pathway from perception of the
field, to adoption of analytics, to adoption of social media, to promotion-oriented use of
social media, and then to engagement-oriented use was present. The pathway from
analytics use to social media use is consistent with the intersection for content promotion
that exists between these two types of audience information systems. But conception of
the audience was not a significant predictor of any of the two types of social media use in
news construction.
There are three main differences between web analytics and social media. First,
web analytics provides immediate and quantifiable forms of audience feedback directed
to the website being monitored, compared with social media feedback that ranges from
qualitative comments to trending issues that cut across multiple sources and websites.
Second, web analytics is an organizational-level adoption, while social media ranges
from organizational to individual. In the survey, most of the respondents reported using
official social media accounts for their newsrooms instead of just their personal accounts,
but they also maintain their own personal social media accounts, so that the use of one
might be influencing the use of the other. Finally, it seems that the use of web analytics
to monitor audience preferences is more straightforward than the use of social media for a
similar purpose. To a large extent, social media are considered as platforms for
promotion, a push rather than a pull model, for even the use of social media for
engagement remains to be for the purpose of promoting the brand. It appears that
conceptions of the audience as a form of capital exerts some impact, at least so far, only
with respect to editorial decisions where journalists need to balance personal judgment
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with other factors, and not very much on content promotion, which remains to be an
organization-oriented activity.
The survey respondents in this study are also editors—and reporters might be
using social media in a different manner. This is another plausible explanation to the final
structural model for social media use. Reporters might be using social media for
crowdsourcing more than editors do just because of the nature of their jobs. Thus, future
studies should also look at how reporters use social media in their news work.
Gatekeeping Implications
Online journalists are accommodating audience feedback in their editorial
decisions, motivated by their conception of the audience as a form of capital and
facilitated by the structures built around the affordances of new audience information
systems, thereby further increasing the influence of the audience on the gatekeeping
process. The process of negotiation with the affordances of technology is facilitating this
increasing influence of the audience on traditional gatekeeping processes. Gatekeeping
explains the process of news selection, of what pieces of information gets in and what is
left out. Online editors now incorporate what they know about audience preferences in
their selection of stories to prioritize on the homepage.
But online news operations are also demonstrating a new process of selection.
The limited space on the homepage and the need to keep it fresh requires editors to
engage in a process of de-selection, deciding which among articles that have made it
through the gates and ended up on the homepage will be taken out of the homepage to be
replaced by a new story. Unlike in the process of selection, where editors try to balance
editorial judgment with audience preferences, the process of de-selection, at least based
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on my observations, is largely determined by audience metrics. An editor from the
second newsroom specified a particular window of time he gives a story. If it does not
perform well within that window of time, the story will be replaced. News judgment for
the process of de-selection has been replaced by a metric-based logic, where a story
needs to outperform others based on traffic instead of outweigh other articles based on
substance or importance as reflected on by a gatekeeper.
The process of gatekeeping has traditionally considered the journalist as the
gatekeeper, the one who controls news selection. But gatekeeping no longer ends at
selection, for online gatekeeping now requires de-selection. Furthermore, publication is
no longer the culmination of the gatekeeping process. Shoemaker and Reese (2013)
argued: “The audience is the ultimate consumer of the media product—the end of the
news process” (p. 177). But the online audience, confronted with a seemingly unlimited
source of information, has become harder to reach. Furthermore, while the internet seems
to be a limitless portal of information, it has also developed its own winnowing process—
the search engine. In my observations, I came across editors figuring out the best headline
not based on traditional rules of journalistic headline writing, but based on the rules of
Google, the most popular search engine, similar to what Dick (2011) had found. The
social media editor at the second newsroom asks reporters to start a Google+ account not
because it is a popular social media site—which it is not—but because it will help
reporters turn up higher on Google searches. To some extent, the gatekeeping process of
news is finding itself within a larger field outside the journalistic field—a larger field
with its own set of logic and its own gates that journalists also find themselves having to
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hurdle. Journalists now have to navigate not only the market logic of increasing online
traffic, but also, to some extent, some form of Google logic.
Methodological Implications
This study is not without limitations. First, my case studies were limited to the
access allowed by the three newsrooms I observed. For example, my observation period
at the second newsroom was cut short to only about three days while the first newsroom
allowed me to stay for almost two weeks. But in studying multiple cases instead of one
case, I was able to fully develop my concepts through the process of methodological
replication (Yin, 2009). Second, the survey was also limited to the willingness of the
online editors to participate. Their responses were also self-reports and were dependent
on how willing they were to share information about their work. Anticipating this, I
started this research with my case studies, so that empirical observations of how online
newsrooms worked informed the questions I asked in the survey.
The case study methodology has weak external validity, but it allows holistic
analysis. The survey method addresses issues of external validity with its breadth of
observations but at the expense of depth. In combining these two approaches in this
mixed methods research, I sought to draw from their individual strengths to be able to
thoroughly understand the impact of new audience information systems on the news
construction process. I experienced the advantages of being in the newsroom to observe
and understand the news construction process, consistent with what Paterson (2008)
argued, that only ethnographic methodologies “can come close to providing an adequate
description of the culture and practice of media production, and the mindset of media
producers” (p. 2). Interviews allowed me to understand the editors’ beliefs and
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interpretations, but many of these were ideals that, as I found in my observations, are
difficult to carry out within the constraints of the daily news routine. The case study
approach was particularly appropriate for the goal of theory development. But the survey
also allowed me to develop my proposed theoretical framework further by empirically
testing it, thereby coming closer to the ideal of theoretical generalization of the case study
approach.
Theoretical Implications
Shoemaker and Vos (2009) outlined how gatekeeping research can benefit from
the framework of field theory. They are joined by a growing number of journalism
scholars pointing out the appropriateness of field theory in understanding the
complexities of the news construction process (Benson, 2004, 2005, 2006; Benson &
Neveu, 2005; Siapera & Spyridou, 2012; Willig, 2013). This study also demonstrated
how gatekeeping theory could explain the mechanism of influence on gatekeepers
through the concepts of field theory.
The mechanism of influence through capital accumulation, as proposed in this
research, allows a better understanding of how journalists get influenced. I tested this
framework by focusing on audience influence on the gatekeeping process. This
mechanism can also be tested to account for the influence of other forces. State control,
for example, creates a fragile stockpile of economic capital, especially if the government
finances the media. The state can threaten to decrease economic capital, which can open
gatekeepers to being influenced. It also affects other forms of capital. For example, a
press controlled by an oppressive government also loses its grip on its symbolic capital.
A way to advance theorizing on influences on journalists is to consider that capital
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instability goes both ways: a force can threaten to either decrease or increase journalistic
capital. In this study, conception of the audience as a form of capital takes into
consideration both directions, for growing the audience by offering them click-bait stories
can increase economic capital at the expense of symbolic capital, and ignoring audience
preferences might decrease both.
The findings of this study echo what Born (2003) had concluded: that in the
journalistic field, projections of the future can affect actions in the present. This
highlights the importance of the concept of habitus, a concept that is complicated,
difficult to measure, and is often taken for granted in discourses about news construction.
This is plausibly rooted in the problematic norm of objectivity that has dominated the
journalistic field that takes a journalist’s personal context out of her news work, and, to
some extent, in the omission of the central role of the individual in the sociology of news.
Field theory is considered a holistic framework studying the journalistic field as a whole
and how it relates to other fields. And yet its concepts clearly operate at the individual
level, where mechanisms of influence operate. I echo the argument that “explanations
must offer causal mechanisms, and the mechanisms must pass through individuals (but
may not reduce to them) to connect to action” (Parsons, 2007, p. 25).
Finally, the findings of this study have theoretical implications even outside field
and gatekeeping theories. For example, the discussion on the growing consciousness
among journalists to give the audience what it will likely click on—a strategy for survival
in a field marked by decreasing economic capital—betrays the agenda-setting function of
the media (McCombs & Shaw, 1972; Shaw & Martin, 1992). Setting the agenda—
increasing the salience of an issue among the public—is an “awesome responsibility”
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(McCombs, 2005, p. 556). It also carries a normative implication: Journalists are in a
position to direct public attention to important issues. But how can journalists perform
this function when editorial decisions are increasingly informed by what the audience
wants? How should we define the media agenda in a period when journalism increasingly
relies on a click-based logic?
Practical Implications
Finally, as early as during the planning stage, I envisioned this study to be useful
to both scholars studying the evolving news construction processes and to the journalists
who engage in them. This is most likely based on my background as a journalist and as a
student of journalism. Students of journalism, such as myself, will hopefully find the
theoretical framework I proposed, tested, and refined useful not only in the study of
audience influence on news construction but also in the study of other gatekeeping
influences. Agents of the journalistic field, such as myself, will hopefully find my
description of the online news processes I observed relatable, if not illuminating. In
trying to make the “strange familiar and the familiar strange” (Tracy, 2013, p. 119) by
examining taken-for-granted routines and norms through the prism of gatekeeping and
field theory and by pinpointing and shedding light on emerging rules and routines, I hope
this study can jumpstart some form of self-reflection among online editors caught up in
their ever-evolving and demanding routines.
I hope more and more journalists will ask and answer questions they usually take
for granted. Why are we doing what we do? For while it is true that there are many things
beyond their control, individual agency also shapes news work. There is empirical
evidence to support this (please see Appendix L). What does the audience mean to us?
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Future explorations in the area of audience influence on gatekeeping should also consider
the ethical implications of using web analytics and social media. In this study, I have
demonstrated how journalists are using new forms of audience feedback in their news
work and why. I have also hinted at direct and immediate consequences of these usage
patterns on the gatekeeping process. But how do new routines and norms that are brought
about by the negotiation process between editorial autonomy and audience influence
impact the kind of journalism we produce, consume, and expect?
A Final Twerk
Journalism, to some extent, is twerking.
The Online Oxford Dictionary defines “twerk” as an informal verb that means to
“dance to popular music in a sexually provocative manner involving thrusting hip
movements and a low, squatting stance” ("Definition of twerk in English," 2013)
The journalistic field, threatened by its shrinking social capital, is dancing to the
popular music of consumer-driven logic, for it appears—at least so far—that this is the
only way to survive. Still dependent on an advertising-driven business model, online
journalism finds itself having to chase online traffic, a routine made possible and further
enabled by new audience information systems. In order to attract an audience no longer
loyal to legacy news, for information is abundant and free in the seemingly unlimited
online space, journalism dances in a provocative manner—publishing stories about the
wildest celebrities, uploading adorable and outrageous cat videos, highlighting salacious
headlines—hoping to attract attention, to increase traffic. For media critics, this is a low,
almost squatting stance, for an institution that relies a lot on respect and reputation. For a
few others, this is journalism trying to survive.
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Let me return to where I started this dissertation.
The satirical piece published by The Onion that criticized CNN.com’s decision to
put the Miley Cyrus twerking story as its main story on August 26, 2013 had this funny
but chilling proposition: “So you see, there’s no stopping this. And what is this, you ask?
Modern-day journalism. And what is modern-day journalism? Getting you to click on
this link” (Onion, 2013).
The satirical article contains an actual link, and it takes the reader to the original
story on CNN.com, already relegated to the entertainment section. But for a few hours on
that Monday morning, in this age of “modern-day journalism,” online readers read this
headline, splashed on the homepage of a news organization that prides itself as “the
worldwide leader in news.”
“Miley Cyrus twerks, stuns VMAs crowd.”
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X. A Researcher’s Habitus

This dissertation pushed me, in many ways, out of my comfort zone.
The research process was fun and stressful, exciting and nerve-racking, humbling
and fulfilling. Being a journalist myself, I have always been passionate about studies of
news construction processes. This background might have served as the lens through
which I conducted my observations, drafted questions for my interviews, analyzed my
qualitative data, and even phrased the items in my survey questionnaire. Lenses, to some
extent, can affect what we see. But it is also through them that we get to see clearly.
In this section, I document my process of reflexivity, where researchers “critically
think about their role in the research process” (Brennen, 2013, p. 169). It refers to the
ideal of how researchers “should be aware of the opinions and biases they bring to the
research and of the way these inevitably impact the scene and the data collected” (Tracy,
2013, p. 255). In effect, the concept of reflexivity asks researchers to reflect on their own
habitus to locate themselves and their roles in the—quite literally—field.
My Habitus
My background is more than just my six years of experience as a newspaper
journalist. I am also a 30-year-old postgraduate student from the Philippines who looks as
Filipino as I can get. I spoke with a different accent. I tried to blend in during my
observations. But inside three newsrooms composed of mostly White Americans, I
looked different. I felt different. One time, I sat a meter away from the rectangular desk
where all the editors at the second newsroom were gathered for their budget meeting. The
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managing editor looked at me and said: “Please don’t discuss with anyone anything you
will hear today.” I smiled at her and nodded my head. In the afternoon meeting, a college
intern, a white American girl, was introduced to the same group. The editors started
joking with her. The managing editor asked her about school. But she never warned her
about confidentiality. I was different. I felt different.
I also come from a culture that is very deferential, particularly based on seniority.
In my fieldwork, I had to overcome my shyness to introduce myself to people I have
never met before and request to observe them, and spend time with them during
interviews. For example, I felt intimidated by the managing editor at the first newsroom.
He was tall and spoke with an authoritative voice. He was the one who granted me
access, and yet I felt shy talking to him. One time he offered me some donuts. I politely
declined, despite the fact that I loved donuts. I was more comfortable talking with editors
about the same age as I am. However, as the days went on, as I spent more time in the
field, I gained more and more courage, that one time when I ran across the editor-inchief, I finally introduced myself and requested an interview. He finally knew who was
the stranger he had been seeing show up at the budget meetings in the last three days.
Cultural Capital
The managing editor of the first newsroom called me a “college kid” one time,
despite my previous emails to him introducing myself as a doctoral student. But
somehow, that worked to my advantage. When he sat down with me, the managing editor
explained to me his work detail by detail. He showed me how he used web analytics, and
even did an experiment for me to show how some social media strategies could quickly
draw traffic. I have read about web analytics. I tinkered with Adobe’s Omniture. But I
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have never used web analytics formally. So being treated as a college student worked to
my advantage, because there were many things I did not know.
I asked a lot of questions, even during my observations, and the editors I observed
patiently answered all of my queries. On hindsight I think it was because I sounded really
curious, and I really was, but also probably because in their minds, I was a college kid
who was observing a newsroom for the first time.
This was my first time to conduct participant observation. I learned the method
from a few classes I took. I read a lot of textbooks and examples of case studies. I even
taught a qualitative methods class. I started my participant observations feeling well
prepared, although I still brought my favorite case study textbook with me. But I guess
nothing prepares for the real thing—except the real thing. On my fourth day of
observation, when the excitement finally waned off, I got into a serious bout of selfdoubt. Am I doing it right? Do people here like me? Can I get editors to sit down with me
for interviews? The best antidote, I realized, was to keep on going. I was focused on my
research goals, and I ended up interviewing 15 people from the first newsroom.
Interviewing is something I have been used to, particularly as a journalist. And
yet as a qualitative researcher I was also aware of how respondent interviews differ from
journalistic interviews. I had to ask questions whose answers might seem so obvious to
me, considering my journalism background. I had to alert my interviewees beforehand
that I had to ask those types of questions because I was more interested in what they
thought than in what I knew.
I wrote my field notes the night right after each day’s worth of observation. This
allowed me to write what I saw, heard, and even felt, as soon as possible, while the
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scenes, dialogues, and feelings were still fresh in my memory. I also engaged in constant
memoing—jotting down patterns, ideas, and realizations in between my observations. I
also used NVivo for my analysis. This was the first time I used a computer-assisted
qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS) in my research. I also conducted a full
structural equation modeling for the first time for my quantitative analysis. In many
ways, I managed to push my limits in this research.
Social Capital
When I finally overcame feeling shy, I realized that many people at the first
newsroom were actually very nice. One editor asked me to come to his office to talk
about Manny Pacquiao, a well-known Filipino boxer. A digital editor managed to get me
my own identification card that worked as a gate pass, complete with the company
lanyard, despite an initial refusal from the human resources office that issued IDs. Many
editors started calling me by my first name. They started treating me as one of them.
The metro editor started giving me my own copies of the budget list. I sat next to
the editors during budget meetings, but I never spoke. I was there. The editors welcomed
me. But consistent with my observer-as-participant stance, I did not want them to notice
me. I wanted them to act as normal as possible, and to a large extent I think I achieved
this goal. It is a funny irony, I think, that when they start seeing you at the newsroom
every day is when you start disappearing to them as a researcher, becoming part of their
routine.
I had a great time at the first newsroom, probably not so much at the second
newsroom. My contact person cut short my observation period. She started thinking I was
spying for the competition. It was not very pleasant. But it was also beyond my control.
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To some extent, when we enter the scene, we are at the mercy of our contact persons. I
was able to observe a full news cycle and talk to eight people, including the company’s
publisher, who was very accommodating. But I realized when we enter a scene, not
everything goes our way. Sometimes, the best response is just to accept that.
Therefore, I did not know what to expect when I showed up at my third
newsroom. But it turned out that the editors I observed there were very accommodating.
One editor was just hilarious and would always trade jokes with me all the time. To some
extent, being different in that setting was being cool, as I felt these editors were happy to
interact with someone from the outside world, so to speak.
And Some Sort of Economic Capital
Observing at three newsrooms was a great learning experience, not just for the
purpose of my research, but also for the purpose of how research goes about. I was
fortunate that for the most part, I came across accommodating and helpful individuals, a
few of which I remained in contact through email and Twitter after I exited the scene.
Another surprise came from my experience in inviting participants to my online survey.
I sent emails to a random sample of online editors. I offered a $10 gift card of
their choice between Amazon and Starbucks. But one third of my participants chose the
option that said: “No need to send me anything.” I received a few emails that told me
they were withholding their email addresses, which I requested in the survey for the
purpose of sending gift cards, because they were happy to help and there was no need for
any remuneration. I did not consider the gift cards as a form of remuneration. But at best,
I think it conferred legitimacy to my study, by showing my commitment to my research
by displaying some form of funding, some form of economic capital.
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I also got emails from people who had to decline my invitation, many of them
saying information on web analytics was proprietary in nature and their companies would
not allow them to take the survey. I appreciated the effort to let me know, instead of just
ignoring my email. I got one email one midnight that dropped me the f-word. It was the
exception, however. In general, I was amazed by how nice and friendly a lot of people
were as they took time to help out a student they did not personally know.
This research pushed me out of my comfort zone, but it also eventually made me
feel comfortable, with me coming across many different types of people only similar in
their willingness to help.
Faith in humanity—and research—restored.
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XI. Appendices

A. Proposed Mechanism of Influence

	
  

1. A proposed mechanism of influence
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C. Interview Guide
Thank you for agreeing to participate in my study! Your thoughts and opinions
will be very valuable. I am a PhD in Journalism candidate at the University of MissouriColumbia. For this project, I am interested in exploring the decision-making processes of
journalists. I am particularly interested in how web analytics data figure in your news
routines. Our interview will be tape-recorded but none of your responses will be
identified with you in either the transcript or the final paper.
Again, your participation is voluntary and you can opt out at any time you want.
If you have questions about your rights as a study participant, or are dissatisfied with any
aspect of this study, you may contact, anonymously if you wish, the Campus Institutional
Review Board, 483 McReynolds, University of Missouri, Columbia, MO 65211, (573)
882-9585.
I will now start asking you a few questions:

Rapport-Building
1. How long have you been working as a journalist?
2. How long have you been working with this news organization?
Non-directive Questions
1. How would you describe your typical day as a journalist?
2. In the routines you mentioned, do you get to encounter some sort of feedback
from the audience? How? Can you cite some examples?
3. How important is the audience in your work as a journalist? What made you think
this way? (probe for conception of the audience as a form of capital)
4. What is your organization's policy in terms of audience feedback, if any? How do
you think about this policy?
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Directive Questions
1. Do you think journalists should know what the audience wants? Why (or why
not)?
2. How do you find out what your audience thinks about your work? Does their
opinion matter to you? Why?
3. How do you receive feedback from your audience? (probe for different forms of
audience feedback)
4. Can you think of a time you used that information? How did you use it? Can you
think of any discussions you’ve had where you or others have brought in audience
feedback?
5. How would you compare the different ways that you receive feedback from your
audience? Which do you use most often? Why? (recall probe: review the different
audience feedback mechanisms mentioned by the interviewee)
6. How do you think audience feedback affects your work as a journalist, if at all?
7. How do you think audience feedback affects your news organization, if at all?

Web Analytics
1. Does your newsroom use web analytics? How? (if not covered by previous
questions; otherwise, skip)
2. As far as you know, what is the purpose of web analytics in your newsroom? How
do you know this?
3. As far as you know, how does your newsroom monitor web metrics?
4. As far as you know, how does your newsroom discuss web analytics data? (probe
whether or not reports are being disseminated to everyone)
5. What do you think of web analytics in general? (probe for perceptions of use,
evaluations, impact on news work)
6. How do web metrics figure in your work as (reporter, editor, etc.)? Can you cite
some examples? (probe for specific uses, routines)
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7. How do you think web metrics affect the quality of your work?
Closing Questions
1. What role do you think should online journalists such as you play in society?
2. What made you think about this particular role? (probe for influences of routines,
organization, training, education, audience)
3. What was your background or training prior to being a journalist? How about
your peers? (probe for training in online technology)
4. Is there anything you would like to add or point out? Please let me know.
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D. List of Interviewees

Newsroom

1

2

3

Participant

Minutes

Editor-in-chief
Managing editor
Deputy managing editor for digital
Assistant managing editor for content and presentation
Metro Editor
Business Editor
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Shared news editor
Social media editor
Digital editor
Copy editor
Reporter-editor
Digital development manager
Digital development staff member
Digital development staff member

45
44
32
15
17
25
35
28
36
42
33
54
23
*
*

Publisher
Vice president for digital
Social media manager
Public editor
Audience relations manager
Social media editor
Homepage editor
Home page editor

26
30
88
33
30
*
*
*

General manager
Assistant managing editor for digital
Assistant managing editor for presentation and innovation
Public editor
Marketing analyst
Web editor
Web editor
Business reporter

32
26
47
36
40
31
32
21

2.	
  List	
  of	
  interviewees	
  

Note. * refers to ethnographic interviews
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E. Theoretical Framework

2.	
  Theoretical	
  framework
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F. Conceptual Framework

	
  

3.	
  Conceptual	
  framework	
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G. Conception of the Audience

The audience is important because:

Symbolic

Economic

The more advertisers we will get

-.013

.881

The higher our advertising revenues will be.

.034

.957

The more credible our company will become.

.752

.043

The more the public will trust us.

.896

-.038

The better our reputation will become.

.945

-.108

The more influence our news organization

.493

.173

3.424

1.28

57.07%

21.27%

will have in our community.

Eigenvalue
Variance explained
3.	
  Conception	
  of	
  the	
  audience

Note. An exploratory factor analysis (principal axis factoring) using oblique rotation
(oblimin) found two underlying factors of how the participants conceived of the
audience, explaining 78% of the variance, KMO = .75, Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity, X2
(15) = 734.39, p < .001).
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H. Patterns of Web Analytics Use

To determine which stories are
doing well
To determine which stories are
not doing well
To decide which stories to cover
To determine what stories to do
follow ups on
To determine how to cover a
story
To plan deployment of reporters
To help evaluate the performance
of employees
To know which topic areas to
increase coverage in
To know where to increase
coverage in terms of geographic
location
To monitor if the site is working
properly
To determine where traffic is
coming from
To decide how to write the
headline
To determine story placement in
the homepage
To help design the website
To improve user experience
To monitor how the story I
wrote/edited is doing
Eigenvalues
Variance explained

SiteOriented

ContentOriented

TrafficOriented

Mean

SD

-.039

-.010

-.899

4.26

1.00

.022

-.100

-.706

3.82

1.21

-.116

-.810

-.146

2.47

1.01

.060

-.709

-.114

2.96

1.13

-.058

-.950

.125

2.17

1.04

.030

-.804

.102

2.20

.97

.085

-.466

-.111

2.01

.98

.034

-.666

-.180

3.03

1.06

.258

-.392

.017

2.24

.96

.530

-.015

-.222

3.16

1.23

.393

.023

-.404

3.79

1.00

.374

-.210

-.226

2.65

1.18

.478

-.147

-.216

3.04

1.24

.835
.926

-.017
.002

.074
.065

2.68
3.11

1.16
1.15

.186

-.159

-.429

3.46

1.14

7.54
47.15%

1.65
10.34%

1.10
6.84%

---

---

4.	
  Patterns	
  of	
  web	
  analytics	
  use

Note. An exploratory factor analysis (principal components analysis) using oblique
rotation (oblimin) found three underlying patterns of use, KMO = .90, Bartlett’s Test of
Sphericity, X2 (120) = 1425.89, p < .001, accounting for 67% of the variance.
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I. Patterns of Facebook Use
Engagement-

Promotion-

oriented

oriented

To break a story

.492

To promote a story
To promote the organization

Mean

SD

.018

3.50

1.36

-.052

.887

4.53

.82

.176

.382

3.61

1.05

.574

.118

3.31

.98

.026

.765

4.44

.86

.535

.317

3.93

1.02

.635

.026

3.61

1.13

.612

.164

3.86

1.00

.477

.167

3.72

1.07

To find sources

.796

-.127

3.06

.97

To find different viewpoints

.810

-.117

2.98

1.04

.767

-.041

3.09

.99

5.38

1.31

--

--

44.81%

10.95%

--

--

To get suggestions from
followers
To direct readers to the
website
To read what people are saying
about a story
To see what issues are trending
To communicate with
followers
To determine how popular a
story is

To get information from
followers about events they
witnessed
Eigenvalues
Variance explained
5.	
  Patterns	
  of	
  Facebook	
  use

Note. An exploratory factor analysis (principal axis factoring) using oblique rotation
(oblimin) found two factors, KMO = .88, Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity, X2 (66) = 1069.85,
p < .001. These factors accounted for 55.76% of the variance.
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J. Patterns of Twitter Use

Engagement-

Promotion-

Mean

SD

oriented

oriented

To break a story

.263

.317

3.93

1.22

To promote a story

-.074

.871

4.51

.86

To promote the organization

.144

.443

3.59

1.13

.730

.100

3.08

1.00

.030

.813

4.33

.90

.655

.225

3.39

1.11

To see what issues are trending

.581

.208

3.68

1.15

To communicate with followers

.560

.219

3.64

1.07

.636

.111

3.19

1.09

To find sources

.894

-.102

3.01

.98

To find different viewpoints

.938

-.196

2.96

1.05

.787

-.037

3.08

1.07

6.14

1.36

--

--

51.18%

11.34%

--

--

To get suggestions from
followers
To direct readers to the website
To read what people are saying
about a story

To determine how popular a
story is

To get information from
followers about events they
witnessed
Eigenvalues
Variance explained
6.	
  Patterns	
  of	
  Twitter	
  use

Note. An exploratory factor analysis (principal axis factoring) using oblique rotation
(oblimin) found two factors that accounted for 62.52% of the variance, KMO = .90,
Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity, X2 (66) = 1381.77, p < .001.
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K. Hypothesized Model for Web Analytics

4.	
  Hypothesized	
  model	
  for	
  web	
  analytics

Note. The hypothesized model, grounded in both theory and my qualitative results, fits
the data well, χ2 (160)= 246.48, p < .001; RMSEA = .05, PCLOSE = .418; CFI = .96;
TLI = .95; ECVI = 1.885.
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L. Final Model for Web Analytics

	
  

5.	
  Final	
  model	
  for	
  web	
  analytics
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M. Hypothesized Model for Social Media

	
  

6.	
  Hypothesized	
  model	
  for	
  social	
  media

Note. B refers to both Facebook and Twitter; T refers to Twitter only; the model does not
fit to the data well, χ2 (393) = 932.18, p < .001; RMSEA = .08, PCLOSE < .001; CFI =
.84; TLI = .82; ECVI default model = 5.54; ECVI saturated model = 4.83.
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N. Final Model for Social Media
	
  
	
  

	
  

7.	
  Final	
  model	
  for	
  social	
  media	
  

Note. B refers to both Facebook and Twitter; T refers to Twitter only; for the latent
variables engagement and promotion, coefficients in both italics and boldface refer to
observed variables for Twitter; the rest refers to observed variables for Facebook. The
model fits to the data well, χ2 (383) = 569.32, p < .001; RMSEA = .05, PCLOSE = .592;
CFI = .94; TLI = .94; ECVI = 3.87.
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